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The Campaign Bears Fruit

HE campaign for funds conducted by the Medical College

of Virginia last spring began first with students and fac-

ulty, followed by an appeal to alumni and the city of Rich-

mond. When the student body had pledged more than

forty thousand dollars, and the faculty had contributed somewhat more

than sixty thousand dollars, it was pretty well assured that the alumni

and the city of Richmond would respond. Thus far the total of

campaign pledges runs considerably beyond a half million dollars, and

the campaign is still going forward in a quiet way.

As a direct result of the campaign there have been written into

wills several large sums, ultimately to come to the college. Moreover,

it is believed that other individuals are likewise contemplating pro-

viding for the college. How fine it will be when every friend and

alumnus of the institution will make at least some provision for the

future of the Medical College of Virginia when planning for the settle-

ment of his estate! This ideal objective is definitely attainable, it is

believed.

Many are the moral advantages which have accrued from the cam-

paign: The college is better known, respected, and loved; old friends

rejoice in it anew, and additional friends have been won for it.

As a direct outcome of the campaign the first full-time clinician in

the modern sense has been added to the staff of the School of Medicine;

and when campaign pledges have been paid in larger numbers, work

upon two new buildings will start. One of these will be a women's

dormitory and the other a laboratory and clinic building. Then, just as

soon as possible, the new college library will be constructed in physical

association with the magnificent library and home of the Richmond

Academy of Medicine, which will be erected on the northeast corner of

Clay and Twelfth streets, facing the Confederate Museum.



BOOK ONE THE COLLEGE



The Founding of the Medical College of Virginia

By

Wyndham B. Blanton, M.D.
Richmond, Va.

|HE STORY of the founding of the Medical College of Virginia forms a natural

chapter in the general history of medical education in this country. The Revolu-

tion did not emancipate America politically without creating a natural desire for

freedom and self-expression in education. The practice of indenture and the habit

of going abroad for a medical education—the grand tour—both stopped with

Yorktown. The first American medical school was opened at the University of Pennsylvania in

1765. By 1783 similar institutions were planted in New York City and at Harvard. By 1837

twelve medical colleges were in operation, three of which were in the South. In Virginia med-

ical education was early a prominent issue. An abortive medical department was organized at

William and Mary College in 1779 when the famous Dr. James McClurg was made professor

of medicine. Quesney's Academy in Richmond was an ambitious scheme for higher education,

and among its chairs was one devoted to Anatomy. In 1825 the University of Virginia opened

the first real medical school in the! state, and by 1838 Dr. Peter Mettauer was attracting scores

of students to his academy in Prince Edward. He was teaching and practicing brilliantly in the

neighborhood of Hampden-Sidney College. His reputation was national. Why his school was

not taken over as the medical department of Hampden-Sidney College is difficult to understand.

He was an alumnus of that college and his flourishing school was less than a mile away. The
amalgamation of his school with Randolph-Macon some years later, and the tenor of a letter of

his, now in possession of Dr. Joseph L. Miller, of Thomas, West Virginia, shows that Mettauef

evidently had strong feeling in the matter.

The immediate events which led to the founding of this school are interesting. It was gen-

erally realized that the great majority of medical students from Virginia were drifting North

for an education in spite of the fact that the University of Virginia had been in the field thirteen

years. It was even claimed in 1843 that since 1810, 4,140 out of a total of 5,900 Virginia students

of medicine had matriculated at the University of Pennsylvania. Another effort to stem the

exodus of Virginians must be made. The lay papers joined with the profession in urging the

study of medicine at home.

Unconsciously, the 'fortunes of the men who were to found the new college were drawing

them td Richmond, so that by 1838 there were three ex-professors of medicine and others with

fine academic training on the field. Two of them had occupied important positions in the medical

faculty of the University of Virginia. Dr. Thomas Johnson held the chair of Anatomy and

Surgery at Charlottesville for ten years before he resigned. He then moved to Richmond. Dr.

Augustus L. Warner of Baltimore was appointed to succeed Dr. Johnson. He also resigned,

and in 1837 moved to Richmond. So strong was the teaching instinct in him that he advertised in

the Richmond daily papers the immediate opening of a private medical school of his own. By
October 2, 1837, he announced that he was prepared to receive students. These private plans

appear to have been cut short by a more ambitious scheme for medical education in Richmond
centering around Warner, John Cullen, R. L. Bohannon and L. W. Chamberlayne. The reso-

lution which the Hampden-Sidney College Board of Trustees acted upon on December i, 1837,

must have originated with them. At any event a medical college was created in Richmond on
that date as a department of Hampden-Sidney College.



The regulations drawn up at this time provided for six professors who were to give a

course of lectures of five months (November toi March) each year. Two years previous study

with a reputable practitioner, attendance upon a full course of lectures, dissection, and a thesis,

were the requirements for graduatioon. The degree of M.D. was to be conferred by the president

and trustees of Hampden-Sidney College. The first faculty and the courses given were as follows:

Thomas Johnson, professor of Anatomy and Physiology.

John Cullen, professor of Theory and Practice of Medicine.

R. L. Bohannon, professor of Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and Children.

L. W. Chamberlayne, professor of Materia Medica and Therapeutics.

Augustus L. Warner, professor of Surgery, and dean.

Socrates Maupin, professor of Chemistry and Pharmacy.

Forty-six students enrolled the first year. By 1850 there were ninety matriculates. At first

a private venture, the state was finally aroused to foster it by substantial pecuniary help. For

several years both the college and infirmary were under one roof, housed in the Union Hotel,

Twelfth and Main streets. The Richmond papers of the day wrote enthusiastically of the

physical outlay. The museum and chemical equipment were impressive. The school was

much in the daily press at the opening of each session. For a week or tem days each professor

gave a popular lecture to which the general public was invited. These lectures were fully

commented upon in the papers the following day. In 1850 the school was moved to the new
building on Shockoe Hill, which is now known as the Egyptian building. Here again the college

and infirmary were under one roof. There were three lecture rooms, an airy dissecting room,

and a basement. Gas lights were a feature. The infirmary had three wards and cared for

patients for from $3.00 to $5.00 a week.

Among the early faculties there occur illustrious names which should not be forgotten.

Jeffries IVyman, a graduate of Harvard Medical School. Three years professor of Anatomy

(1843-1847). He was called to the Harvard professorship of Anatomy. He became a distin-

guished paleontologist as well as anatomist. It was he who was responsible for the splendid

museum of our college in those days.

Charles Bell Gibson.—Like so many others was educated at the University of Pennsylvania.

He was in the faculty from' 1846-1865. He introduced ether anesthesia into Virginia. He was

an orator and soldier as well as a great surgeon.

David H. Tucker.—Student of medicine at both the University of Virginia and the University

of Pennsylvania. Then "walked the hospitals," especially in Paris. He was a distinguished

professor of medicine (1847-1869).

Beverly R. IVelford.—Graduate of the University of Maryland. Professor of Materia Medica
and Therapeutics (1854-1878). He enjoyed the distinction of being once president of the Amer-
ican Medical Association.

E. Broivn Sequard.—International physiologist, was just long enough in the faculty (1853-

1855) to establish a "menagerie" of dogs and cats in the basement and to leave upon his stu-

dents an indelible impression of a great vivisectionist and original investigator in one of the

fundamental sciences.



Stuart McGuire, M.D., LL.D.

President Emeritus

Medical College of Virginia
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William T. Sanger, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

President

Medical College of Virginia



Tke Inauguration

HE inauguration of Dr. William Thomas Sanger as president of the Med-

ical College of Virginia was observed on Monday, May 31, 1926, with

impressive exercises. The installation ceremonies were held at the Lyric

Theater at 1 1 o'clock, with the Honorable Harry Floyd Byrd, Governor

of Virginia, presiding.

A notable feature of the inauguration, and one which attracted wide attention

was the procession, in cap and gown, of the student body headed by the faculty, the

new president, and distinguished visitors ; this stretched for three city blocks and

moved in solemn and impressive order from the college building at Twelfth and Clay

streets out through the Capitol Square to the Lyric Building at Ninth and Broad

streets. The Governor of the State walked with President Sanger at the head

of the line.

The Lyric Building was filled to capacity. Seated on the platform was a distin-

guished array of men eminent in the field of education, finance, and government. The

pit of the theater was filled with alumni and students, a touch of color being lent by

the large number of women visitors present.

The invocation was offered by Dr. F. W. Boatwright, president of the University

of Richmond, and an address of welcome and congratulation by the governor. Presi-

dent Sanger, the speaker of the occasion, was presented by Mr. Eppa Hunton, Junior,

chairman of the Board of Visitors of the Medical College of Virginia.

The inaugural address of the present was notable, not so much for its reference

to the long and distinguished record of the institution as for the picture he held forth

of predicated achievements which would place the college in the forefront of all similar

institutions, wherever located.

President Sanger was for several years secretary of the Virginia State Board of

Education. Before entering actively into the service of the state he had a distin-

guished and varied career as an educator, both within and without the confines of the

Old Dominion. For these reasons, joined with his innate ability, energy, and force,

the Medical College of Virginia considered itself fortunate in securing his services. It

was, therefore, on this account, that the inaugural pronouncements of the new presi-

dent were followed with the utmost attention as being fraught with consummate

significance.



Under the leadership of Doctor Sanger, it was freely predicted by members of

the Board of Visitors, as well as by faculty members, that the banner of the Medical

College of Virginia would move rapidly to an even brighter day. The inaugural

address of the president materially increased the confidence which his acceptance of

college leadership had brought, and stamped him not only as a man of distinguished

and wide vision, but one of dynamic energy and strong leadership.

Among the very distinguished men who occupied seats on the stage and listened

with approbation and evident pleasure to the address of the president, was Dr. Stuart

McGuire, retiring president, whose association with the college has been invaluable.

Besides the addresses from the Governor and others, noteworthy were the re-

marks of Dr. Samuel P. Capen, Chancellor of the University of Buffalo, and those

of Dr. B. M. Randolph, of George Washington University.

The benediction was pronounced by Dr. Paul H. Bowman, president of Bridge-

water College.

It is believed that the inauguration of Dr. William Thomas Sanger as president

of the Medical College of Virginia opened up a new era and will bring a larger and

fuller measure of accomplishment, of effort, and success to this leader among the

professional schools of the South.

At night on inauguration day, as a further part of the ceremonies, short papers

were presented at the formal dinner at the Commonwealth Club by Dr. Wyndham
B. Blanton for Hampden-Sidney College; Dr. Stuart McGuire, retiring president.

Medical College of Virginia; Dean C. B. Jordan, dean School of Pharmacy, Purdue

University; Dr. J. C. Flippin, dean Department of Medicine, University of Virginia;

Miss Ethel Smith, secretary of the Virginia State Board of Examiners of Nurses,

and Dr. Charles R. Turner, dean School of Dentistry, University of Pennsylvania.

Mr. Eppa Hunton, Junior, chairman Board of Visitors of the Medical College of

'\'^irginia, presided at the dinner.
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Medical College of Virginia Faculty

College Officers

W. T. Sanger, President Manfred Call, Dean

J. R. McCauley, Secretary-Treasurer Robt. F. McCrackan, Secretary

ScKool of Medicine

Emeritus Professors

C. A. Blanton, M.D Emeritus Professor of Diseases of Children

T. F. Bright M.D Eineritus Professor of Anatomy

John Dunn, A.M., M.D Emeritus Professor of Otology, Rhinology and Laryngology

J. W. Long M.D • Emeritus Professor of Diseases of Women and Children

George Ross M.D Emeritus Professor of Obstetrics

Ennison G. Williams, M.D Emeritus Professor of Preventive Medicine

Professors

Greer Baughman, M.D. . Professor of Obstetrics

Robert C. Bryan, M.D Professor of Genito-Urinary Diseases

Manfred Call, M.D Professor of Clinical Medicine

C. C. Coleman, M.D Professor of Neurological Surgery

F. M. FiTTS M.D Professor of Military Science and Tactics

W. T. Graham, M.D Professor of Orthopedic Surgery

Alfred L. Gray, M.D Professor of Roentgenology

St. George T. Grinnan, M.D Professor of Pediatrics

C C Haskell M.D Professor of Physiology and Pharmacology

T Ali ison Hodges M.D Professor of Clinical Nervous and Mental Diseases

J. Morrison Hutcheson, M.D Professor of Therapeutics

Arthur D. Knott, M.D Professor of Preventive Medicine

E. P. McGavock M.D Professor of Dermatology and Syphilis

E C L Miller M.D Professor of Bacteriology and Biochemistry

H. L. OSTERUD, Ph.D. Professor of Anatomy

W. L. Peple M.D Professor of Clinical Surgery

Chas. Phillips, M.D Professor of Pathology

Chas. R. Robins, M.D Professor of Gynecology

Beverly R. Tucker, M.D • Professor of Nervous and Mental Diseases

Douglas Vanderhoof, M.D. Professor of Medicine

Joseph A. White, M.D. . . Professor of Opiahnmology, Otology, Rhinology and Laryngology

A. MURAT Willis, M.D Professor of Surgery

Associate Professors

Kellogg F. Bascom, M.D Associate Professor of Anatomy

John W. Brodnax, M.D Associate Professor of Anatomy

Alexander G. Brown, M.D Associate Professor of Medicine

R. FiNLEY Gayle, M.D Associate Professor of Nervous and Mental Diseases

B. H. Gray M.D Associate Professor of Obstetrics

Thos. p. Haslam, M.D Associate Professor of Pathology

G. Paul LaRoque, M.D Associate Professor of Surgery

Robert F. McCrackan, A.M Associate Professor of Biochemistry

Wm. F. Mercer, M.D Associate Professor of Otology, Rhinology and Laryngology

Stuart Michaux, M.D Associate Professor of Gynecology



Clifton Miller, M.D Associate Professor of Otology, Rhinology and Laryngology
RosHiER W. Miller, M.D Associate Professor of Materia Medica
Thos. W. Murrell, M.D Associate Professor of Dermatology and Syphilis
M. P. RucKER, M.D Associate Professor of Obstetrics

W. F. Sharpe, M.D Associate Professor of Clinical Pathology
Frederick W. Shaw, M.Sc, M.D Associate Professor of Bacteriology

J. McCaw Tompkins, M.D Associate Professor of Medicine
Howard Urbach, M.D Associate Professor of Pediatrics
R. H. Wright, M.D Associate Professor of Ophthalmology

Associates

Paul V. Anderson, M.D Associate in Nervous and Mental Diseases
Joseph Bear, M.D Associate in Obstetrics
Karl S. Blackwell, M.D Associate in Otology, Rhinology and Laryngology
W. B. Blanton, M.D Associate in Medicine
A. S. Brinkley, M.D Associate in Surgery
O. C. Brunk, M.D Associate in Medicine
S. W. Budd, M.D Director of Laboratory of Experimental Pathology

J. B. Dalton, M.D Associate in Surgery
T. D. Davis, M.D. Associate in Medicine
T. L. Driscoll, M.D Associate in Dermatology and Syphilis
B. F. EcKLES, M.D Associate in Surgery
N. T. Ennett, M.D Associate in Pediatrics
D. M. Faulkner, M.D Associate in Orthopedic Surgery

J. Blair Fitts, M.D Associate in Orthopedic Surgery
F. P. Fletcher, M.D Associate in Medicine
E. T. Gatewood, M.D Associate in Otology, Rhinology and Laryngology
W. H. HiGGiNS, M.D Associate in Medicine
Emory Hill, M.D Associate in Ophthalmology
F. S. Johns, M.D Associate in Surgery
B. B. Jones, M.D Associate in Pediatrics

J. G. Lyerly, M.D Associate in Neurological Surgery
W. L. Mason, M.D Associate in Otology, Rhinology and Laryngology
Howard Masters, M.D Associate in Nervous and Mental Diseases
H. P. Mauck, M.D Associate in Surgery
T. B. Pearman, M.D Associate in Surgery
Robert S. Preston, M.D Associate in Medicine
L. T. Price, M.D Associate in Genito-Urinary Surgery
Clyde F. Ross, M.D Associate in Genito-Urinary Surgery
W. A. Shepherd, M.D Associate in Medicine
A. C. Sinton, M.D. . Associate in Gynecology
Clifford W. Skinner Associate in Anatomy
James H. Smith, M.D Associate in Medicine
H. S. Stern, M.D Associate in Pediatrics

J. B. Stone, M.D Associate in Pediatrics

L. T. Stoneburner, M.D Associate in Medicine
A. L. Stratford, M.D Associate in Obstetrics

J. L. Tabb, M.D Associate in Roentgenology
D. D. Talley, M.D. . Associate in Roentgenology
E. H. Terrell, M.D Associate in Surgery
B. R. Wellford, M.D Associate in Otology, Rhinology and Laryngology
D. R. A. Wharton Associate in Bacteriology

Thos. F. Wheeldon, M.D Associate in Orthopedic Surgery

J. M. Whitfield, M.D. . Associate in Medicine, Medical Jurisprudence, Ethics and Economics
Carrington Williams, M.D Associate in Surgery



Instructors

Dudley C. Ashton, M.D • Instructor in Medicine

A. F. Bagby, M.D Instructor in Otology, Rhinology and Laryngology

T. N. Barnett, M.D Instructor in Medicine

Mary B. Baughman, M.D Instrucior in Pediatrics

W. R. Bracey, M.D Instructor in Surgery

J. B. BuLLARD, M.D Instructor in Medicine

C. M. Caravati, M.D Instructor in Medicine

J. G. Carter, M.D • Instrucior in Obstetrics

R. L. Creekmur, M.D Instructor in Genito-Urinary Surgery

A. L. DODSON M.D Instructor in Genito-Urinary Surgery

R. H. Edwards, M.D Instructor in Surgery

E. C. Eggleston, M.D Instructor in Gynecology

R. W. FowLKES, M.D Instructor in Dermatology and Syphilis

I. H. Goldman', M.D Instructor in Surgery

J. T. Graham, M.D Instructor in Medicine

Campbell Harris, M.D Instructor in Gynecology

F. E. Hinchman, M.D Instructor in Genito-Urinary Surgery

H. B. Hinchman, M.D Instrucior in Obstetrics

J. S. Horsley, Jr., M.D • Instructor in Surgery

T E Hughes M.D Instructor in Otology, Rhinology and Laryngology

A. M. Kimbrough, M.D Instructor in Medicine

Martin Lasersohn, M.D Instructor in Medicine

F H Lee M.D Instructor in Ophthalmology

Hunter h'. McGuire, M.D Instructor in Medicine

Wm. B. Meares, M.D Instructor in Medicine

J. A. Mease, Jr., M.D • Instructor in Medicine

R E Mitchell M.D Instructor in Otology, Rhinology and Laryngology

J." K. Richardson, M.D Instructor in Gynecology

H. B. Sanford, M.D • Instructor in Obstetrics

P. E. Schools, M.D Instructor in Medicine

B P. Seward M.D. * Instructor in Medicine

Sidney Trattner, M.D Instructor in Ophthalmology

Assistants

N. H. Turner, M.D Instrucior in Ophthalmology

W. T. Vaughn, M.D . Instructor in Medicine

E U. Wallerstein M.D Instructor in Otology, Rhinology and Laryngology

T. B. Weatherly, M.D Instrucior in Ophthalmology

T S Weitzel M.D. Instructor in Pediatrics

L. J. Whitehead, M.D . . Instructor in Roentgenology

W. H. Whitmore, M.D Instructor in Medicine

W. R. Bond Ph.G Assistant in Pharmacology and Physiology

H. D. Cochill Assistant in Nervous and Mental Diseases

R. H. Courtney, M.D Assistant in Ophthalmology

D. S. Daniel, M.D Assistant in Surgery

O. B. Darden, MD Assistant in Nervous and Mental Diseases

H. B. Haag Ph.G Assistant in Pharmacology and Physiology

Kate E. Harman Assistant in Biochemistry

E. Passamaneck, B.S Assistant in Biochemistry

William Patterson, M.D Assistant in Ophthalmology

Chas. W. Warren, M.D Assistant in Pathology

W. R. Weisiger, M.D. Assistant in Otology, Rhinology and Laryngology

B. R. Wellford, M.D Assistant in Otology, Rhinology and Laryngology

J. M. Whitfield, Jr., M.D Assistant in Obstetrics



School of Pliarmacy
WoRTLEY F. RuDD, Dean

Professors
W. G. CROCKErr, Phar.D., M.S Professor of Pharmacy

P. F. Fackenthall, P.C Professor of Pliarmacotjnosy

C. C. Haskell, M.D Professor of Pharmacology anJ Physiology

E. C. L. Miller, M.D Professor of Bacteriology

RosHiER W. Miller, M.D Professor of Materia Medica and Therapeutics

WORTLEY F. RuDD, Ph.B., M.A Professor of Chemistry

Robert A. Stewart Professor of English

Paul H. Warren, Ph.D Professor of Botany

Associate Professors
Roy Childrey, Ph.G Associate Professor of Practical Pliarmacy

William Clift, B.S Associate Professor of Chemistry

C. V. Nichols, Ph.C, M.S. Associate Professor of Pharmacy

F. W. Shaw, M.S., M.D Associate Professor of Bacteriology

Associates
E. P. Fletcher, Ph.G., M.D . Associate in First Aid

L. E. Jarrett, Ph.G Associate in Dispensing Pharmacy

D. R. A. Wharton Associate in Bacteriology

Instructors
C. M. Caravati, M.D Instructor in First Aid

Assistants
W. R. Bond, Ph.G Assistant in Pharmacology and Physiology

H. B. Haag, Ph.G Assistant in Pharmacology and Physiology

Harold Miller, Ph.G Assistant in Pharmacy and Chemistry

School of Dentistry

R. D. Thornton, Dean

Professors
Harry Be.^r, D.D.S., Prof. Exodotia, Anesthesia; Jurisprudence, Ethics, Economics, Dental History

C. C. Coleman, M.D Professor of Oral Surgery
A. L. Gray, M.D Professor of Roentgenology

C. C. Haskell, M.D Professor of Pharmacology and Physiology

J. A. C. Hocgan, D.D.S., L.D.S Professor of Orthodontia

G. W. Holuday, A.B., D.D.S Professor of Prosthetic Dentistry

E. C. L. Miller, M.D Professor of Bacteriology and Biochemistry

H. L. Osterud, Ph.D Professor of Anatomy
Chas. Phillips, M.D Professor of Pathology
Wortley F. Rudd, A.m., Ph.B Professor of Chemistry
R. L. Simpson, A.M., D.D.S Professor of Croivn and Bridge Jfork
R. D. Thornton, D.D.S. . . Professor Clinical Dentistry, Operative Dentistry, Dental Anatomy
R. C. Walden, D.D.S Professor of Peridoniia and of Oral Hygiene

Associate Professors
Charles F. Bowles, D.D.S Associate Professor of Orthodontia
John W. Brodnax, M.D Associate Professor of Anatomy
P. L. Chevalier, D.D.S Associate Professor of Physical Diagnosis
William Clift, B.S. Associate Professor of Chemistry
Thos. p. Haslam, M.D Associate Professor of Pathology
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Chas. E. Llewellyn, M.D Associate Professor of Physical Diagnosis

ROBT. F. McCracken, A.M Associate Professor of Biochemistry

Frederick W. Shaw, M.Sc, M.D Associate Professor of Bacteriology

A. M. Wash, D.D.S Professor of Peridontia and of Oral Hygiene

Associates
Herbert Cohn, D.D.S Associate in Dental Anatomy
T. D. Davis, M.D Associate in Medicine

P. F. Fackenthall, P.C Associate in Materia Medica
A. O. James, D.D.S Associate in Operative Dentistry

Karl Kirby, D.D.S Associate in Partial Denture Prosthesis

Harry Lyons, D.D.S Associate in Pathology and Histology

M. B. RuDD, D.D.S Associate in Prosthetic Dentistry

D. D. Talley, M.D Associate in Roentgenology

D. R. A. Wharton Associate in Bacteriology

T. W. Wood, D.D.S Associate in Prosthetic Dentistry

Assistants
W. R. Bond, Ph.G. Assistant in Pharmacology and Physiology

H. B. Haag, Ph.G Assistant in Pharmacology and Physiology

Kate E. Harman, B.A Assistant in Biochemistry

E. Passamaneck, B.A Assistant in Biochemistry

School of Nursing
Elizabeth C. Reitz, R.N. Wortley F. Rudd, A.M., Ph.B.

Dean Lecturer in Chemistry

. ^ T, T./rT-> Arthur C. Sinton, M.D.
A. F. Bagby, M.D. - , M I r^ , ,Lecturer tn Nursing of Gynecological

Lecturer in Diseases of the Ear, Nose and Conditions
^"""'

J. B. Stone, M.D.
Harvey DeJ. Coghill Lecturer in Nursing of Sick Children and of

Lecturer in Elementary Psychology in Infant Feeding
^"'^'"

R. D. Thornton, D.D.S.

J. Blair Fitts, M.D. Lecturer in Dental Hygiene

Lecturer in Orthopedic Nursing RAYMOND A. VoNDELEHR, M.D.

Clifford A. FolkES, M.D. Lecturer in Nursing of Occupational Skin
„.

i- w r ''"^ Venereal Diseases
Lecturer in Diseases of the Lye

^.^ Carrington Williams, M.D.
R. FiNLEY Gayle, M.D. J ^ . .

c c I ^ J-.-'

.
Lecturer tn Nursing of Surgical Conditions

Lecturer in Ner'vous and Mental Nursing
Mary Merle Buckles, B.S.

T. P. Haslam, M.D. Instructor in Dietetics

Lecturer in Bacteriology and Pathology ^EE S. LiGGAN, M.D.
Lewis E. Jarrett, Ph.D. Instructor in Bandaging

Lecturer in Materia Medica Geraldine Mew, R.N.

Martin LassersOHN, M.D. 'Instructor for the Preliminary Course and
... , „ ,

,

J Full Time Instructor in Nursina Subjects
Lecturer in Nursing of Communicable and
Medical Diseases and Essentials of Medicine ELIZABETH C. ReitZ, R.N.

H L OsTERUD Ph D Instructor in Nursing, History and Ethics

Lecturer in Anatomy and Physiology and RebecCA SeLFRIDGE
Lecturer in Obstetrical Nursing Instructor in Elementary Massage

M. Pierce Rucker, M.D. Ruth Randolph Walker, R.N.
Anatomy of Special Senses and Nerves' Instructor in Social Service



Board of Visitors

Officers

Eppa Hunton, Jr Chairman
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BOOK TWO THE CLASSES



To tke Classes

HEN on that night of May the thirty-first there shall come

forth from the City Auditorium a happy group of men sur-

rounded by a multitude offering congratulations and sing-

ing their praises, the year of i926-'27 will be over, and the

class of '27 will be on its way to see life in its reality. We of the

lower classes will have been left alone to "carry on" according to our

own merits ; and what the Medical College of Virginia does in the future

will be our responsibility, and will reflect upon us.

The class of '28 will have for its duty the engineering of our policy

for the coming year and the providing of stability and authority. The

class of '29 should seek to equip itself for the future by becoming as

versatile as possible in college life. The class of '30 should be prepared

to handle the incoming neophytes of '31 and to instill into them the

ideals that have made the Medical College of Virginia great.

We all have a charge. May we keep it as well as our predecessors!

May it never be said that Medical College of Virginia was lacking in

glory on our account.





p. E. PRILLAMAN
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History of tke Senior Medical CIass

HE old man's face took on a faraway look as he leaned back in his easy chair.
Memories passing through his mind were reflected as minute changes of expression
in his eyes.

His grandson, then a freshman in medical school, waited anxiously, but, reverent
to those memories unexpressed, said nothing.

The fire flickered solemnly casting huge shadows on the opposite wall. The
very atmosphere was in accord with the weight of reminiscence.

Finally his lips began to move, cautiously at first, lest they disturb the solemnity of thought,
i "Those were the days! Ah, those were the days!"
The boy listened more intently but uttered not a sound.
"I laugh to think how frightened some of us were that first day we were introduced to the

Anatomy Hall. Many of us covered our fears by playing with bones which appeared so grue-
some. A little later the 'stiffs' were brought in and old Peyton w-ho first honored us bv calling
us doctors, helped us pick out the 'skinny ones.' We began to see the seriousness of our task when
Dr. Brodnax, the grand old man of M. C. V., showed us by his example that Medicine is an
Art as well as a Science. Brody died during our Senior year, an inspiration to the very last.

"The second half of that year gave us a change of scene. There was a change of odor, too,

the new one being that from the hydrogen sulfide generator. Some of us had to join the Y. M.
C. A., and a few of us went to Sunday School, but we final!}' finished the first vear.

"The class, minus the usual 15 per cent casualty of the first year, returned as Sophomores.
We were right good (and admitted it), until the first day Charlie 'called on' us. We expected
to be quizzed every day from then on. The system of oral exams was an institution in itself

—

when that was over the rest didn't matter. Anyway we remembered when State Board came that
we had had a course in Physiology and in Pharmacology.

''But, ah, the thrill of the Junior year! We carried our stethoscopes in any convenient
outside pocket and walked the length of the Dispensary with great gusto. Now we were Doctors
and could speak at length of our patients. We learned a great deal. We were to give cod liver

oil and orange juice to all babies, all cases of acliylia Gastrica were mpst beautiful, a doctor
should never miss a chance to slam a lawyer, women like doctors with white hair, it is necessary
to know the eachiology of diseases, typhoid has more complications than we thought, G. Paul
never pulled the light-cord down, little Johnnie had to be a Phi Beta Kappa to be here at all, and
"Little Paul" Anderson was a good sport if there ever was one. That was the Junior year, most
pleasant in retrospect.

"Then we were Seniors, and how griped we were when we had to wait eleven minutes for
clinic to start. Our time was valuable. We had to see our patients on the wards, get our
pictures taken, send in our 'write-up' for Cakie to put in our X-Ray. We had to see about
interneships, have class meetings to decide about commencements, caps and gowns, invitations,

etc., ad infinitum. Occasionally, we had to go to classes, and occasionally we had to meet Dr.
Call in the arena, frequently we wondered why we were asked such annoying questions. But we
finally got through some way or other.

"I must tell you of 'Notification Night,' without which the years before would have been
wasted. We, outside, had vision of Joe White voting to bust the whole class, of Dr. Haskell
putting in a most decided vote to the contrary. It was a nerve-racking night, a tawdry night,

but a glorious night. Even now its details are emblazoned on my memory. Ah, those were the

days!"
A glorious light spread over the face of the speaker. The silence of the room was accentu-

ated by the falling apart of the last embers. For a long time they sat there, each in his own
thoughts.

"But what about graduation? You received 30ur degree, did you not?"
"Oh, yes," said the veteran of a thousand battles with death, "at least I had my diploma

the next day."



SENIOR CLASS

Edward L. Alexander
ellerson, va.

Phi Rho Sigma; University of Richmond Club; Historian of Sophomore Class; Cotillion Club; X-Ray
Staff, 1924-25.

The Class of '27 would never have been complete and been able to stand four long years without
Alex. Seriously speaking, Alex has all the traits of an ideal physician. A gentleman, a scholar, and
those qualities which encourage others to entrust themselves without hesitation to his care, and the
mature reasoning and sound judgment to make their confidence well placed.

RuFus Carter Alley
BRISTOL, VA.

Kappa Psi; Theta Kappa Psi; School of Pharmacy; M. C. V., 1920-22, Ph.G., 1922; Honor Society, School
of Pharmacy, M. C. V.; William and Mary, 1922-23, Interne Club; Southwest Virginia Club; Interne

Sheltering Arms Hospital, 1926-27; President of Student Body, 1926-27.

It is impossible to describe this tall, agile youth, whose integrity, high moral principles and repu-
tation are above reproach; more especially is this true in the short space allotted, since Rufus is an
outstanding character, born of that genuine-blooded race in the hills of Southwest Virginia, which is

honored and revered throughout the South. For four long years he has gallantly striven to reach that
high attainment, which only those who have the profession at heart set for their goal.

Because of his sound judgment we were guided by unerring steps during his term as president of
the Student Body in '26-'27.

It is entirely fitting to herein assert that a man of such sterling quality is indeed an honor to
his Alma Mater and to the medical profession.

MEDICAL SCHOOL



SENIOR CLASS

Lester Lawrence Anderson
ADVANCE, N. C.

B.A., Wake Forest College; Chi Zeta Chi.

This soft voiced typical son of the Old South came to us from Wake Forest. He happened along
in his Junior year and very quickly established himself by his congeniality and an attitude of wanting
to become one of us.

"Shaggy" is a quiet and unruffled man with the manner of a cavalier and as pleasant a personality
as Aesculapaeus hmself could wish for one of his disciples.

So long, old man, your success is manifest even now.

Raymond Evan Bailey

HAMLIN, W. VA.

B.S.; Phi Beta Pi; Theta Chi; Sphinx; German Club.

Bailey came to us from the wilds of West Virginia at the beginning of the Junior year. He has
proven himself to be a student of exceptional ability. His gentlemanly character, friendly dis-
position, and lofty ideals have brought him the love and admiration of the class. With the fair sex
he especially shines. He has been the etiological factor in many cases of heart disease during his
stay ill Richmond. With his striking personality, ambitious disposition, he should easily make
good as a physician, and in the years to come, be a man to whom old M. C. V. will be justly proud.

MEDICAL SCHOOL
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Alpha Kappa Kappa; Cl£

Manager Baseball, '26; U

William Linwood Ball
RICHMOND, VA.

ss Basketball, '23, '24, '25, "26; Tri Phi; Sports Editor Skull and Bones, '26;

of Richmond Club; Vice-President Athletic Association, '26-'27; Y. M. C. A.
"Art is long, and lite is short."

Although these words were voiced thousands of years ago by the great Hippocrates, they were

the proverbial shot heard around the scientific world in that the realization of the great tasks ahead

with so brief a span in which to accomplish them was made manifest. By reason of analogy founded

upon four years of contact with a fellow student, I think one can Justly say that this exhortation has

to some degree found a realization in "Limpy" during these four years at the Medical College of

Virginia when one has taken cognizance of his fine scholastic record, the host of friends he has made,

and the numerous other'roles he has -played in student life. We all join in wishing him abundant
success and happiness as he casts his ancho.r in the harbor of scientific truth.

Harry Elmer Beard

NORTH KENOVA, OHIO

Theta Kappa Psi ; B.S. Degree.

Coming from a small Ohio town to school, this frail appearing youth was desirous and expectant

of learning medicine. His younger days were spent close to a doctor's oHlce, and from this fact, along

with that of an uncle who was a doctor, this, gentle reader, I can say was his impetus for studying
medicine. At first Harry was shy, even in class he was very much so. With the women he wasn't

so timid, and through these years has made quite a sheik of himself both in Richmond and in his

home town as a "crusher," his winning ways seeming to captivate the fair sex. As I have said, he
was very timid, and having known him for several years, can say it has only been recently that he
has found himself and retained the capacity of memory and forwardness of speech.

He has made good so far, and to him goes my wish for success, and from appearances lie will

have it A successful future is predicted for him.

MEDICAL SCHOOL
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Thomas S. Bowyer
EMORY, VA.

Chi Zeta Chi

On the morning of September 12, 1923, an elongated country youth, having left his home and
fireside, arrived in the city of Richmond, the Gateway of the South. He came from the region of the

true Anglo-Saxon blood, being imbued with the true Anglo-Saxon love of beautiful women, wine, and
song. He, a true Southern gentleman, demonstrated by his chivalrous attitude toward the fairer

sex (get out and walk). Tom, otherwise Broadway Rose, spent four and one-half months in the

Anatomy Hall in quest for knowledge by consistently and diligently listening to the Tale of Two
Cities told by his unknown friend, who later became known to him as the great story teller from
Church Hill. Bowyer, during his sojourn here, has proved himself to be a diligent student, and has
made for himself many friends both in the professional as well as in the social world, and we predict

for him a successful career in his chosen profession.

Hendrick Altamont Bracey
bracey, va.

Sigma Phi Epsilon; Phi Beta Pi; R. O. T. C. ; Interne Virginia Penitentiary; Secretary and Treasurer
Senior Class.

Bracey came to us from Randolph-Macon College, where he stood ace high, both for his scholar-

ship and punctuality in all things pertaining to college life. He had not been at M. C. V. long before,

as a result of his profound interest in Anatomy and Neurology, the affectionate name "Ostereude" was
attached to him. It has stuck through the four years of his medical career. He is very popular both
with the faculty and with the student body.

Because of the fact that he has never cultivated a fancy for "wine and women," and because of

his ability to master all subjects pertaining to the art of medicine, especially those of neurology and
nervous diseases, we predict for hiin a very successful future in the field of nervous and mental
diseases. He certainly has the best wishes of the Class of '27, and we hope that he may soon master
all of Dr. Ostereude's charts on the nervous system of women and put his knowledge into practice.

It is a wonderful field, and surely success awaits "Ostereude" Bracey

MEDICAL SCHOOL
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WiLLIAIM TURBIN HOLLAND BrANTLEY
ROANOKE RAPIDS, N. C.

Phi Beta Pi; Pre-Med., Dul^e University; President Sopliomore Class, 1924-25; Roanolie Rapids Hos-
pital, Summer 1925; Instructor in Anatomy and Physiology, M. C. V. School of Nursing", 1925-26; In-

terne N. C. Tuberculosis Sanitorium, Summer 1926; Instructor School of Nursing, M. C. V,, 1926-27.

We would like to elaborate on this man, but lack of space, time, and descriptive adjectives stare

us in the face. He is one of those most fortunate individuals possessed of the ability to know what
to do and then the added ability to do it. "Pop" is quite an eloquent orator. Whenever there_ was
a class meeting he was always the first to take the floor, and after much good advice, tips froni the
"profs," dills, etc., he would always close by saying, "I love you all."

Always optimistic, ever thoughtful of others rather than himself, with a heart higger even than
the state of North Carolina, there is nothing he would not do for a friend so long as it is right.

"Pop" Brantley, with his magnetic personality, unquestioned character and big heart, which have
made us all love him, is assured of success.

Harvey Christian Brownley
NORFOLK, VA.

Kappa Psi; Theta Kappa Psi; Interne Club; "^V.

Hospital, 1926-27.
& M. Club; Interne Sheltering Arms

After finishing pharmacy with high honors, "Our Hero" looked around as did Alexander the Great
for more obstacles to overcome. He finally decided to overcome the art of medicine, and since then
all efforts have been directed toward that end.

"Apex," by the high standard you have set both in the clinic and classroom, we know that all
yoin- efforts will be crowned with success. The Class of '27 bids adieu to one of its most worthy sons.
May the best of luck be yours.

MEDICAL SCHOOL
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L. W. Bryce

,
RICHMOND, VA.

Phi Rho Sigma; Interne Hygeia Hospital; F. L. E_ S.

Lyle Woodruff Bryce, better l<nown as "Pop" Lyle, attended Pvichmond "University in 1921 to 1922.

He was greatly interested in biology, and studied extensively on Virginia Beetles.

He came to M. C. V. in 1923, and has been here ever since. He is an earnest worker, and has

made a host of friends since he has been here.

He has been an interne at the Hygeia Hospital since 1925_

We hope Lyle will be the same kindly gentleman when he starts in his life work as he has been

here. We predict for him a great future.

FiNLEY Bryce Campbell
PLEASANT CITY, OHIO

A.B. Degree.

Campbell came to us four years ago from Ohio, with a desire to enter the medical world. His

auiet, retiring manner has prevented our becoming well acquainted with him, but to know him well

is to' like him well. He is known to be a man "set in his ways," and is not easily changed from

his point of view.
Campbell, we wish for you every success in your chosen profession.

MEDICAL SCHOOL
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Garland Norfleet Carter
BOYDTON, VA. ,

Phi Beta Pi; Vice-President of Junior Class; R. O. T. C. ; B.S. Degree.

"Doc Carter", although quiet on first acquaintance, is extremely likeable and considerate, with a
sincere personal interest in friendships. In our inner soul we have no doubt about his success in the

future—whether it be fishing or liastening to numerous patients.

True to his friends, sincere in his motives, solid in hisi character. All in all—"Doc"—a prince

of a good fellow.

Valentino Caso

NEW YORK CITY

Ph_G.; A.B.

Caso hails from that rushing, bustling metropolis. New York. Where the mad rush of humanity
ti-amples many in its waive, one often wonders how he escaped the surging masses. Quiet,

.
unassum-

ing, and diligent—those are but a few of the salient features which make us admire Valentino.
Little is there in Osier or Williams which has missed his critical eye. We often hear the cry,

"Here comes Dr. Osier Williams Caso."
To be sure, success will be his.

MEDICAL SCHOOL
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Joseph Vincent Castagna
BALTIMORE, MD.

Interne Mercy Hospital, Baltimore, Summer 1925; Interne Club; Interne at Memorial Hospital, '26-'27.

Someone has said, "Continued good humor is a sign of intelligence," and Joe Castagna being a
fellow of good humor, and the same things equaling the same thing make each other equal, so the

conclusion is drawn that Joe is an intelligent fellow, for he always has a smile for everyone he meets,

and no one can accuse him of being a "grouch." He is easy to look at, and we like to do things

that are easy.
Castagna is a hard worker, and comes from the beautiful state of Maryland, where the valleys

are full of corn. We know he is "eornfed" by the way he can flght_ (We mean the corn that grows
on the ear, and not poured into a bottle). He is good caliber, and we feel sure that he will do well.

Dana Lawrence Cavendish
RAINELLE, W. VA.

Alpha Kappa Kappa; University of Richmond; West Virginia Club.

"Lord" Cavendish is another of those rare and pleasing specimens of humanity from the hills of

West Virginia. Even though we have been intimately associated with him for the past four years,

at times we feel that we do not know him so well because of his deep character and originality.

During our struggle for the coveted M.D., Cavendish has always been a consistent fellow strug-
gler, and "pulls with the gang" with his characteristic mountain spirit^ His optimism, congeniality,

ability to make friends, and his loyalty are but a few of his outstanding traits.

Our confidence in him is well placed. With his courage and ability his success is assured.

MEDICAL SCHOOL
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Ralph Wayne Cramer
washington, d. c.

Alpha Kappa Kappa; B.A. Degree.

Washington is responsible for this product, and she should be proud ot him. Ralph joined our

class after having made an enviable lecord at George Washington University, where he obtained his

B.A. degree and took; two years of medicine. His attributes as a student have been well demon-

strated during his sojourn here, and M. C. V. will be proud to point to him as a product of her

teaching.

Raymond H. Curry
HAMLIN, W. VA.

B.S. ; Phi Beta Pi; Delta Theta Chi.

The man pictured here who is now a member of the vast legion of "Members of the Healing

Art" was born and raised a true mountaineer—from the sunny slopes of the mountains of West
Virginia. Here, no doubt, our friend Raymond was first introduced to the first vision ot being a
doctor through the fact that they are scarce in his neighborhood, and then he likes also to be

called "doc".
He isn't much for athletics in general, yet we understand there are several sideline sports he is

quite adapted to. He is particularly popular around the opposite sex—'they say. Raymond is very
studious, and is an excellent student. He is a worthy friend and true in all respects.

And in reference to his career we all hope and wish that it will i)e as successful as his school

work has been. Here is wishing luck and happiness in his chosen profession.

MEDICAL SCHOOL
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Henry Charles Davis

HONAKER, VA.

Chi Zeta Chi; Honor Council, 1926-27; Southwest Virginia Club.

This youth comes to us from the Bluegrass section of Southwest Virginia. He joined us in the
anatomy hall in the fall of '23, where he diligently mastered Gray and Cunningham. It was then
that we learned what a true friend we had in Davis.

Sincerity, determination, ability, and all the qualities of a man are responsible for his excellent
standing in his class. In him we have a companion whose earnest work, as well as a pleasant man-
ner, make him fully creditable for the high esteenr in which he is held by those who know him.

We wish that he could be with us longer, but such is impossible, and we'll retain our memories.
It has been a pleasure to all who knew him.

"A gentleman, student, and a ladies' man."

James Foxworthy Davis

FLEMINGSBURG, KY.

Phi Rho Sigma; Secretary of Phi Rho Sigma.

James Foxworthy Davis, "Jimmy" for short, hails from Kentucky, the habitat of colonels, beauti-
ful women, fine horses and better liquor. Of course a few other fine things came from the Bluegrass
sector, as evidenced by Jimmy. He came to us from the University of West Virginia. Since he has
been with us he has plugged along against th ; difflculties which beset the "Medico" with a grim-
ness which does credit to the rugged mountains of the western state. We are sure that after he is
out of school he will attack his problems with the same determination and hew for himself a place
in his chosen field.

MEDICAL SCHOOL
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Byford Harvey Denman
lufkin. texas

Kappa Sigma; Omega Beta Chi_

In September, 1925, there headed east from the Lone Star State one Denman, who has proved
himself a real acquisition to our class.

More familiarly known as "Texas", he has shown himself to be endowed with certain character-
i.'5tics of the ranger. Although residing in the west end of the city, he never boards a car or bus en
route to classes, preferring to walk, and that he does to perfection.

Denman is a handsome fellow, but his studies have never been enhanced by his good looks. Ho
is punctual at classes, attends closely to the lectures, and manages always to steer above the 90 mark.

The Guthrie Hospital of Huntington, W. Va., found him so willing and ready to serve in any
emergency as interne during the summer of '26 that they are glad to welcome him back as hou5e
physician upon his graduation.

The call of the prairie cannot be resisted, and after next year "Texas" will! go back home to
practice his chosen profession. We wish him all the success he so Justly merits.

Harry A. Dick
NEW YORK CITY

Phi Lambda Kappa; R. O, T. C.

Harry's stay among us has always been of the pleasantest variety. Liked by everyone, he goes into

the world of medicine carrying the good wishes of all his associates. Though he never does his own
shouting, his work will be that kind that will win recognition—with someone else doing the bellowing
for him.

One of the mysteries of his existence—where did he get the time to prepare all those wonderfully
typewritten notes? Perhaps a certain Queen of recent memory can clear up the mystery. Time alone
will tell.

He is persistent, reliable, dependable, and steady as an anchor in a pinch. We give him our
best wishes

MEDICAL SCHOOL
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Robert L. Eastman
FREDERICKTOWN, OHIO

Phi Chi; Phi Delta Theta.

Above, ladles and gentlemen, we have none other than "Bob" himself. His numerous good qual-

ities have made him a host of friends, both in the school and in the city—and there is no doubt in

the minds of us who know him that he will continue to make hosts of friends in the larger field

of his profession. He is a quiet, gentle, good-natured fellow, who does but little talking and lets

his actions speak for themselves. Always ready to do a friend a favor and give aid to the needy.

Bob is certain to make a name for himself in his chosen profession. But do not think that this

solemn looking gentleman is always serious. He throws oft this mask when needs be, and then il

is that we all secretly envy Bob and the ease with which he conquers feminine hearts. There is no
better sport in the class, and whethe.-t "Lady Luck" is with him or aaainst him, you may expect

great things from this young gentleman.

John Roland Ellison, Jr.

SUFFOLK, VA.

Phi Chi; Sigma Phi Epsilon; German Club; B.S., Wake! Forest College; University of West Virginia
Club; William and Mary Club; Wake Forest Club.

Here we have a man who wandered considerably before coming to M. C. V. First, he went to

the University of Virginia, then to William and Mary, then to the University of West Virginia, then
to Wake Forest, where he took two years of medicine before he came and took his last two years
with us. Jack has made us a fine friend and a good student. One might think that peanuts would
be his hobby since he hails from Suffolk, but not so, as he seems to be much more interested in

ladles, especially in one at Hollins. In fact, we believe Jack is actually in love, if we have in-

terpreted the signs and symptoms correctly, and if Hollins were not so far away, we're sure he
wouldn't spend any week-ends in Richmond. We're sure Jack will be a mighty successful doctor, and
we predict a brilliant future for him; he has plenty of ability and he's a good scout.

MEDICAL SCHOOL
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S. Charles Feldman
BALTIMORE, MD.

Phi Lambda Kappa; Director of School Orchestra, ia26-27_

S. C. Feldman, otherwise known to us as "Sir Charles", due to the respect we have for him.
Baltimore sent us a wonderful friend and classmate, an excellent student, and active college man_ In

the person of "Sir Charles" she shall receive in return a young doctor who we feel will be a credit

to his community, city, and profession.

He has organized and directed the college orchestra, which is well known throughout the city.

He has made his way through college without any financial backing. Ambition, perseverance,
success. Go to it, Charlie. You're heading for victory^

Vincent Justus Felitti

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

A.B. Degree.

Vincent was born in New York City, and that's one of the reasons why he is destined to be a
great man. He has served in tlie world war and has emerged with a distinguished record. His
scholarship in our college is equal to that of the best in the class. Always smiling and happy, Vincent
has won the friendship of all his cla.ssmates. Somewhere in his heart he has locked away an ambi-
tion to specialize in gynecology and pelvic surgery. From what we know of Vincent, we are assured
that he will make good. Here's luck to you, "Vin."

MEDICAL SCHOOL
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Herman Stuart Fletcher
RICHMOND, VA.

Alpha Kappa Kappa; K. of C. Club; University of Richmond Club.
" 'Fletch' has had a heart as mellow as an apple overripe;
Hear him sing and tell a story, snap a joke, ignite a pun;
'Twas a capture—rapture—glory, and explosion—all in one^"

A good man, scholar, and gentleman, one of our boys from the University of Richmond, and a
resident of Church Hiil. Already a practitioner of several years' experience, Fletcher will probably
specialize in obstetrics. However, it is thought that he might wish to do a little research work in

his first love. Pathology.
Wanted—"A Wife."

Jose R. Garrido Collazo
RIO PIEDRAS, PORTO RICO

Knights of Columbus Club.

Garrido came from the beautiful island of Porto Rico to make his career.
Like most Spaniards, he is temperamental, very fond of girls and the theater.
His psychology is somewhat complex, and it is difficult to know him at first; however, as one

becomes more intimate with him, one finds that he is an idealist and at times a radical man.
A constant visitor to the library, fond of good books, and very alert; he keeps abreast with

the times and with new methods in the study of medicine.
Always reading and observing, thus increasing his knowledge, until sometime he will become a

good diagnostician.

MEDICAL SCHOOL
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Seth Gayle, Jr.

RICHMOND, VA.

Sigma Phi Epsilon; Phi Rho Sigma; Class Basketball, '24, '25, '26; German Club; K. O. T. C; Interne

Club; University of Richmond Club; Interne Hygeia Hospital.

When we reached here as "green" freshmen we found Seth waiting to welcome us to this his

native city, and during our stay here he has at all times been willing to give us the benefit of his

intimate knowledge of the surrounding terrain.

In all branches of class activities Gayle has been among the first—scholastic, athletic, social and
military. In the last capacity he brought back to M. C. V. one of the ten "commendatory mentions"
given in the 1925 R. O. T. C. camp at Carlisle Barracks. We understand that his plans for the future

are centered around the medical corps of the U. S. Arm.y, in which he has received an appointment.
In bidding adieu to Ihis true friend and pleasant companion, our wish is for the fullest measure

of success which ^ve feel assured is waiting for him.

Louis Holmes Ginn, Jr.

BERRYVILLE, VA.

Kappa Alpha; Phi Rho Sigma; R. O. T. C. ; "Vice-President Sophomore Class; Hampden-Sldney Club;

V. P. I. Club; William and Mary Club; German Club; Business Manager Skull and Bones, 1926-27.

Ginn is really a higher percentage than his name would indicate, but you know "Ethyl" would
be such an odd name.

Quite a number of notables have been produced and developed by the good old Virginia town

—

Berryville. Needless to say, Ginn is one of the same in the making, having risen from this proud little

borough. Byrd is Berryville's navy man, and we believe Ginn will become her army inan who ac-

complished things. In the annals of the traditional old M. C. V. Hall of Fame, Ginn has made
a perpetual impression. Needless to introduce by descriptive qualilications—we all understand and
realize this young man to be of sterling character, magnetic personality, and above all, an individual.
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Arnold Jarrett Given
CHARLESTON, W. VA.

Phi Sigma Nu; Phi Beta Pi; B.S., West Virginia University.

Arnold came to us this year from the University of Cincinnati, and we feel that our class has

been boosted in more ways than one by his presence. He oiiginates from the state with many lofty

peaks, namely. West Virginia. His sincere and welcome mode of expression has caught many a friend,

each of whom know him as one who is earnest and always striving to get the best. There must be
something unknown to make a man climb like this, so for an explanation we simply refer you to the

expression used by our man in surgery, "A woman is behind every lick that is struck." Good luck

to you, my friend; we know that success will be yours.

Martin H. Greenfield
brooklyn. n. y.

Phi Lambda Kappa; Class Representative; Fkull and Bones, '26-'27; M. C. V.; Orchestra, '26-'27.

After getting his pre-med. in the wilderness of New York, Martin migrated South with the birds

to take his medical course.
During his stay here he has made many friends, and as the old saying goes, "the longer you

know him the better you like him." Martin claims the honor and distinction of being the first Fresh-
man to raise a little "fuzz" on his upper lip. Besides being a good fellow and an excellent student,
Martin possesses that which few attain; his talent for music and his work in the poetical field are yet
to be surpassed.

We wish him success both matrimonially and professionally.
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Earl Joseph Haden
EAST LEAKE, VA.

Phi Beta Pi; A.B. Degree; Interne City Home Hospital; Interne Cub.

Earl is another of the boys from the environs of Richmond,, and is upholding successfully the
reputation of our capital. Four years ago he came to us from Lynchburg College and since then has
proven that his reputation as a scholar has a firm basis. Far be it from him, however, to forego the
broadening influence of social life. 'Tis rumored that broken hearts abound in Richmond, and that
Dutch smiles are in vogue at the Nurses' Home.

Earl has shown himself to be a good sport, a scholar, and a thinker, and we feel no qualms in

predicting for him a glorious career in his chosen profession.
We wish him the bast of luck in all things, and are sure that in after years he will be in the

ranks of those of whom we say, "He and I were classinates once."

John Richard Haahlton
CLARKSBURG, W. VA.

Phi Chi; Student Research Council, '2 6.

John came to us from Ohio State and immediately entered Into the life of the college. During
his four years here he has been one of our leading men. Active on committees, diligent and effective
in his studies, honorable in his daily life, interested and dependable in all class activities tells only
a part of the story of John. In Dr. Charlie's department John has been active and has won favorable
comment for his experiments, much attested by the medal he wears on his watch chain.

John is popular among the students. His opinion in class matters is respected.
"Cue Ball." because of the smoothness of his pate, looks wise. Well, he is, and his success has

already begun.
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Leo Eugene Hayes
RICHMOND, VA.

Thc'ta Kappa Psi; Vice-President Freshman Class; University of Richmond Club; K. of C. Club.
To know this man is to appreciate him. At no time during his four years at M. C. V. has he

failed to impress both faculty and students with his admirable qualities.
Possessing the rare combination of keen reasoning power with diligence and determination, he

early impressed everyone with his unusual intellectual ability.

Truly it can be said of him that he is the scholar of the class, so frequently has he lead it in
scholastic attainment. He is quietly reserved, reasonably dignified and, notwithstanding his thinning
hair, is exceedingly handsome_

In him we find a genuine friend, a lovable companion and a real man.
Like the men who, departing, left their footprints on the sands of time, so will the departing of

Hayes leave its imprint upon the lives of his associates in the Medical College of Virginia.

William Carey Henderson
NEW CANTON, VA.

Skull and Bones Staff, '25, '26, '27; X-Ray Associate Editor, '27; T. M. C. A. Cabinet, '25, '26, '27;
Editor Student Research Council; Student Volunteer Group; Class Historian, '27.

A discussion of Carey's attributes and characteristics would indeed be commenced incorrectly were
it not begun with some expression of his altruistic motives in all his dealings with his fellow students
as well as others. j^We have found him a staunch friend with a ready sympathy and a willing hand,
always glad to do more than his part in every way towards promoting the best interests of his asso-
ciates and his Alma Mater. To prepare himself more thoroughly for such a future life of service,
Carey first obtained his B.A. degree and then spent a year in teaching before casting his lot with us.

With his reserved, self-confident, yet unassuming manner, his mature judgment and independence
of thought, and his earnestness to serve, the foreign mission Held cannot but hold for him what we
all wish him and what he justly deserves—success.
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Charles Roy Hoskins, Jr.

SALUDA, VA.

Phi Chi; Sigma Alplia Epsilon; Chi Beta Phi; B.S. Degree, College of William and Mary; Scholar-
ship First Senatorial District.

In every group of men there are three general classes—the first, a few who lead; the second,
the majority who are content with an average display of ability; and third, the small crowd which is

satisfied "with "merely getting by" with a minimum of work and reward. Thia little gentleman of
"whom we write has from the very first "demonstration" been outstanding in his desire to learn and
the ability to give back what he knows. Roy is a rare combination of perfect sobriety, is calm in

demeanor, .and not demonstrative. He gives one the impression of having power in knowledge and
faith in himself to meet the demands of his profession. Ready always to enjoy a good joke or tell

one, or be serious and' learned as well, versatile in habit and choice in company, he is a man from
"whom his profession may well expect great things.

27; Assistant Business Manfiger

Walter Odesly House
NORFOLK, VA.

Omega Upsilon Phi; Square and Compass; X-Ray Representative, '26-

X-Ray, '26-'27; Ph.G., M. C. V., '21.

Hailing from William and Mary College, Walter came to us with a prominent past, and during his
stay with us has made himself an outstanding member of our class. Not only did he serve in the
navy as pharmacist's mate during the world war, but also graduated in our school of pharmacy in 1921.

He has made a good scholarship record, and has been one of our most popular classmates.
A wonderful personality, winning smile, and a thorough knowledge of medicine and pharmacy

makes him one of the best prepared men for a successful professional life.
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Joseph Warren Hundley, Jr.

RICHMOND, VA.

Pi Kappa Alpha; Phi Chi; B.A., University ot Richmond. '23; German Club; Interne Club; Interne
Tucker Sanitorium, '26-'27; Class Athletic Representative, '25; Class Basketball, '23, '24, '25; R. O. T. C.

It is an asset to any man to be able to claim the friendship of Warren Hundley_ To have been
associated with him for a number of years serves but to emphasize his real "worth.

While thorough pre-medical education, as indicated by his B.A. degree and his scholastic record,
may to some extent accov*|at for his success in Medical School, there is no doubt that his determination
to offer to the Vi'orld the best services possible, has been an even greater factor. With such aspira-
tions it will be impossible for him to remain in the lower ranks of the profession.

The outstanding trait in tlie character of this man is his absolute honesty. He is honest with
himself by developing the mental, moral and the physical sides of his being. He is too big to do
anything in a small way. He is an honor to his school in athletics, in class work, before patients,
and before the public. He is as honest with the profession in that he avails himself of every available
means to learn those facts by which the world may be a more pleasant place in which to live.

Arthur Dixon Hutton
GLADE SPRING, VA.

A.B., Emory and Henry College; Member of Emory and Henry Club; Member Southwest Virginia Club.

"Dick hails from the great open spaces of Southwest Virginia. Coming to M. C. V. in 1923,
after having worked for two yeara as technician in the George Ben Johnston Memorial Hospital."
Abingdon, Va.

"Dick", who has done good, consistent work, has ranked high in the esteem of his classmates
and professors. He is a great admirer of the opposite sex, and from all appearances his soulmate
awaits his return to the Southwest with open arms.

We predict for "Dick" a financial success as well as a professional one, as he is endowed with
the trait of carefully handling his funds.

Old boy, the best wishes of the Class of '27 are yours, and may you succeed in every under-
taking, and reflect honor to your Alma Mater.
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Carl C. Jackson
BIG CHIMNEY, W. VA.

Phi Beta Pi; Phi Sigma Nu; B.S., West Virginia University, 1924.

"Jack" is a product ot the West Virginia hills. He started his medical career with four years

work at West Virginia University, which entitled him to a degree in Bachelor ot Science. When
he came to uS last year we watched him with an eagle eye, but could not understand his peculiar

affliction—silent only when called upon, but always ready with a good answer for Dr. Coleman. By
Jack's quiet and subdued nature he has won the good fellowshhip of his classmates, and we are

sure when lie. goes out to pracitce the science and the art which he has so faithfully studied, that

he will win the same fellowship of the laity, and his success will be that of M. C. V., will be proud
to claim.

Leo Lemmer Jacobs

RICHMOND, VA.

Square and Compass Fraternity; Phi Delta Epsilon; Students Research Council; Norfolk Protestant
Hospital, Summer 1926; University ot Richmond Club; R. O. T. C. ; Interne Pine Camp .Hospital,

1926-27; Interne Club_
"Jake", as he is known, is an "inmate" of Richmond, and came to us early in 1923 after doing

his pre-med at the University of Richmond.
In the four years of his stay here we liave come to know Jake as he really is. He has shown

himself by his ceaseless efforts and untiring work not only to be a good student but a man imbued
with the spirit ot medicine. He likes his fun, but he takes it with moderation.

As he leaves us, we, his classmates, know that Jake will make a success in his chosen field of
medicine.
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EuELL Claude Jamison
BOONE MILL, VA.

Phi Beta Pi; Pre-Med., Roanoke College.
"Jimmie" well represents Roanoke College. He is rather quiet in disposition but very aggressive.

His work has proven that anything worth doing is worth doing well, whether it be for his class,

society, friend or fraternity. He is very active in all forms of college activity, not only in his studies
and in helpings his friends to prepare for quizzes, but he is seen to be very lively on the ballroom
floor and in other social affairs. In starting the study of medicine he acquired the good habit of
being loyal to his work, and has always maintained a high average in his grades. In knowing him
he impresses you with the confidence that you have a true friend.

His sincerity in his work, his high standing in social events, with his personality and his ability
to accomplish good work point toward success, for which we extend our best wishses.

Eliot Wesley Johnson
KIPLING, N. C.

Chi Zeta Chi; North Carolina Club.

"Johnnie" came to us from the University of North Carolina after completing his academic course.
He has proven himself a man of the highest character. During the four years he has been at M. C. V.,
he has made a record of which we are justly proud. He stands for high morals and noble ideals,
catering only to those things which make for the best citizens.

We know success awaits him wherever he locates in the practice of his chosen profession.
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Jeremiah Robert Johnson
WINSTON-SALEM, N. C.

Chi Zeta Chi; B.S. Degree.

"Dnc" came to us at the beginning of our junior year from Walce Forest College. He has proven

himself a student of exceptional ability, a true friend, and a polished gentleman. During the world
war he served his country with the Thirtieth Division. He is quiet and retiring in his manner, yet

forceful when the occasion demands. With his high ideals and kindly disposition, we know that success

awaits him in the practice of his chosen profession.

We understand that after leaving M. C. V. he intends to practice medicine "down home" in- the

Old North State. We wish you every success. Old Man, and may you always carry with you the
teachings of your Alma 'Mater.

Sidney Fowler Johnston
EAST RADFORD. VA.

Phi Rho Sigma; German Club; Honor Council, 1925-26; Interne Club, 1926-27; X-Ray Representative
of Senior Class, 1926-27; Overseas Club; Southwest "Virginia Club; Washington and Lee Club.

Upon entering the Medical College four years ago we found in our midst a man with the ear-
marks of high character; a product of W^ashington and Lee University, whom we soon learned to

know as "Sid." He lost no time in winning his way to the first ranks in scholarship and popularity
among his classmates, just as he won recognition and admiration while fighting with the Marines
in France during the world war.

Sid is a thorough student, a loyal friend, a true sport, and a perfect gentleman; and seems to

acquire knowledge and possession without effort.

Endowed with the qualities which lead to success, being born of that blce-blooded stock which
Virginia reveres, we predict for him a bright and useful future.
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Orvin Clarence Jones
RICHMOND, VA.

Phi Chi; Varsitv Baseball. 1924-26; Varsity Baslcetball, 1924-25; Captain Class Baslietball, '23, '24, '25;

Athletic Council Representative, 1924-25; President Athletic Association, 1926-27; University ot Rich-
mond Club.

This promising young doctor of high morals and noble ideas is one ot Richmond's products, and
is a fair sample of his home-town citizens. He came to M. C. V. from Richmond College four years
ago. He has undergone many a liard task since arriving, and has never been found wanting. We
are indeed glad to have him as a member of the Class of '27.

"O. C." has not only been a conscientious student whose aim is to obtain tlie best, but he also
attained high honor in the athletic world. He has played on the varsity team for four years while
at M. C. v., and during his last year was president of the Athletic Association.

Through his untiring efforts, we are sure that such a man will gain high recognition in his
life's work.

Oliver L. Jones
POWCAN, VA.

Clii Zeta Chi; Interne at Norfolk Protestant Hospital, Summer 1926; Tidewater Club.

It was with high regard that we watclied "O. L." work among us, and our associations with him
have been a great pleasure. We feel that a great man has been added to our alumni, and that he
will win much success for himself and his profession. We wish him every good thing tlrat life may
hold for him.

He has been a consistent student and his progress has been steady while here. At social func-
tions lie is one of the favorites, especially with the ladies.
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William Samuel Jones
NASHVILLE, N. C.

Theta Kappa Psi; B.A., Wake Forest College, 1925; North Carolina Club.

Sam entered the Junior Class of M. C. V. from Wake Forest College determined to get his M.D.
It didn't take us long to get acquainted with "Fireman" Jones, for he is neither hai-d to see nor
is he undernourished as a student. We know Sam "well, hut our acquaintance with him reveals very
little that is not honorable. He is cheerful, a hard worker, and a gentleman. He has very few bad
habits, and is an exceptionally clean young man.

Sam is very practical and conscientious in his work, and has the rare ability and personality of
instilling confidence in the patients he deals with in the hospital.

We sincerely wish you a very nappy future, Sam.

James W. Keever
HICKORY, N. C.

Editor-in-Chief of School Publication; Pi Kappa Alpha Social Fraternity;
Psychology; Lieutenant, A. E. F. ; German Club.

Instructor in

Jim was born in Hickory, N. C, the good old "Tar Heel" state, and well has he supported the
traditions of his predecessors who have gained their profession within the halls of M, C. V. He
prepped at the Lenoir-Rhyne School in his home town, and then entered the University of North
Carolina. At the outbreak of the war, Jim left his work here to serve his country with the Pioneer
Infantry overseas. He saw actual service in the battle of Les Mons, where he was gassed. Being
returned to this country, he resumed the pursuit of his medical preparation, only to be interrupted
by a setback his spending some months at the U. S. Army hospital in Johnson City, Tenn. With
that cultivating determination of a soldier, he gained ground over his physical disabilities and was
able to enter the University of Pennsylvania for his flrsK year in medicine. He then came to join
us from that institution, and on his arrival joined into the politics and activities of his latest chosen
college. Four years he has stuck with his class under adversities at times, and on the wings of
etherial enjoyment at others. He has proven himself to be a man liked among men—ambitious, ener-
getic, and with those sterling qualities of manhood and gentlemanly charms that the public admires
and loves in a medical doctor.
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Louis S. Leo
TAMPA, FLA.

Phi Delta Epsilon; Assistant Art Editor X-Ray, '24; Art Editor X-Ray, '25-'26; Associate Editor X-Ray,
'26; Student Research Council; Interne Club; University of Richmond Club.

"Lou", as he is known, hails from Florida, where everything grows, including cocoanuts and
geniuses. After staying with us for four years we know that his work both as artist and student
has won for him the admiration and respect of the entire school. With his reputation as a student
and his personality, we, the Class of 1927, know that Lou will make a success in any field of medicine
that he chooses. With this we wish him good luck in his specialty after he leaves us.

Athey Ragan Lutz
ORKNEY SPRINGS, VA.

Phi Rho Sigma; Honor Council, 1923-24; Skull arid Bones Staff, 1925-26-27; Athletic Council, 1926-27;
Varsity Tennis Team, 1924-25-26-27; R. O. T. C. ; Interne Club; University of Richmond Club; Y. M.

C. A. Cabinet, 1926-27; X-Ray Staff, 1927.

The curtain falls on this the last act of a great drama, and we prepare to take our leave of
friends and fellow students. Friendships that we have nurtured in hourly contact in these four
years of striving toward a common goal. The retrospect of these years recalls to memory many
cherished ideals. Chief among these are our friends. "Bill", better known as Athey, has unob-
trusively won his way to the hearts of those who have known him. As he goes out to practice the
art and science of medicine, we know that there will be no weakened link in his chain of success. He
will uphold the ideals of his profession, even as he has upheld the ideals of student life. His sojourn
with us has been exeniplary of all that goes to make a doctor. His scholastic record is enviable,
but not at the expense of social, physical, or spiritual neglect.
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Clarence Webster Lynn
RALEIGH, N. C.

Omega Upsilon Phi.

Here's to the "Silent Man" who hails from the great "Old North State," where so many men

ot real worth have come from. He is one of those who leaves his work to speak for itself rather

than to boast of his achievements.
,. , »,

"Still waters run deep" has been phrased for ages, but was never more appropriately applied than

to our highly esteemed friend. His depths have not as yet been sounded; he is like a placid pool

which conta'ins untold treasures within its depths. He is an ideal type of friend, keeping

his own affairs tightly locked in his own bosom, and is never inquisitive about his fellow man's.

I^vnn we wish you' success in whatever field you 'may enter. It will be yours, we are confident,

judging by your faithfulness to all those duties which have been imposed upon you in the past.

Thomas Womack McBane
GREENSBORO, N. C.

Wake Forest College, '25; Ph.G., 1916; Assistant Bacteriology and
Bio-Chemistry, 1924-25

Chi Zeta Chi; B.A.

"Mac" is one of our delegation of big boys from Wake Forest. Coming to us last year, he soon

became one of us and one of the jolliest of the lot. He has an exceptionally fine character and is

a good mixer.
"Mac" practiced pharmacy in the "North State" for a period of eight years before he decided'

to study medicine. He was also with the medical corps of the U. S. Navy during the world war.

His former practical experience and the faithful attention he has always given his patients

here, combined with a natural ability and a thorough knowledge of medicine, leads us to predict

a, very successful future for him in the practice of medicine in his home state.
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Joseph Tecumseh Nuns McCaster
RICHMOND, VA.

R. O. T. C; B.S.

"Mac" is what we know that damn Yankee above by.

He came to God's country and here received his preliminary training at the University of Rich-

mond. For four long and laborious years he has struggled with us. bearing our ups and downs

with a true spirit.

Some of us feel that we hardly kncn^ him, yet we who have penetrated the outer shell of a

quiet and pensive character know him to be a warm friend of genuine worth.

As the future in all its splendor passes each of us, we feel that this happy and cheerful dis-

position shall forever be with us. We express our good wishes for abundancy of success and renown.

William Luther Madera
MORGANTOWN, W. VA.

Theta Kappa Psi; West Virginia Club; B.S., West Virginia University, 1925.

Madera came to Eichmond after completing his first two years of medical work at the University

of West Virginia.
Although apparently indifferent to the ladies, we believe that he has been led astray of late by

the extensive sheilcing campaigns conducted by his handsome, though alopecic roommate.
"Bill" is an ideal student, a fine fellow, and one who deserves all that has been bestowed upon him.
We are assured of his .•success and certain that he will reflect credit on M. C. V., and the Class

of '27.
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Charles B. Martin
CONCORD, VA.

Alpha Kappa Kappa.

C. B. Martin, who is more familiarly known to his classmates as "Charlie," entered the portals

of the Medical College of Virginia after completing his pre-medical work at William and Mary
College. Charlie is quiet and reserved in his manner, verifying the old saying, "Still waters run deep."

He has made a record here of which M. C. V. is justly proud. With his high ideals and lofty

disposition, we know that success awaits him in his chosen profession.

We wish' you every success, and may you always uphold the true, chivalrous principles for which
you have stood during your stay with us.

Carman I. Martin
MAYSVILLE, W. VA.

Theta Kappa Psi; B.S., West Virginia University.

Carman entered the Junior Class after having taken his first two years at the University of We.'it

Virginia, but has quickly endeared himself to all that know him. Some feel they hardly know him
yet we who have penetrated the outer shell of his character know him to be a warm friend and a
worthy acquaintance_

His friendly smile and frank, open face inspire our confidence in him, making us feel that he
really knows the subject on which he is conversing and can tell us something worth while. He
has proven to be a hard working, conscientious student—hence we know that success awaits him in

the future as he goes back to W^est Virginia. His future patients will welcome him with the same
confidence in his ability to help them as we have had in him here at school.
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Blake Walden Meador
RICHMOND, VA.

Phi Beta Pi; University of Richmond Club; German Club; Business Manager X-Ray, '26-'27; Interne

Summer '26, City Hospital, Portsmouth, Va.

What happy assoeiations this enagle cognomen conjures as we gaze into Time's crystal through

the mist of the years. Nature compensated for his youthful figure with a deep voice, basso in pitch,

and transmitted to all parts of the universe at roll call.

Having a high resistance against feminine charms, frantic mothers will long favor him for frenzied

daughters' "affaires de couer." His irresistible smile added to the zest of life and subtracted much
from the sting. And there was his Celtit) wit which enabled him to see the humor of it." Be-
neath such a nonchalant demeanor there resided a subtle philosophy. We commend him to all

suffering humanity.

Frederick Ulmer Metcalf
ROANOKE, VA.

Chi Zeta Chi; Technician Children Memorial Clinic, 1925-26-27; William and Mary Club; Southwest
Virginia Club.

"Runt" hails formerly from Wisconsin, but at present resides in Roaroke. He came here froni

William and Mary College, having acquired a monogram in athletics while there.
Since his entrance into medicine, he has proven himself a thorough student, a clean-cut gentle-

man, and is very popular with the student body. His popularity with the fair sex is one) of the
outstanding proofs of his pleasing appearance and personality. In addition to performing his duties
at college he has been a member of the staff of the Childrens' Memorial Clinic for the past two years.

Being possessed naturally of a keen and sincere interest in his profession, and a tenacity that
knows no defeat, we predict a brilliant future for him.
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Phi Beta Pi; B.S., West Virginia

AZBY MiLBURN
HINTON, W. VA.

'24; Kappa Sigma; Plii Sigma Nu; Square and Compass.

"Pete" came to us in Septeml^er, 1925, after liaving made for himself a name at the University

of West Virginia, of which we are certainly proud. Before talking his first two years of medicine at

Morgantown, he realized that a little knowledge was a dengerous thing, so hs obtained for himself a

B.S. degree.
Pete, by, his magnetic personality, soon won for himself here a host of close friends among

the students! Being a true sport, a perfect gentleman and a handsome individual, his position with
the ladies is undisputed.

As he has the stuff and the makings of a man, we are sure that old M. C. V. will be proud to

point to him as a product of her teaching.

Charles Logan Newland
JACKSONf, KY.

Omega Upsilon Phi.

Pour years ago Newland. better known as "Charles", entered our ranks. He comes from the old

state known for its pretty women and fast horses—Kentucky. Charles believes in doing things well,

and has very faithfully discharged his duties in classrooms as well as at the clinics, ever striving to

win the "old skin you love to touch"—better known as the sheepskin.
When he leaves us for his native state w'e are sure that M. C. V. is sending' one of whom she

can feel proud. His great success here will be duplicated elsewhere. Wishing you much success in

your medical career.
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Maury Claiborne Newton
BLUEFIELD, VA.

Chi Zeta Chi; B.S., "Wake Forest College; Treasurer Freshman Class; University of Richmoncl

;

Veterans' Club; Southwest Virginia Club; Square and Compass Club; Pi Kappa Alpha.

Big, jovial Newt came to us from Wake Forest at the beginning of our junior year. He was even

at that time mature of mind. He had been with the naval aviation corps during the war, and later

with a bank as cashier.
Newt soon became one of us, and is thoroughly liked by his class. The only intertereace with his

career will be if some state insists on making him governor because of his splendidly suitable figure

and not because of any lack of skill and prestige as a physician.

His matrimonial life being settled, we wish him speed in attaining his place in the medical
profession.

Juan Nieves Colon
CIDRA, PORTO RICO

Lord Byron—and legend—tell us of a great Don Juan, fortunate in "affairs d'amour," in duels
and court intrigues. But perhaps you have not heard of this new Don Juan; though he has inherited
a great deal of his romantic ancestry (there are reasons to consider the matter wholly non-pertinent)
he is more appropriately a true son of the Great Father Hippocrates. His interest in the medical
sciences show that he will promptly manage what we may call the "craftsmanship" of the pro-
fession. Besides, he possesses that attitude toward the medical career which old Thomas Moore
called "Religio Medici." With this credo—the same of the Father, Laennec's, and Osier's, and all

the great masters) and his enthusiasm for study, it is undoubted that this young member of the
Asclepiade will be one of the selected few. We are no prophets, but what we have said is prophetic
history.
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Peter Pagano
BRIDGEWOOD, N. J.

Wake Forest Club.

Peter Pagano came to us from Wake Forest College, where he took his first two years of med-
icine. His reputation preceded him here, for' it was known that he was "All-State" end in North
Carolina. He was captain of the team that began to build Wake Forest's reputation for football,

and aided them materially in the championships in football, basketball, and runner-up in basketball.
He left there with as- good a record as a student.

Here at M. C. V. he has been a leader in scholastic work, and materially aided the progress of
the Junior and Senior classes in basketball. A clean-cut athlete, student and gentleman; we predict
success for him. W^e'd like for him to turn his professional efforts southward, if we can keep him
away from Ridgewood, N. J_

John Wesley Parker, Jr.

EMPORIA. VA.

Phi Rho Sigma; President of the Class, 1923-24; German Club; Editor-in-Chief "X-Ray," 1926-'27;
Interne at Grace Hospital; Reception Committee Finals, '25-'26; Interne Club; R. M. Club; W. and M.

Club; Sigma Nu.

In September, 1923, John came from William and Mary College. He has proven himself an
asset from the start, holding some honor each year. As well as a gentleman and a scholar, he is a
hail fellow well met with everybody. We are glad to hava been a fellow student with John, and
hope him success in all hia undertakings.
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Joseph T. Peters

PRINCETON, W. VA.

Phi Rho Sigma; Junior Class Historian; Senior "Vice-President; West Virginia Club; German Club;
Interne Club; Phi Delta Pi.

The good Lord made only one Ted Peters; satisfled with this accomplishment, the pattern was
then discarded. Tho short of stature and scant of hair, but blessed with a keen sense of humor ami
a congenial personality, this diminutive personage occupies a most prominent part in the annals of

our class.

Not content with conquering medicine, he has for the past three years embarked in certain

affaii's of the heart, which last summer terminated with his reclassification as a benedict. Together
with this new responsibility and the duties of a busy interneship, Ted has already developed into a
man of sound medical judgment, rare practical ability, and an obstetrician par excellence; qualifica-

tions insure success in the years that will come.

Percy Paul Pharr
RICHMOND, VA.

Omega TJpsilon Phi; R. O. T. C.

This gentleman hails from West (by God) Virginia, where men are men, all dogs are police dogs,
and all good girls have a hard time. As you would naturally expect, he runs true to form, and his
native state would justly feel proud of him.

A man of few words, a doctor of medicine, and king of the city jail—these are a few of the
many things that can be said of him. During these four years with us he has attained an enviable
record, and we have all learned to respect his judgment on matters pertaining to medicine. It is

rumored that he knows Osier equally as well as the man who wrote it, and also is a devoted student
of Sir James McKinzie.

During his last two years Percy has been interne in the city jail, and has handled the situation
in an admirable manner. He is a veteran of the late war when he served in the capacity of
lieutenant. Well, here's to you, Percy, and we only wish our success was as assured as yours. You
have proven that you are made of the stuff that wins, and success only can come your way.
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Edward Newton Pleasants

RICHMOND, VA.

Omega Upsilon Phi; Theta Kappa Nu.

From the north side comes another Richmonder, Newton Pleasants. Having wandered from his
native city for pre-medical worli, he returned and began the study of medicine in 1923.

Four years of association may seem a long- time, but witli such a man as Newton it seeins
.short. Newton is a man that we can trust. His friendly manner has won for him a host of
friends. In his daily life he lives the life of a Christian and a gentleman.

A few years, and Richmond will be proud of a young surgeon. Diligently have you sought to
prepare yourself for your chosen work, and we wish you all the joy that a life of service can bring.

William Henry Powell, Jr.

FAYETTEVILLE, N. C.

Thita Kappa Psi; B.A. Degree; College Orchestra, 26.

Willie, as he is known to his many friends, came to M. C. V. after having made a splendid
record at Wake Forest College; he having taken his first two years at that institution. Willie has
likewise made an enviable record since coming to M. C. V. He is a good student, a conscientious
worker, and a man ever ready to. aid his fellow students. His record at M. C. V. has shown that
he is a man who will always honor and respect his profession.

His many friends at M. C. V. wish him great success, and the Class of '27 considers itself lucky
in having Willie as a member.
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Theta Kappa Psi

;

Member of

Paul Ellis Prillaman
CALLAWAY, VA.

President ot the Senior Class; Secretary-Treasurer Junior Cias
R. O. T. C; William and Mary Club; Southwest Virginia Club.

"His actions won such reverence sweet,
As hid all measure of the feat.
Work of his hand

Pie nor commends nor grieves; ..."
Yes. he was in the big rush of '23. No, it was not for gold, but for knowledge. None other of

the large Freshman class of that year prospected more steadily upon his big stiff and panned more
Anatomy than Paul Prillaman. Many a hard bone was handed to him but each ho mastered with
ease. It was early in our first year that with that broad smile and commanding personality that
Paul won each of us as a close friend, but it w.as after he had "knocked cold" many of Dr. Charlie's
questions that we all came to admire his stability and sagacity. Prillaman has many other admirable
characteristics which we wish we had space to tell of, but we shall end by saying he has only
begun—the world will know him.

John Marshall

Irwin Rifkin

RICHMOND, VA.

Phi Lambda Kappa; B.S., in Medicine; Secretary-Treasurer Sophomore Class, '2

Club; University of Richmond Club.

Early one September morn back in 1923 there- entered the portals of our ancient institution a
light-haired young gentleman of small stature. He walked around the building unnoticed, but in the
roll call in the Anatomy Hali he loudly proclaimed his presence, and from that time until now he has
will specialize in O. B., because for the last two years he has worn a red necktie. Go to it, Irwin,
you will win.
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Edmund Eugene Robinson

CONCORD, N. C.

Chi Zeta Chi; North Carolina Club: Interne Club; Honor Council Representative, '25;

President Junior Class.

Robbie, as he is better known, took his academic work at U, N. C, and then migrated to Virginia.

He entered M. C. V. as a freshman in the fall of '23—dumb but eager to learn. He soon became

well known and very popular among his classmates, being elected president of the' Junior Class in

•25. His ability as a student has been shown by his good grades, and his personality has won for

hirn the respect and friendship of all who know him. Another big item that must not be over-

looked is the ease with which he gets along with the fair sex. Indeed, I would call him a genuine

"ladies' man."
A man like Robbie, who can have all these things truthfully said about him, is already a success.

Palmer Augustine Shelburne
RICHMOND, VA.

Phi Beta Pi; Tau Kappa Alpha; Interne Club; Interne City Home.

"Some men are born great, some achieve greatness, and some have greatness thrust upon them,"

so said the sage. Palmer is one of those quiet, steady, dependable chaps who gets things by work-
ing for them. Not many of us in those hectic days of cadaverology could see these months of

seniority so close upon us. But the "goal" was there, and our heart was set upon it. Among the

faithful, behold the man! Shelbourne, a friendly man, a sincere student, a ready, smiling and
always considerate classmate of whom we may be proud to greet and call our friend.
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WiLLARD Palmer Smith
NEWPORT NEWS, VA.

Phi Rho Sigma.

Willard came to us from William and Mary, College, and she should be proud of this worthy!

son. WTiile here he has been a diligent, painstaking and industrious student, and success will be
his reward.

But now Willard has one failing. Truly, is Willard the landlord of Memorial Nurses' Home, for

he is seen there every Saturday night sheiking that certain party.

Frank Freeman Sowers

LANDGRAFF, W. VA.

Phi Beta Pi.

"Buck" hails from the "Free State of McDowell," located somewhere in the southern clime of

West Virginia. He is as good-natured and cheerful as the mother bird when caring for her young.
From a physical standpoint, that of a photographer, and "Flaming Youth" in particular, he is a
rare specimen, yet loved by his classmates and all who know him. His motto is, "Whatever is tt>

be will be, it it never comes to pass."
Buck migrated from the West Virginia University in 1925 and cast his lot with the medical

school of his choice. Despite his weakness, he has a clear thinking head and a generous, kind dis-

position, so we feel that his success in medicine is quite assured. Here's wishing him a great success.
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Thomas Nathaniel Spessard

RICHMOND, VA.

Phi Chi; Pi Kappa Alplia; Hampden-Siclnejt College; Varsity Tennis Team, 1924-'25-'2li-'27 ; Interne

Club; Secretary-Treasurer Athletic Association; R. O. T. C. ; German Club; Class Basketball, 1924-'25-'26.

"Jake", who started his training for professional work at Hampden-Sidney, says they turn out

some good men from small schools. We agree with him, for they sent him to M. C. V. in '23 to begin
the study of medicine.

He is very professional in his athletic activities as well as other things, because he is an effl-

cient member of the tennis team, and now seems to have become a celebrated golf player. Another
way "Jake" exercises is doing' tlie class griping, and is duly elected president of the Gripers' piub.
But probably in this way, as in many other ways, he has helped his class and school.

So we all feel confident that "Jake" will soon be: among the leaders of his profession. To this

end at least he lias the unanimous best wishes of his classmates.

Wilbur Sylvester Stakes

RICHMOND, VA.

Omega Upsilon Phi; Square and Compass Fraternity; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet, '23, '

ident, 1926-27; Student Volunteer Group; Randolph-Macon Club; Interne Club;
Home Hospital; R. O. T. C.

"Purpose is what gives life a meaning."
ITnassuniing and quiet, guided by the highest ideals of life, Wilbur has gone his way making-

friends of all. He is one of the best students of the class, a Mason, and a gentleman. In the pro-
fession he will minister not only to the physical but to the spiritual needs of his fellow man. There
are very few girls in our school, but Wilbur has enough in otlier schools of Richmond for the
entire class. His pleasant disposition and pleasant smile, as well as his abiding friendsliip and
tact have endeared him to the hearts of thei whole college. His Student Volunteer and Y. M. C. A.
work have stamped him as a leader. We believe the heathen will not have long to sutler witli many
curable diseases after he has reached his port. We predict a "slashing" success with the knife

—

Selah!
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Malcolm Samuel Stinnett

BUCHANAN, VA.

Phi Beta Pi; Interne Club.

"Mack", as lie is Isnown to liis many friends, is a product of the mountain section of tlie Old
Dominion. He came to M. C. V. four years ago. after having had his pre-medical work at Wash-
ington and Lee. At both institutions his "worlc has been of excellent quality. His aim is to roach
the standard and to lend aid to his fellow man.

He has a combination of attributes which will go to mark him for a real doctor. He is a
conscientious student, a gentleinan of high morals and ideals, a man with a jovial, sincere per-
sonality and unhesitating manner. Along with these many attributes he is also a talented "ladies'

man." Many a fair maiden's heart suffers auricular fibrillation at the thought of this fair gentle-
man with the honest smile.

We shall always be proud to remember him among our own men, and every one joins in wish-
ing him success in his chosen profession.

Stanley Francis Stockhammer
NEW YORK CITY

Theta Kappa Psi ; Assistant Director of School Orchestra.

Quiet, unassuming and congenial, with modesty and quiet dignity marking every social and pro-
fessional move; with a mind scientifically trained for the truth In all his studies, Stocky flashed like
a meteor into the Intellectual field of our sophomore year. Ever since he has been as outstanding
as a star of the first magnitude in his comradeship, his studies, and his music. Musically Inclined,
his ability as a pianist has done much toward making the college orchestra a success.

Stocky joined us in the second year of our struggle for a medical education, having had one
year of medicine at the University of West Virginia, and his pre-medical work at New Y'ork
University. Truly, we consider his coming our gain and West Virginia's loss. It is with regret
that we see him leave us, and we are confident that ho will attain the greatest success in his chosen
profession back in his native state of New York.
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Roy Roosevelt Summers
CLENDENIN, W. VA.

Phi Beta Pi; B.S. Degree; West Virginia CIuId; German Clui]; Class Basketliall; Sigma Phi Epsi'.on;

Sphinx; Phi Sigma Nu.

Ted came to us from Clendenin. a little town located on Elk River and overshadowed by the
true and rugged hills ot West Virginia. His ability and fine personality have won many friends,

and he is gladly numbered as one of those of whom we are justly; proud. A retrospective view in-

forms us that his medical studies as well as his social activities have not been neglected. Thus
he possesses a combination that go hand in hand and lead to a palace of success. In every club
and organization his name is known, and a whisper seems to tell us that more than once he" has
won renown; and now we wonder if he is not golf chanipion of our school. Ted does not have any
obstacles to pass when a date with the fairer sex is wanted, unless there is a confusion of thoughts
when he tries to decide which one. For damsels gay seem in one accord when it comes to ap-
preciating a man fair, with winning ways. Good luck, friend, you are bound for success, and we
are waiting to hear from you in the future.

Julian Earle Trainum
RICHMOND, VA.

Dr_ Trainum is an alumnus of University of Richmond. The subject of this sketch needs
no introduction to any one who has attended University of Richmond, or to any man who was
in Medical School when he entered, or those who followed him. Some say that Julian comes under
the classification given by one of our eminent professors during the junior year. He is never more
contented or happy than when he hat^ .an audience listening to one of his "true stories" that he
secured from one ot his friends on Church Hill.

Trainum is classed as one of our most consistent class cutters and by the luck of the Irish
have gotten by with it. Altogether, Trainum is a likable fellow, full of life and a good student,
and we are sure that he will make his mark as an M.D., and if "Doug" does not look to his
laurels, "Dick" is likely to steal his thunder.
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James Thomas Tucker
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.

Theta Chi; Phi Ohi; Sliull
26-'27; X-Ray Staff, '25-'26

and Bones Staff, '23-'24, '24-'25; Editor of Student Directory, '25-'2fi,

President of German Cluh, '26-'27; Interne Cluh; University of Rich-
mond Club; West Virginia Club.

Born to the "Clan Tucker" sometime, in the late nineties, one "Jimmie", heir-apparent to the
throne of natural accomplishments. For nature did her handiwork in creating him—a noble specimen
of manhood, physically and mentally—there is no doubt. He is tall, lithe, dignified, commanding
and silent by nature, realizing fully that a handsome man can never talk as well as he looks.

Born in Richmond, educated at Richmond College with a finishing course taken in the A. B. P.,
"Jimmie" decided the study of medicine should pique his interests, and with high resolve and
firm determination he came to the Medical College of Virginia, where time has shown that Jimmie
h;Cs chosen wisely. The profession will gather color and stability by having him, and his class-
mates will possess richer and more mellowed memories from having known "Jimmie" T. Tucker

JUDSON TOMKIES VaUGHAN
ASHLAND, VA.

Alpha Kappa Kappa; A.B., Randolph-Macon, 1923; University of Virginia, 1923-24; White Medical
Society; Chi Beta Phi; Randolph-Macon Club.

Though we may know little of Ashland, Va., still for it we know one real recommendation
e. g., J. T. Vaughan.

"Skezicks", as he is familiarly and affectionately known to his friends, is that rara avis a
serious-minded, excellent student, but not a grind, modest, self-effacing, yet always sociable and
friendly. He possesses a quiet humor which is constantly betrayed in the fun-loving twinkle of
his eyes.

We wish we could claim him for the entire four years of medicine, but he attended the Uni-
versity of Virginia for his first year. Whether his subsequent success has been because of his
initial year of instruction or in spite of it may be a subject open to debate.

A consistently good scholar, a thorough gentleman, a true and dependable friend are those
characteristics which enable us to predict for him an unqualified success in whatever field of en-deavor he may choose.
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Felix Burwell Wei.ton

MOOREFIELD, W. VA.

Felix is so well known to us of M. C. V. that it is foolish for one to give him the usual line

that goes with a "Senior Wrlte-Up." When a man is known so well, what need is there of an
introduction?

Felix is rather serious-minded and always thinks first of his work and of his duty to his fellow

man and God. Nevertheless, he finds plenty of time to "bull" with his friends. From him we of

the present Senior Class have come to know some of the ideals that a man of our profession should
possess, for he is ever courteous, patient, cheerful, optimistic, prompt and exact with his work, and
ever ready to lend the assisting hand. It is said that he will go to the foreign fields, .and we
know of no one who is better qualified. So Felix, our loss is merely Africa's gain, and we wish
you luck.

John Cecil White
CHATHAM, VA.

Phi Chi; Theta Chi; Chi Beta Phi; B.S. Degree.

John Cecil White of Chatham, Va., came with the rest of us to M. C. V. after having taught
school for two years in Buckingham county. Due either to this experience in: pedagogy or to his
natural appetite for learning, or both. Jack has passed through his four years in medicine, having
a most creditable record behind him.

He has worked faithfully and well, as his record shows. He has been friendly and kind (o
all with whom he has come in contact and. in short, he atandt n.g.-. in th? estiination of all who
know him.
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Alpheus Hartley Wood
EMPORIA, VA.

Phi Chi; Phi Kappa Sigma; Chi Beta Phi; German Club; Interne Club.

We hesitate to make a diagnosis of this case. He is so unobtrusive. We have had Detective
Burns shadow him for weeks, but little could be learned of his private life. His particular delight
seems to be in sticking to his room o' nights, alone with his jug and books.

His height is six cubits and a span. On learning that ninety-flve per cent of all deaths occur
in bed, he decided to spurn death in this ignominious manner; hence he sits up all night and reads
Medical Diagnosis. Ha has improved rapidly since his sophomore year when he told Dr. Haskell
that the dose of magnesium sulfate was one-half grain well diluted.

We commend him to all suffering humanity.

Victor Kellam Young
BLOXOM, VA.

Omega Upsilon Phi; Secretary-Treasurer Freshman Class; William and Mary Club; Interne Peninsula
General Hospital.

Behold before you the likeness of Victor K. Young, M.D., who is soon to be let loose on the
unsuspecting populace of the eastern shore. But those who come to Victor for medical succor will
not leave his office unaided, for this young physician has proven himself a real student and a true
follower of Aesculapius during his stay in college.

His time in the Medical College of Virginia has not only been a profitable one from the stand-
point of learning, but he has made friends of all with whom he has been associated.

The Medical College of Virginia hates to lose you, Victor, but press forward to the" success which
a.ssuredly awaits you.
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Senior Dental Class History

N that memorable day, September 15th, 1923, there entered

through the portals of this glorious old M. C. V. ten young,

ambitious men with their wagon hitched to the same star

—

that golden shining light which bears the name, Doctor of

Dental Surgery. Now, as we approach the end of our last year, we can

look back at the past and derive great pleasure from the time-honored

maxim: "The greatest happiness comes from the knowledge of work

well done." The way has been long and the going rough, but we have

done our best, and when graduation comes let us hope that we will

march to the graduation exercise, as we have marched to so many classes,

(with every member on time).

But ours was not all a tale of work. Believing in the old adage,

"All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy," when time presented we
played just as hard as we studied. It will be hard for many of us to

forget the times we used to strut our onions down Broad Street with our

old Squaw, and all the time realizing that our pocketbooks were flatter

than a pulpal wall. Again we will often be reminded of the Saturday

morning's sleep in Dr. Knott's lecture on "Certain Substances."

After four hard years spent in a molar college, four hard years

interrupted by studying, we are fast approaching the time when we can

drop anchor and row ashore on the boats of Ambition and Courage to

the shores of the land of Opportunity and Chance.
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John Hodges Fitzgerald

KEYSVILLE, VA.

Xi Psi Phi; Washington and Lee Club; German Club; Vice-President Student Body, 1925-26;
Dental Society.

It is hard to believe that Keysville, Va., could turn out a man the caliber of "Fitz.''

In knowing him we will have life-long memories of his easy-going manner, his ever-ready smile,

and unusual ability as a "bull artist."
Aside from his wit and indifference to worry, he has proven a hard and earnest worker, and

it may be said of him that he never "gripes." In "Fitz" we have found a true friend for every
emergency.

In his chosen profession with his pleasing personality and congenial manners we know he will

prove a success.

James Robert Fleet

STEVENSVILLE, VA.

Psi Omega; Historian Freshman Class; Athletic Representative Sophomore and Junior Classes;
Basketball Team, •25-'26; Baseball Team, '24-'25; Class Basketball, '24-'25-'26-'27.

"Fleet", the youngest member of our class, came to us in the fall of '23 after a year of pre-
dental work at the University of Richmond, Virginia. By hard work and a deep interest in the
things at hand, he was early recognized by both faculty and students as a man of unusual ability.
It is needless to say that after these years he still holds this enviable position.

But Fleet is not only a student. On the contrary, he has taken more interest in college activ-
ities than any other member of our class. He has ably represented us for two years on the Athletic
Council and in addition is a letter man in both basketball and baseball. And when you speak of
"winimin", well, suffice it to say that he is interested.

With his going M. C. V. loses a student and a man, but the world and the dental profession
gain by our loss. We wish and predict for him the greatest success.
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Spencer Harris Hayman
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.

Psi Omega; Ohio College Dental Surs Cincinnati; Morris Harvey College; Square and Compass Club.

"Harry" Joined us in the fall of 192S, having been exposed to three years of dental instruction

at Ohio College of Dental Surgery.
He is always ready to give the ladies a treat by being present wherever they are congregated.

This young man from West Virginia is showing- us that he derived a great deal of knowledge
from his years at Cincinnati. He stands among the leaders of his class in "theory", and his work
in the "lab" and infirmary assure us of his success in future years. A thorough gentleman, a de-

lightful companion, and an invaluable friend; he carries with him our best wishes as he goes

forth to make a great name for himself in the field of dentistry. *

George Frank Joyce

STUART, VA.

Xi Psi Phi Skull and Bones Representatives, '24, '25, '26; Assistant Manager Baseball,
Manager Baseball, 1926; Vice-President Student Body, '26-'27.

Throughout his four years with us Frank has held a place in the front ranks of those who
can be relied upon whenever there was something to be done through which his school or class

might benefit.
His pleasing personality and gentlemanly character have won for him a host of friends, and

he possesses the highest esteem and best wishes of them all.

Frank leaves a string of broken hearts due to the fact that last summer Cupid overtook him
and he was lead to the fatal altar of matrimony.

With the unfolding of future years which are to change the happenings of today into memories
of tomorrow, for Frank we predict success which he justly deserves.
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Carl P. Killinger

RURAL RETREAT, VA.

Xi Psi Phi; William and Mary Club; Southwest Virginia Club.

"C. P." is a victim of heredity; not the oral variety, however, but a specimen of the best con-

versative material of which Southwest Virginia can boast.

"K. K. K." entered our Junior Class in the fall of '25, having obtained his previous education

at William and Mary, University of Pennsylvania, and Atlanta Southern Dental College.

Although quiet and demure, there is a tell-tale twinkle in his eyes, indicating his keen sense

of humor. , Loyal to his friends, faithful to his work, with all the qualities that go to make up
manhood, he has always used his influence for the highest and noblest things and his memory will

linger long in the hearts of his classmates.

Ryohei Suwa
MARUGAME CITY, JAPAN

Japanese D.D.S.; Secretary-Treasurer of Senior Class.

Dr. Suwa is serious-minded and nieditative, a traveler and a versatile conversationalist, a hard
working chap who can justly claim recognition and praise for his meritorious endeavors and
accomplishments.

He was born in Takamatsu City, Japan, and obtained his academic education from Takamatsu
High School. From here he migrated to Tokio, spent two years in Tokio Dental College (special

course), and won for himself the degree of D.D.S. from the Imperial Government by passing its

examination. Still his progressive nature was so eager for knowledge of the new that he cast
his lot with us. entering the Junior Class in the fall of '25.
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Russell T. Vint
STAUNTON, VA.

Kappa Alpha; German Club; Sophomore Class President; Junior Class Treasurer.

"Vint, better known as "Squinty," came to M. C. V. after "griping" two years at Randolph-Macon.
Vint has proven a consistent hard worker, and has the reputation o( being quite a "dill picker."

"Squinty" took unto himself a wife during his sophomore year, and is now a "very fond father."

In his work he has always stood high, and his record is one of which he is justly proud—what
more needs be said?

With his ability, manner and personality, he cannot be other than successful. We wish you the
best of luck, "Squinty."

Fielding Lewis Wilson

FREDERICKSBURG, VA.

Psi Omega; Honor Council, 1923-24; Historian, 1924-25.

"Fielie", being next to the youngest and smallest in our class, has labored with us for the past
four years, having obtained his academic degree at Hampden-Sidney College. Though small in

stature, he is intellectually well developed, as indicated by his high brow.
"Fielie" ranks among the first of his class, both in theory and in technical work. One reason

that he gets along so well in his work is his lack of interest in the fair sex. But we have noticed
lately that his attitude is gradually changing as indicated by an increased frequency of dates; he
also looks forward to going homa for week-ends. We think this is due to interest in "a certain
party" at the State Teachers' College.

Judging from his good work in college, we can look into the future and see him as one of the
leading men in his profession.
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Willie Trent Wilson
FREDERICKSBURG, VA.

Psi Omega; Vice-Pi-esident of Junior Class; Vice-President of Freshman Class; Secretary-Treasurer

Sopliomore Class; V. P. I. Club.

"Trent", the boy with the winning smile, came to ourl midst four years ago. He has been a

conscientious and hard working student during his stay at M. C. V. ; he has many friends through-

out the student body; his popularity must be attributed to his winning personality, tor we never

see Trent, no matter how busy he is, but what he has a kind greeting to offer. We know he must
win the admiration of many of the fair sex by these qualities.

There is some attraction other than home life that takes Trent to Fredericksburg over the week-
ends. We suspect a fair lady. Trent has othei^ qualities more deserving to mention; he ranks as

one of the best in theory and practical work. He shows great interest in his chosen profession,

which prompts us to foresee! a great future for him in his active practice of dentistry. "Success

comes only to those who strive for it." May yours be the lot of the man who built his mansion on

a solid foundation.

James Fred Witherow
GALAX, VA.

Xi Psi Phi; Theta Kappa Nu; Secretary-Treasurer Sophomore Class; President Square and Compass;
Vice-President of Dental Society; Southwest Virginia Club; Hampden-Sidney Club; German Club;

President of Senior Class; Vice-President of Student Body.

Witherow, better known as "Galax", hails from the mountains of Southwest Virginia. He began
the study of dentistry with the Class of '26, but due to illness, was out of school for a year, and
is now graduating with the Class of '27.

"Galax" has never been accused of being a real "dill picker", but still he likes to convince
the "profs" that he is one of the hardest working students in the class.

"Galax" is what you would call a real "ladies' man", which might be said to be his real weak-
ness, but he always comes in on time to do his work, saying, "After my work I put the ladies."

It can well be said that "Galax" is a consistent worker, a true friend, always cheerful regard-
less of his task.

"Galax," we are sorry to say good-bye to you, but we shall always expect to hear from you
through your achievements.

DENTAL SCHOOL



Senior Pharmacy Class Omcers

F. P. Jones President

Mrs. Cora Stoves Vice-President

A. O. McCalley Secretary-Treasurer

R. M. Smith Honor Council

Miss V. Ellis Historian

H. L. Lester Athletic Council



>enior Pkarmacy Class Propkecy

T WAS a hot July night. After a hard day's work filling prescriptions,

I entered the theater. In a moment I found myself in the friendly

darkness and sank into a seat with a sigh of relief. The curtain parted,

the bright lights flashed ; from either side stepped forth two immaculately

dressed young men. I could hardly believe my eyes—for there stood

McCalley and Collier, bowing and scraping to the audience. Collier took his place

at the piano, while McCalley—the coming Caruso of the day—proceeded with his

interpretation of the latest song hit of the season, "Girls Aren't Girls Any More."

I had hardly got my breath after this selection when I looked up and there appeared

on the screen the following ads

:

"Grand Opening. R. M. Smith's Cut-Rate Drug Store. Special on Sale, Smith's

Mutton Suet Cold Remedy."
"Remarkable display of homes in Garden Heights, the fashionable new suburb.

Buy a Huffman & Smith home and be happy the rest of your life."

"A reception will be given tonight at the Country Club in honor of M. P. Gunby,

new Dean of Pharmacy, Medical College of Virginia. Music will be rendered by

the 'Midnight Jollies,' directed by the famous Isadore Fratkin."

"Services will be conducted Sunday, October 5, at the People's Church by our

second 'Billy Sunday,' Herbert F. Wallace."

The next feature that appeared on the screen was "Pathe News—Sees All, Knows
All—Last Game of the World Series, Nationals vs. Americans." This was measur-

ing up to all expectations—a beautiful home run, then slow motion of the scene and

the runner. Could it be Jones? It was! How I was thrilled at my old classmate's

glory! Who was the next man up but our own "Famous Catcher, Leap"!

Then flashed "Multimillionaire Over Night. Kentucky Derby won by Wild Fire,

two-year-old mare owned by Peck Lester. Largest purse ever given on a horse race."

Close-up showed Wild Fire proudly ridden by Gwynn.
"World's Golf Title won by C. R. Carson, the famous professional golf player."

Interior views of the new Palm Beach hotel, 'The Breakers.' Its noted Ethical

Pharmacy is under the management of Mr. and Mrs. Stokes."

"Celebration of Founders Day at the Medical College of Virginia, Richmond, Va.

Hundreds take part in the parade. The instructors are arrayed in their robes, with

Dr. Carlisle, M.S., and Dr. Rothgeb, Ph.G., leading."

"Behind the scenes at the 'Twinkle Toe Follies'—the newest recruits passing in

review before the manager, Paul Hyde. Whited and Preston composing and teaching

the dances."

"George Dennis Voseolas, the world's famous comedian, sails for Paris."

Suddenly I opened my eyes and looked around ; the orchestra was playing and

the audience was leaving. I immediately realized that I had been with my Class of

'27 in a dream instead of reality.



SENIOR CLASS

Leonidas CarlisEj K W Berryville, Va.

Pharmaceutical Association.

Although three years have been necessary for this embryonic pharmacist to acquire the rudi-

mentary knowledge of the intricate value of cartharsis to the human body, this persistent, pains-

taking, courageous youth has won the highest esteem among faculty and students.

"Pochie," as he is known to us, is a gentleman scholar and even in an uproar he consoles his

anger with meagre evil as possible.

His success is unlimited in his profession for his "suits me" manner and jovial smile make
him a favorite among the ladies, and popular with those who know him.

To such a man success is assured.

Claude Rhae Carson Appalachia, Va.

Pharmaceutical Association.

"Kit" came to us fresh from the drill fields of V. P. I. and several minor schools. "Kit"
started in as a pill-roller with the determination of some day making his family proud of him.
He has a good scholastic record, and has acquired many friends among the student body.

As a "lady's man" "Kit" is unsurpassable. You should see him strut the pretty girls at the

many dances he attends.

So long, "Kit." We wish you the best of luck, and hope you have a successful career out in

the Hills.

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY



SENIOR CLASS

Willie N. Collier Richmond, Va.

Pharmaceutical Association; Scholarsliip; Member of Seminar

Wild Bill hails from the swamps of southern Virginia. Bill was vice-president of the Mustache
Club 1925, and President 1927, also the supreme ruler of the question club since he landed with us.

Bill breezes into class with the air of a successful pill-roller, that is the kind that will uphold
Dean Rudd's high ideal "That a Druggist is more than a Merchant."

Bill has a pleasing personality, and a spotless character. He is a hard worker. The ar-t of

pill-rolling has kept Bill's shoulder to the wheel continuously to attain the goal.

We all wish you the best of luck.

Virginia Christine Ellis Ronceverte, W. Va.

Pharmaceutical Association; Senior Class Historian; West Virginia Club; Theta Gamma
Upsilon.

We have been lucky in having such a class-mate as Virginia. She has stood by lis through

our "ups and downs" and proven herself to be a fine friend, a good sport, and a congenial com-
panion. Her quietness, pleasant personality and accommodating good nature have won for her

a place in the hearts of her associates.

We hesitate to say good-bye to a pal like Virginia, but we know that a big success and fortune

is waiting for her in West Virginia, and the best wishes of each member of the class goes with
her in her chosen profession.

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY



SENIOR CLASS

Martin Powell Gunby, K W Berlin, Md.

Pharmaceutical Association.

Powell hails from the eastern shore and he has made a good representative for that industrial

part of the state, for sobriety and industry are characteristics of this embryonic pharmacist.

He has made a good student and is an asset to his chosen profession in every respect. His

sterling qualities have been exhibited time and again.

We hear a rumor that some one on the eastern shore is mighty interested in his career and

maybe we will hear from this officially soon.

It is with regret that we say good-bye, but our good wishes go with him.

Oland Kent Guynn Woodlawn, Va.

Pharmaceutical Association; Southeast Virginia Club.

Oland, better known among his classmates as O. K., came to M. C. V. to enter the profession

of pharmacy with the class of '25.

O. K. hails from the southwestern part of Virginia. His ability as a student has been exhibited

on numerous occasions and he is liked by all of his friends for his continued grin and easy-

going manner.
His future in the field of pharmacy is bright and we wish him all success in the world.

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY



SENIOR CLASS

RuFUS Marvin Huffman Mt. Crawford, Va.

Pharmaceutical Association.

Rufus hails from the good old section of the state known as the Shenandoah Valley.

He is an earnest and hard-working student. Joining us in the fall of '25 he has made a suc-

cess in all of his work and his success in his chosen profession ia assured.

He is held in high esteem by all of his classmates because he is a loyal friend and hard worker.

Good luck, Rufus, may all of your troubles be small ones.

Paul William Hyde, (1> A X . . . . Buchanan, Va.

Pharmaceutical Association.

Paul has fought the good fight manfully and is now leaving our midst as a forward-looking

pharmacist.

His favorite song is "Baby Face," and when he is around you can usually hear his melodious

voice warbling this refrain.

His success will be unlimited, we are sure, for his pleasing personality will carry him to

the heights of success.

Good luck, ole boy, and may success be yours in your chosen profession.

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY



SENIOR CLASS

Frank Poe Jones, K ^ Danville, Va.

President, Senior Class; Baseball Team, '25, '26; Chairman, Student Seminar; Pharmaceutical
Association; MembershiD Committee, Y. M. C. A.

A well-rounded man in every respect. The terrors of pharmacy have caused him no con-

cern. Diligent and thorough in his work, yet always finding time for relaxation.

As president of the senior class he has given us all an opportunity to know and admire his

excellent qualities,

Frank seems to have a controlling interest in the "West End," and when the last class is over

he heads west. We hope and feel sure that he will be as successful in the pharmaceutical line

as he has been with his private line.

Gayle Lloyd Leap, A X Waynesboro, Va.

Pharmaceutical Association; Baseball, '25, '26.

Gayle comes down from one of the Shenandoah Park cities.

He is a light-hearted and happy-go-lucky fellow. Nothing ever worries Gayle.

He asquired great fame as a baseball catcher at Fishburne Military School, which he has

often displayed at the games he has played for M. C. V.

Our greatest hope is that he is as successful in Pharmacy as he has been in baseball.

Our best wishes for luck, Gayle.

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY



SENIOR CLASS

Archie Owens McCalley, ^ A X Richmond, Va.

Pharmaceutical Association; Secretary and Treasurer, Senior Pliarmaey Class.

"Mac" is another Richmond boy that has made good. He has a personality which is a natural

gift to only a few of the chosen.

Mac had a hard time breaking into pharmacy, but when he broke in there was no end to his

ability. He furnishes the majority of wit for the class and is one of the few that usually says

what he thinks, regardless of the circumstances.

Mac is just a good all-around fellow and it is with deepest regrets that he leaves our midst.

Good luck, old boy, and' may the rain of fortune shower down on you good and hard.

Charles E. Rothgeb, K W Luray, Va.

"Roth," as he is known through the student body, hails from the beautiful caverns of Virginia,

and the wilds of Blue Ridge.

He is a hard worker, and has high ideals about his chosen profession. We are sure he will

settle down to be an ethical druggist.

The first year he was here he made many trips to Ginter Park, but they have been less frequent

this year. At the present time we aren't prepared to say why this radical change.

We wish him the same success he had at old M. C. V.

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY



SENIOR CLASS

Richard Macklin Smith, A X Alberta, Va.

Pharmaceutical Association; Honor Council, '24-'27.

Smitty came to us with a determination to establish a name for himself in the commercial
world as v^eW as procure the coveted Ph.G. He has accomplished both and as he is about to

leave us the turpentine products are becoming known over the entire state.

I A pleasing personality and continued smile are characteristic of "Smitty" and as a result

he has won the friendship of the entire class. A man with such ability is assured success in

his calling and the best we can do is to wish him our luck and hope that he will always remember
M. C. V.

William Bryan Smith, ^ A X . . Norton, Va.

Pharmaceutical Association.

William came to us from the great southwest, as a country lad, but he soon acquired the air

of a city-born. By his frequent trips on the Boulevard he soon became known as "Boulevard."
This also helped to distinguish him from the other "Smith Brothers."

Smith has a pleasing personality, arid is a cheerful giver.

We all are sure that "Boulevard" will make a great success.

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY



To Dr. H. L. Osterud

Who, by his unfailing devotion, unselfishness and sacrifice, has been our inspiration

throughout the years of our struggles with anatomy, we, the Class of 1927, dedicate

this section of the X-Ray.



Senior Nurses' Class, 1927

Officers

Miss Anna Beck President

Miss Nannie Judd Vice-President

Miss Elizabeth Gillis Secretary-Treasurer

Miss Laura Bell Harris Historian

History of Class

As we near the parting of the way we recall with pride and regret the

few but memorable years spent' under the guardianship of our Alma
Mater. September, 1924, marked the beginning of a most noted history

in the life of our School of Nursing. Although few in number, there was

no lack of quality. We donned our ill-fitting uniforms and reported on

duty. Almost immediately we formed a lasting friendship with Mr. Bon

Ami, and his cousins, Miss Brush and Madam Dutch Cleanser. As days

passed we learned to behold, adore and revere our "Senior" and carry

out to the minutest detail their slightest wishes. After a little practice

in taking temperature, pulse and respiration, we rose in our own

opinions. Receiving our "Caps and Bibs" was the crowning triumph of

the first year. With a constant changing of membership we entered our

junior year sadder but wiser. With hopes shattered and spirits beaten

and bruised, we plunged onward toward the goal. The last year has

brought a bigger realization of our meager knowledge and of the many

avenues of wisdom as yet unventured. We have emerged with heavy

losses and are proud of those who have held on until the end. Old Alma
Mater, we love you and will strive to ever be true and to help you

achieve the uttermost. As we now come to the end of this perfect day

and embark each on our separate ship, may we aspire to the highest and

best good in life and conquer worlds unknown. In the days that are

to come may our spirits ever be united in love and sympathy. May we
fine real happiness and true success in the service of mankind.

Class Historian.



SENIOR CLASS

Margaret Anna Beck
COEBURN, VA.

"Becky AniC'

President ot Class of 1926; Secretary Y. W. C. A., 1925-1926.

"Energy and perseverance will accomplish all things."

"Becky Ann" sure came to M. C. V. with the intention ot sticking it out. She cannot be dis-

couraged and is always giving a cheerful word to someone else. Though serious when necessary,

she is happy all the time, and her characteristic giggle has been known to break up many cases of

bluos. "Becky Ann" is very studious. She never feels that she knows it all. Her motto seems
to be "Learning by study must be won; 'twas never entailed from sire to son."

Good luck to you, Beck, and a long and happy career.

Elizabeth Gillis

HIGH POINT, N. C.

"Gillis"

President of Class, '25-'26; Reporter to Skull and Bones, '26-'27; Class Secretary and Treasurer, '26-'27.

"What is a woman, if she is not a mystery?"

Another Tarheel for Memorial to be proud of! Gillis is the most dignified member of her class,

but there are times when she lays aside her dignity and lets all know how really nice she is. She
has proven herself to be worthy of her motto, in the sickroom amongst the suffering, in the class-
room amongst the studious, in the ballroom amongst the gay; she seems to fit in every environ-
ment. All in all she is a hundred per cent girl. With all her natural attributes and those acquired
while in training, success in her chosen profession is assured. Gillis will eventually return where
all Tarheels go and carry with her the love and respect of all who knew her in old Virginia.

NURSES



SENIOR CLASS

Laura B^lle Harris

OLD TRAP, N. C.

"Rickets"

Class Historian, 1926-1927.

"Kind liearts are more than coronets."

Laura Belle comes to us from North Carolina, bringing with her a kind heart and the true
spirit of a nurse. She is noted for her sunny disposition, her self-sacriflclng spirit, and her ever-
lasting smile. She was never known to speak unkindly to a patient or of anyone. Never shirking
a duty, nor slighting a task, she took pride in doing satisfactory work. Her fellow nurses gave
her a good name, and her patients all liked her. Laura's future is yet undetermined, but there are
mighty whisperings about that ring on the fourth finger of her left hand.

Florence Howard Spiers

RICHMOND, VA.

"Folly"

"To thine own self be true, and it must follow as the night the day, thou can'st not then
be false to any man."

Pate was kind to us in January, 1925, when "Folly" came to join us. She has many noble
characteristics. She is a true sport, a staunch friend and a loyal classmate. "Folly" is noted
especially for her marvelous disposition and even temperament. Trouble and adversity seem scarcely
to disturb her quiet countenance, although apparently a dreamer. When work is ended, "Folly"
joins heartily in pleasure. She knows how to be a real pal. Florence, you carry with you our
wishes for happiness and success in your chosen work.

NURSES



SENIOR CLASS

Grace Caroline Satterwhite
FREDERICKSBURG, VA.

"Satteriv/iite"

"How far that little candle throws its beam."

Grace came to join our class on September 1, 1926, from Blue Ridge Sanatorium, where she,
having finished a two-year course, decided to increase her knowledge by entering our school of
nursing for a year. She always wears a smile, and has a kind word for everyone. Only one look
at her face and you read success. She has won a placu in our hearts; although our paths must
shortly sever, pleasant memories will linger.

'

Vivian Wilkins
CLINCHFIELD, VA.

"Fcve"

Treasurer of Y. W. C. A., 1925-1926.

"Mistress of herself though the stars may fall."

In choosinng her profession, "Veve" has succeeded in making herself happy, and is rendering
valuable aid to those who are in need of cheer, comfort and consolation. Her cheerfulness, vivacity
and industry reflects all her activities and makes people who come in contact with her feel happy
to be in her presence. It is needless to say that Veve's pleasing personality, coupled with her
physical charms, has been an asset to her in many dealings with the opposite sex. Veve certainly
hit upon a fortunate idea when she decided to take up nursing, and we know she is bound to succeed
in the future.

NURSES
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Junior Medical Class

Officers

E. E. LovAs President

W. C. Jackson Vice-President

W. R. Southward, Jr Secretary-Treasurer

W. N. Thompson Honor Council

J. A. SoYARS
'

Historian

W. F. FiTZHUGH Athletic Representative

Members

Adcock, D. F. Gladding, W. R. Mongillo, F.

Anderson, T. H. Golderos, A. F. Neale, C. L.

Baker, A. L. Grigg, Percy O'Neill, E. F.

Barrett, J. F. Haag, H. B. Patterson, J. L.

Bascom, K. F. Haboush, E. J. Phillips, B. F.

Beach, C. H. Hale, W. H. Proffitt, J. A.

Bennett, C. G. Handy, S. O. Randall, Miss

Bond, W. R. Hedley, O. F. Reed, J. H.

Bowman, C. R. Henderson, C. H. Reitzel, R. H.

Bracey, a. H. Hess, G. Rex, E. G.

Bracey, L. H. Hicks, H. R. Richardson, W. P.

Brandon, W. O. Hill, M. D. St. George, J. R.

Brothers, C. L. Hoffman, W. E. Seymour, Miss

Chadwick, W. S. Hollowell, C. V. Shamblen^ Earl

Claterbaugh, R. L. Hornisher, J. J. Simms, R. F.

Communale, a. R. Hudgins, A. P. Southerland, R. W.
Dalton, G. Huffman, A. Southward, W. R.

Deloatch, M. W. Hunter, T. B. Soyars, J. A.

Dignam, E. a. Jackson, W. C. Spiggle, C. H.

Dix, W. K. Jeter, N. B. Steely, A. D.

Duncan, H. L. Joyner, E. C. Teeple, F. M.
Earnest, W. H. Ketner, F. Y. Thompson, W. N.

Easley, G. W. Kirschbaum, Miss Tucker, J. R.

Echols, A. C. Koerner, A. Tyson, J. J.

Elliott, W. C. Lloyd, A. 8. Ware, E. R.

Farley, L. Lovas, E. E. Waring, T. L.

Fields, M. M. Love, D. F. Williams, J. P.

FiTZHUGH, W. F. Love, J. W. Wolfe, G. H.

Floyd, E. D. Martin, A. L. Wood, J. R.

Frazier, J. W. McLaurine, R. T. Wornal, L. S.

Gandia, a. Merva, a. J. Yeatts, H. B.

Miller, E. C.





Junior Medical Class History

T HAS been just three short years, as measured by the falling sands in the

hourglass of time, but to us, as measured by our long hours of hard work,

almost an eternity, since we entered as embryo doctors on September 17,

in M. C. V.
The first year passed slowly, as we thought, but with our complete

knowledge of Osteology and Anatomy, with all its "Working Mechanisms" and "Pop

Quizzes." We were soon swept on into the rushing stream to learn of the develop-

ing morula mass, and the finer structures of human Anatomy-Histology, but at the

same time we still had room in our crowded brainboxes to remember what reagents

were on shelf 7 in Physiological Chemistry.

Time passed on and we, as all-wise, sophisticated sophomores, directed our energy

plus the surplus we could command to the mastery of Physiology and Pharmacology

under Dr. Haskell. In Neurology we learned of the C. N. S. with all its complicated

arrangements from Dr. Osterud (and Ranson?). In Bacteriology, after we had

learned the English language as it really is, we cultivated, attenuated, and agglu-

tinated the different micro-organisms. Dr. Phillips and his staff propounded and ex-

pounded the principles of Pathology to us. From Dr. Blanotn we learned, with all

our extensive practice, that "Speed" was one of the essentials in Physical Diagnosis.

Too soon the morn had changed to noon, too soon today had become yesterday,

and we were juniors. Our family was greatly enlarged in its third year of medical

life by the transfers we received. Dr. Bascom joined with our class in the pursuit

of medical knowledge. Many of our farhily had shown themselves to be men, for

one who can raise a mustache is more than a youth, and one who cannot is less than

a man.
Believing we had not learned all there was to be learned. Dr. Haskell still proved

himself to be a quiz-master "par excellence," having no regard for the speed limit of

the heart and those possessed of a total suppression of cerebral activities when we
were the objects of his interrogations. Dr. Michaux told us all about women ; Dr.

Whitfield about self-protection being the first law; Dr. Vanderhoof about his student

days with Sir William Osier; Dr. Baughman about a woman being as old as her

coccyx ; Dr. Knott, about the spread of diseases ; Dr. Grinnan about codliver oil,

orange juice, and sunshine; Dr. Lassersohn all about the heart; Dr. LaRoque about

water externally, internally, eternally, and rest.

Thus endeth the third lesson. May success crown us, and the golden horn of

plenty surround us. We have sailed over the stormy seas for three years, and the port

is but a short distance ahead. The past will be looked back upon with pleasure, for-

getting its hardships in the light of a better day, with the satisfaction of success at-

tained through honest toil, and greet the future men and women, mindful always of

the obligations of a great profession as medicine imposed upon us the welfare of

suffering humanity.

Historian.



Junior Dental Class

Officers

M. A. Byrd President

P. M. Beatty Vice-President

W. C. Webb Secretary-Treasurer

G. H. HoBBS Honor Council

K. McC. Crawford Historian

N. O. Fully Athletic Council

Members

P. M. Beatti'

M. A. Byrd

K. McC. Crawford

G. H. HoBBS

E. N. Mason
W. C. Webb

N. O. PULLY

F. G. Repass

H. D. Richardson

V. E. Stuart

J. C. Watkins
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Junior Dental Class History

HE history of the Junior Dental Class has been unique in

many respects. It was the smallest class matriculated in the

School of Dentistry for several years, and its members have

received unusual personal instruction.

Only five of our original class remain, but our ranks have been

enlarged by transfers and others. The freshman and sophomore years

reduced the number in our class considerably, but we hope that the

stages of elimination have passed and the members of the present Junior

Class will stick together to the end.

At present we are realizing that our hands are very large and exceed-

ingly hard to manipulate, but in the course of time we hope to be able

to work through a mirror with perfect safety to the patient. We have

days of sore trials and tribulations, and how often we wish for four

hands instead of two, and for thumbs that were not always in the way.

We have chosen the instruments which are to be "the joy of our lives,"

but to our utter consternation we still encounter a few patients who are

not convinced by our professional manner, which we have cultivated

with the greatest care.

We realize that, had our past been easy, we could not have accom-

plished the things which were absolutely essential for us to know. We
have worked conscientiously and faithfully, with strict adherence to the

motto, "They succeed best, and alone have permanent success, who, with

loyalty and perseverance, follow ideals and divine ends." It is a pleasure

to enjoy the happiness which comes from the knowledge of work well

done. May our class ever maintain the high ideals which it has estab-

lished, and may its members prove an honor to their Alma Mater and

to the profession.
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Junior Pkarmacy Class

Officers

C. H. Adams President

A. Abramson Vice-President

B. F. Grady, Jr Secretary-Treasurer

O. E. Trent Honor Council

Miss M. S. Pole Historian

J. H. SuLLENDER Atlilctic CouncH

Members

A. Abramson

C. H. Adams

Bernard Behrman

J. S. Blon

E. O. Chandler

S. R. Firebaugh

B. J. FiTZHUGH

B. L. Foley

H. Goldin

B. F. Grady, Jr.

R. E. SCHOFIELD

J. H. SuLLENDER

G. v. Thompson

C. M. Tompkins

S. O. Tolar

O. E. Trent

J. R. Ward

E. R. Hall

W. L. Johnson

W. F. Massey

M. V. Mayo
A. C. Owen
E. T. Pippin

Miss M. S. Pole

W. J. Ramsey

V. O. Robertson, Jr.

H. F. Sapp
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Junior Pkarmacy Class History

N THE FALL OF 1925 a motley group of "Amebae" pre-

sented themselves at the portals of M. C. V., and for various

reasons matriculated in Pharmacy. Some came because

of inescapable parental orders, some v^^illing to take a

sportsman's shot at professional pharmacy, some fired with

the noble ambition to "shovi^ 'em how it's done," and a few for the pur-

pose of finding out how little they knew and of correcting the defect.

Needless to say, in the ensuing months of toil and tribulation there was
a time when each seriously undertook to explain his presence to his own
satisfaction, if not to that of the faculty.

After a hectic fight for adjustment, the "embryo pharmacists"

reached the end of the first semester, convinced that "the best substitute

for genius is hard work," and that their only salvation lay in devoting at

least ten hours a day to chemistry, and a like amount to every other sub-

ject. It may be recorded that one of Mr. Rudd's papers, namely, his

famous chemistry document containing one hundred and eighty balanced

equations and their why's and wherefore's, received more than ten hours'

consideration.

All of that is ancient history now, but the Juniors still thrill to

the old battle cries: "We will now have a ten-minute quiz to see what
you know about the last lecture." "Just think of the ramifications of

this!" "Boy, where did you get YOUR information?" "Close your eyes

and see it with your mind's eye." They have discovered that Botany is

something you think you know and yet you don't; that Organic Chem-
istry is a character builder, and that "therapy" is the most important

word in Mr. Miller's vocabulary.

With all this knowledge and experience it is only fair to assume that

they will have a successful college career, but time will tell, and with
their senior year approaching, as the saying goes, "It won't be long now."
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Junior Nurses' Class

Officers

Birdie Harrel President

Lucy Harris Secretary-Treasurer

Edna Mashburn Historian

Class Roll
"" Janie Lee Duck Thelma Earl Moore

Mary Elma Campell Edna Mashburn
Elizabeth Carr Birdie Riddle

Lucy Gladys Harris Juanita Rudder

Bessie Harrel Celana Shopoff

Mary Kate Thompson

History of Class of '28

The advent of the Junior Class In September, 1925, at the Medical

College of Virginia, marks a date that will not be forgotten by us, for

we're still attempting to recover from the nerve-wrecking ordeal of meet-

ing and overcoming the many obstacles that confronted us during our

preliminary and freshman year (Anatomy, Hygiene, Demonstration,

and practical work of a Freshman).

Then in our second year with Anatomy and Practical Nursing be-

hind us, we assured ourselves that ours was to be a light year, but alas!

—Chemistry, Pediatrics, Obstetrics and Surgical Technique rose before

us like an insurmountable wall, and the eternal grind began anew.

But ours was not all a tale of work. Believing in the adage, "All

work and no play makes Jack a dull boy," when time and opportunity

presented, we played just as hard as we studied.

As the year draws to a close and we are completing three-fourths

of our course, we pause to express our appreciation to the members of

the faculty who, by their kindly words of advice, have spurred us on to

greater efforts in accomplishing our purpose.

Class Historian.

M. C. v., School of Nursing.







Sopkomore Medical Class ^
Officers

F. I. Van Steele President

R. M. DeHart Vice-President

R. M. Reynolds Secretary-Treasurer

N. G. Patterson Honor Council

R. D. Garcine, Jr Historian

R. S. Jacobs Skull and Bones

Charles Lipshutz Athletic Council

Andrews, G. A.

Anthony, W. A.

Baars, F. W.
Baird, C. L.

Ballard, H. H.

Barnes, J. T.

Bennett, S. O.

Binford, Chapman

Bishop, W. G.

Blankenship, Rex

Bondurant, C. H.

Bowles, H. F.

Brown, J. R.

Brown, W. M. B.

Buckner, Miss M.

Burnette, O. K.

Chaffin, a. N.

Chandler, A. C.

Choate, a. b;

Cook, S. L.

Cook, William L."

Copenhaver, J. R.

Copley, E. L.

Cozart, B. F.

Davis, A. C.

Dawson, A. R.

Members

DeHart, r. m.

Duval, A. M.
Ellis, W. J.

Fitts, N. p.

Frazier, E. S.

Garcin, R. D.

Gaskins, T. G.

Graham, W. A.

Graves, .C. C.
i

Griffith, C. Y.

Harshbarger, C. L.

Hartwell, H. R.

Hatcher, W. F.

Hite, O. L.

Hoke, L. E.

holladay, l. w.
HoLLOWELL, Miss V. C.

Hopkins, B. A.

HoRwiTZ, Joseph

Hunnicut, T. N., Jr.

Jabbour, J. M.

Jacobs, R. S.

Johnston, C. F.

Knight, T. E.

LaPrade, F. E.

Lipshutz, Charles

Marks, M.
Moore, J. M,

Nunnally, C. a.

Parker, S. F.

Parrish, B. L.

Patterson, N. G.

Pettit, George D.

Preas, W. G.

Pregnall, J. P., Jr.

Reynolds, R. M.
Richardson, J. S.

Riggins, J. C.

Ritter, D. W.
Rivera, Jose A.

ROLSTON, T. R.

Seawell, W. a.

Shevitz, David

SissoN, R. R.

Sloan, T. M.
Snead, N. p.

Steele, F. I.

Stone, G. E.

Stull, W. p.

Sutliff, S. D., Jr.

Terrell, E. T.

Thomason, R. C.

TOMLINSON, Wm. E.,

Winstead, E. C.

Yost, O. R,

Jr.
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History of Sopliomore Medical Class

OW that the time has come when the formula M.D. equals US, we feel as though
we are really getting somewhere. It does not require much reminiscencing to

recall the days when, after endorsing the check dad gave us and turning it over

to Mr. "Mac," we were told to go upstairs, and there had a big box shoved at us.

Someone said, "Check that," and after looking all over the third floor for the

check room, a wise upper classman told us that what was meant was to see if

all was in the box that was supposed to be therein contained. Upon opening the box, we saw
a typed sheet with the strangest names thereon, and such a sight were the contents of that box!
After struggling for about an hour, we gave up and said everything was there, whether it was
or not, as then we didn't know the Innominate bone from the Sphinoid; but we do now(?).

difference a few 'scents makes,' " but you
hose words until you've had Anatomy

We had a few more courses after

;re, as most of us passed them all right.

You've often read the words, "What a whale of

can't really appreciate the full meaning which ur'

or sat next to a Freshman Medical student in \

Christmas that year, but we have forgotten what t^S

and besides they came right during baseball season.

Now this year started and when we thought our freshman year had been a hard one we
were wrong. The much loved, though greatly feared Dr. Chas. C. Haskell, Esq., etc. (we have
him again next year), was not and thus far conquered—at least we made 80 per cent or more
on his courses. Dr. Haskell was always teaching us new things, though; so different from what
we learned on the third floor of the new building. For example, in the Anatomy Lab. we
smoked Camels, Luckys, Chesterfields, as our tasks dictated, but Dr. Haskell taught us to

smoke drums.

Along with Dr. Haskell, whom we had the entire year, came Dr. E. C. L. Miller and his

Bacteriology. We would have enjoyed his course a whole lot if we hadn't known so many of

the upper classmen, from whom we learned in advance that he had lived in India for a while,

and that in the good ole Bago pus flowed like' water; so there wasn't much more to learn. Dr.
Shaw, who couldn't express himself in words, when it came to the climax, wrote us a note

on Y. M. C. A. stationery, and asked us to please smoke cigarettes in the laboratory because

the smoke helps to disinfect the room.

The second term this year Dr. Chas. Phillips, in his course in Pathology, introduced us to

some of the "real problems" of his friend Dr. A. B. C. These "entities" and autopsies worried

us no little, but we will say no more, for he has told us that he has something "Special" for us

next year.

Along with our other course came a major subject known as Physical Diagnosis, which met
only once a week. This much I learned from this course—not from any lecture, because they

were always too fast for me—but I followed as directed and looked it up in the book- which
Dr. Blanton wrote particularly for our class; the reason he talks so fast is on account of the

name his parents gave him—he talks as fast as the Wyndham if he don't. However, we enjoyed

the course a whole lot, because once a week we could parade Broad Street with stethoscope partly

within and mostly without our pockets, so that the populace could see and think we were real

doctors.

But now the year has passed, and for most of us successfully, and though was had by all,

we wish to express our sincere appreciation to all the men on the faculty, who have so patiently

and earnestly worked on us and with us, that we might be the better enabled to practice that

greatest of all professions, and thereby serve our respective communities to better advantage.

To the men of this year's Senior Class we wish God-speed on their journey, as they now are

starting a new life in their chosen field. It has been a pleasure to have known you, and to

have been in college with you, and may success await you, as we are sure it does. You have
only one thing, as we see it, in after life to look back on with regret, and that is thati you were
a member of the Class of '27 instead of '29.

Historian, Class of '29.



Sophomore Dental Class

Officers

T. Hardy President

H. A. Duncan, Jr Vice-President

R. A. LowRY Secretary-Treasurer

R. D. Saffelle Honor Council

G. F. SiMPKiNS Historian

H. V. Moss Athletic Council

Adams, H. E.

Branch, Howard
Bridgeforth, S. S.

dodsworth, c. e.

Duncan, H. A., Jr.

Goldberg, E. H., Jr

Harbt, I. T.

HUTCHESON, R. B.

Jones, J. A.

Jones, R. S.

Members
Lavine, Norman
LowRY, R. A.

Martin, O. S.

Morgan, E. B.

Moss, H. V.

Moss, R. W.
Nash, E. M.
Parrott, W. D.

Patrick, D. H.

Reynolds, E. D.

Rhinehart, Frank

Saffell, R. D.

SiMPKINS, G. F.

Smith, M. R.

Walker, M. B.

White, J. P., Jr.

WiLLSON, N. P.
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Sopkomore Dental Class History

ISTORY is defined as the accurate narration of events, their causes and

results. The first and most important event in this history was the

gathering of thirty-six enthusiastic and ambitious young men within the

dignified halls of the Medical College of Virginia on the morning of

September i6, 1925, for the avowed purpose of becoming dentists. The
reasons for that assemblage were many. The results were expected by the faculty,

but they were surprising to us.

At the second assemblage of the class on the fifteenth of September, 1926, only

twenty-seven of the original number were present, and now there are only twenty-six.

The semester grades have gone in, and soon there will be only—but I am supposed to

be a historian and not a prophet. This decline in numbers was not our fault ; we
burned the traditional midnight oil sufficiently, but the faculty expected us to become

authorities in every subject. Knowing that the day of miracles had passed, the most

intelligent members became disgusted at such expectations on the part of the faculty

and resigned. We who were left, believing ourselves capable of accomplishing almost

anything after overcoming the difficulties of that first year, have continued with ever-

abiding hope in our hearts and rabbit feet in our pockets. Even now we entertain

high hopes of becoming dentists in the covirse of time ; that is, some of us. We be-

lieve we could successfully present ourselves to the world as janitors specializing in

the removal of remaining match stems, tire experts with special attention to vulcan-

izing, bottle washers, jewelers, plasterers, and butchers. We might even go in for

bicycle riding.

We had heard of the great work of Dr. Haskell from those who had gone be-

fore, but we had no idea he was such a star until we saw him play in "His Hour"
every Friday morning. Sometimes Ed. Adams and others co-starred with him. At
the present writing we are all busy preparing papers on some phase of dental metal-

lurgy, which will appear in the June issue of the Journal of the A. D. A. The ad-

vance orders for that issue have already exceeded the million mark. This year we
became greatly interested in the "Y" and its activities. Everyone joined, as every

sophomore does. We also developed the habit of hanging out around the corner of

Adams and Franklin every Sunday morning.

This year we were the sorrowful witnesses of the passing to the unknown beyond

of the beloved Dr. Brodnax, and knowing that it could not have been deferred, we
take great pride in the fact that we were the last dental class taught by him. We
sympathize with the unfortunate freshmen. We were also the first class taught by

Dr. Gray.

Although we complain occasionally, become disheartened and discouraged at times,

and wonder why we do not have classes on Sundays and holidays, we nevertheless

realize that we are being given a wonderful opportunity and success or failure depends

on us. Only a few years will pass before we will be wishing that we were sopho-

mores again at M. C. V.
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Freskman Meaical Class

Officers

W. S. DosHER ,
President

C. H. Whitehurst Vice-President

C. W. Lewis Secretary-Treasurer

K. C. Walden Honor Council

K. S. Freeman Historian

Meyer Vitsky Skull and Bones

E. V. Richardson Athletic Council

ashburne, l. l.

Berlin, E. S.

Bess, S. H.

Bird, J. D., Jr.

bowden, r. j.

Brock, M. F.

Butler, W. E.

Cain, C. H.

Chesson, Miss M. M.
Clark, Miss V.

Crawford, Clyde

Davis, J. W., Jr.

Denoon, a. C.

DOSHER, W. S.

Dunkley, R. E.

Eads, Charles H.

Eaves, R. S.

Ellis, Van M.

Fay, F. O.

Fenton, E. R.

Ford, S. A.

Freeman, K. S.

Fry, Miss C. L.

Gearheart, Orris

Gemmill, T. L.

GoocH, James A.

Gudger, J. R.

Harrell, D. L.

Harris, R. E.

Hunt, E. G.

Members
Hutchinson, J. R. B.

Jarrett, L. E.

Jennings, T. S.

Johnson, J. E.

Justis, William G.

Ketchum, Paul D.

Kindred, J. C.

King, M. K.

Knott, W. C.

Lewis, C. W.
Luck, E. J.

Lynn, G. K.

McCall, Marsh
McDonald, H. E., Jr.

McMann, W. S. L.

Spivey, C. G.

Massie, U. W.
Miller, H. W.
Miller, M. V.

Montgomery, E. T.

Moorman, E. R.

Morrisette, L. E.

Neale, J. C, Jr.

Newcomer, William

Newman, N. W.
Newman, S.

Newton, Earl

Oppleman, Herman
Pedneau, William W.
Peters, B. K.

Pettis, J. B.

Pope, S. B., Jr.

PUGH, W. T.

Ramey, Frank

Reed, George B.

Reeves, J. N.

Reid, C. L.

Richardson, E. V.

Richardson, H. M.
Riley, H. L., Jr.

rucker, s. l.

Saffer, D. T.

Sager, E. M.
Saunders, Sam G.

Shelton, C. F.

Skinner, C. W.
Underwood, D. E.

Vitsky, Meyer
Walden, K. C.

Walker, J. L., Jr.

Werblow, L
Weems, Miss C. V.

Wells, E. M.
Whitehurst, C. H.

WiCE, L. E.

Williams, E. H.

Williams, J. N.

Woodville, J. B., Jr.

Yeatman, Julian

Metcalf, J. T.
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Freshman Medical Class History

S THERE are always days that are coming into our lives that stand out among

others, so will the two or three days of the middle of September, 1926, stand

out. It was during these days that eighty some odd young men and four young

women, doctors-to-be, hailing from thirteen states and one foreign country, sought

admission as Freshmen medical students into the old M. C. V.

Since having been carefully scrutinized as to character and credentials, and selected from a

list of applicants many times the size of our class, we naturally felt a selected crowd—and

we were, for about forty per cent of the class were degree men, and the others were well

prepared. Some had been dentists, some pharmacists, some preachers, some teachers, and

some just married men. And, of course, it wasn't long before it was hinted, and finally affirmed,

that we were the best Freshman class ever.

And after matriculation. Anatomy. Yes, we were given some bones—a box full—and ma^e

aware that we had only a few days to find out whose bones they were, and other such things

—

the data on this costing $11.00 and $18.00, according to Gray and Spaltholtz. We never found

the data, however; it just came to us.

The morning on which we were to begin dissection we arrived at the Anatomy hall, each

one armed with a scalpel and probe, and shielded with the smoke of a Camel, bent upon tear-

ing to pieces some unfortunate. Yet, as we entered the hall and were met by the odor of pickled

human beings, and as we looked upon the gruesome sight bfore us, we felt a sense of uneasiness

and even a sense of fright. It was with reluctance that we made the first incision. But Ollie, Liz,

and Old Uncle Joe, together with many other consumptives and syphilitics, were soon probed to

pieces, and we now feel that we should be called real anatomists. As for Anatomy, we have

but one sad reflection—we missed so much after the first few weeks of our course the phrase,

"Get ready, gentlemen, I am coming around to quiz you," and the cheerful face of one who was

dear to the whole school. Dr. Brodnax was a bosom friend of every freshman in our class, and

it was with much despair that we learned of his sudden death. We shall always remember him

as a real friend and a distinguished and beloved teacher.

Some one asked us not to forget to^mention Materia Medica. I think that the class would

liKe to have it mentioned, as it wants posterity to be cognizant to the fact that so many hundreds

of drugs—for local action, remote action, irritants and stimulants—are not so easily learned,

especially when doses have to be learned, too. However, the class liked Materia Medica fine.

It is seriously doubted that we should have ever been able to overcome all the obstacles with

which we have met during our year's work had it not been for the inspiration which has been

furnished the class by its quartet of co-eds. To them, the daughters of Aesculapius, the honor,

the power and the glory.

Having made such an excellent start and a good record for the first year, we shouldn't

wonder that the future historians of the Class of 1930 will have material for writing glorious

histories, and that the world will expect more of this class than of any other class which has

been graduated from old M. C. V. Historian.



Freshinan Dental Class

Officers

J. P. Broaddus President

J. L. TOWNSEND, Jr Vice-President

Irma L. Jackson Secretary-Treasurer

E. B. Kent Honor Council

W. F. Delp . . .
' Historian

J. A. Barbee Athletic Council

J. B. Parker Skull and Bones

Members
Ames, J. Wilson

Barbee, J. A.

Bates, R. L.

BoLLiNG, A. J., Jr.

Bounds, James A.

Brann, B. a.

Bradshaw, K. a.

Broaddus, J. A.

Broaddus, J. P.

Brooks, J. S.

Cross, J. P.

Delp, W. F.

durritt, j. r.

Friedman, S. L.

' HoucK, E. L.

Hurt, C. P.

hutchings, r. j.

Jackson, Irma L.

Johnson, J. H., Jr.

Kent, E. B.

Lascara, V. E.

Massie, C. R.

Meistroff, C. L.

O'Keefe, J. J., Jr.

Parker, J. B.

Payne, James

Pennington, J. C.

Reynolds, R. O.

Rhodes, H. Paul

Richardson, W. N.

Shumadine, William F.

Smith, B. L.

Spitzer, p. C.

Stone, C. N.

tolley, j. a.

Towler, S. B.

TowNSEND, J. L., Jr.

Watts, Edward G.

Wechsler, Morris

Wright, G. I.





Freskman Dental Class History

LASS Histories, like children, should be seen and not heard, for they are

almost the hardest of all things to make interesting, especially for one so

unfitted for the job as I.

Chronologically speaking, we gathered together at abouS the usual

time last fall, an average Freshman Class, and did the usual things; except, of course,

we had to work much harder than the rest until Christmas. I refuse to be held

responsible for the history of Christmas. It might make something interesting to read,

and that would never do for a class history. We returned at about the usual time

and have been doing the usual thing ever since, and so we come to the writing of the

history, which I am doing in the usual way, although a bit careless perhaps as to

dates and details. The dates were all used up anyhow by such class sheiks as our

worthy president and our tallest member, "God's Gift to Girls."

In looking back, the picture which hangs most clearly on the walls of my memory

is one hard work upon a background of still harder work, only interrupted at frequent

intervals by large areas of a substance known to the local scientific world as "Hot

Air." That several members of the faculty, and pme om ^^artoci ;ar. os a be;oever om

tjat gppd p ;d asop, . "The Bull is Mightier Than the Bullet" is very evident. Many
things will remind us of this year; microscopes, test tubes, stiffs, celluloid teeth,

temporo mandibular articulations all will bring back some kind of memory. We will

be refreshed to recall some things—as the sight of a big, jolly, good-natuerd Irish-

man coming into class about ten minutes late, always on the receiving end of a joke and

enjoying it as much as anybody. We will remember with a smile our enterprising

student who, by a simple trip to the City Hall, solved forever the room and board

question. And who will not think with joy over the Wednesdays and Saturdays,

happy meeting days'of our Sewing and Gossip Circle?

And now the year has ended in much the usual way, and I trust that we are

about to become average sophomores, whether in the usual way or by the grace of the

Lord and the faculty I cannot say. We have enjoyed it all, as freshmen do, contrary to

their sworn statements, and after a summer I trust we will all return to another

year of work and pleasant associations. Like all histories, this epoch will now end by

wishing the members of the class all the success and happiness possible, which will of

course be theirs .... in the usual way.
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FresKresninan Pkarmacy ciass

Officers

John B. Haynes President

Earle Payne ' Vice-President

Wm. T. Jones Secretary and Treasurer

Clifford Watts Honor Council

Mrs. R. C. Palmer Historian

Milton Hansbrough . . Athletic Council

Members
Anderson, T. S., Jr.

Arrington, R. a.

Banton, T. J.

BiscoE, C. L.

Bray, James

Bridges, M. W.
Carter, E. Lawson

Daniel, Leonard

Di Zerega, E. a.

DoDD, C. N.

Everly, Marion, Jr.

Fraher, E.

Frayser, W. M.
Garnett, a. Cook

Garter, Wm. C.

Goldstein, Harry

Hanes, John B.

Hansbrough, Milton

Hermelin, a. J.

Hines, Palmer S.

Hotinger, L. D.

Hughes, Leslie

Jacob, T. N., Jr.

Jones, Wm. T.

King, W. P.

Maddux, Wallace
Magee, J. E.

McAtee, S. T.

Mitchell, J. S., Jr.

Myers, H. L.

Palmer, Mrs. R. C.

Patrick, M. C.

Payne, Earl

Perry, Roger W.
Pine, George S.

Renn, H. B.

Simpson, F. B.

Snellings, Wm. E.,

Spates, Thos. H.

Spitzer, G. F., Jr.

Stainback, J. R.

Todd, W. W.
Tolley, R. a.

Trout, L H., Jr.

Watts, Clifford

White, G. R.

Jr.

Specials
Bailey, A. A. McGuire, D. W.
Carrier, Miss K. R. Ruffin, Miss F.

Leonard, Miss Mildred Salle, Miss G. C.

SONNENBERG, MiSS B.
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History of tke Freskman Pkarmacy

Class

N the fourteenth day of September, nineteen hundred twenty-

six, a very wise looking group of young men and fair co-eds

applied at the portals of M. C. V. for admission into the

Freshman Pharmacy Class, and in due time were enrolled.

Some few days passed before the class could find its way to the

various class rooms; however, room 208 became a memorial one. In

this room Mr. Rudd introduced "Newell's Chemistry," and Dr. War-

ren developed a wonderful vocabulary in Biology. One bright student

drew on his imagination and wrote "Pharmaldihid" when directed to

write Formaldehyde.

The "Math Quizzes" thoroughly convinced the class that the "fun-

damentals of Math" had been forgotten, and that it would be to their

interest to study the little green book.

Though many times discouraged, the class developed a spirit of

earnestness in all their work, and the thought of final victory was the

star which guided them along the pathway of knowledge required of all.
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Freshresfiman Nurses ' ciass

Officers

Bernice Harrel President

Verna Thurston . Secretary and Treasurer

Class Roll
Nora Bell Andrews

Mary Nelson Bettis

Lillian Frances Gayle

Thelma Graham
GuiLA Garner

Rachael Haile

Bernice Harrel

Frances Ladd

Merle Morgan
Elva Newman
Minnie Pritchett

Mary- Leola Pritchett

Thelma Oliver

Ina Sutphin

Mabel Wincold

History of Class of 29

We, the Class of '29, entered upon our eventful career

September, 1926. It was with fearful step and trembling

hand that we little "Freshies" began our first day's work.

We have made many blundering mistakes which only make

us better understand ourselves. But we are learning fast.

We who are here are marching on to the stepping stones of

success. Each day we are happy and glad to take up the

tasks that are ours, and hope to make the world better for

us having lived in it, by our kindly deeds and helping hand.

We have learned well the fine art of "Scrubbins" in

this our first year.

But never do we regret the outstanding moment of

entering upon this most interesting and difficult career.

M. C. V.

School of Nursing.
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IN AND AROUND THE HOSPITAL
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BOOK THREE c>iio ORGANIZATIONS



Interne CluD

Motto: "I'll get you sooner or later, so why not now?"

Officers

John W. Parker, Jr President

J. W. Hundley, Jr Vice-President

H. C. Brownley Secretary and Treasurer

B. W. Meador Mascot

P. P. Pharr

H. C. Brownley

A. R. LuTZ

J. W. Hundley, Jr.

Seth Gayle, Jr.

E. C. Jamison

Members

R. C. Alley

E. Haden

P. Shellburne

Leo Jacobs

S. F. Johnston

B. W. Meador

H. A. Bracy

E. E. Robinson

M. S. Stinnet

J. T. Tucker

W. C. Henderson

A. H. Wood





University of Rickmond Club

Motto: "Come on, William and Mary"

Officers

W. L. Ball President

Allen Lloyd Vice-President

A. R. LuTZ Secretary and Treasurer

Members

W. C. Henderson Luck
Meyer Vitsky McCastor

H. S. Fletcher Johnston

Steele GlNN

RiFKIN Meador

Leo McCall
Ball Vaughan
LuTZ Newcomb
Golderos Oppleman

Alexander Morrisette

Powell Riley

Ransom E Richardson

Newton Walden
Beach Broaddus

Proffit Patrick

Easly
'

Lascara

Freeman Moss

Cavendish Hornisher

Jacobs Tucker
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William and Mary Club

Motto: "Get those Spiders"

Officers

Victor Young .
' President

H. C. Brownley Vice-President

R. D. Saffelle Secretary and Treasurer

Members

Tucker Bond

Dalton Hagg

HOSKINS Prillaman

House Baughman

Ellison St. George

Saffelle Hardy

JOYNER Fitzhugh

Young Alley

Dick Parker

GiNN
Freeman

Metcalf

Yeatman
Williams

Beach

Hess

O'Neil

BOWYER

KiLLINGER
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Soutkw^est Virginia Club

Motto: "Spread that stuff, big boy, don't heap it up"

Officers

J. T. Tucker President

RucKER Vice-President

Newton Secretary and Treasurer

Metcalf Flower

Members

Rucker Johnson

Metcalf Bowyer

Powell Ginn

Ellison Freeman

HuTTON Beard

Delp

Duncan
Payne

Moss





Nortk Carolina Club

Motto: "Born and bred in Briar Patch"

Officers

W. T. H. Brantley ^'^ ^'"

Willie Powell Ba^i^/ Holder

M. C. Newton .

'
. . . . Royal Picker

Members

Powell Jones, W. S.

Ellison Lewis

Newton Johnson, E. W.

McBane Robinson

Johnson, J. R. Brantley

Pagano

Anderson

Beard

Case

Davis, H. C.
;
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West Virginia Club

Motto: "Fifteen gallons to the acre"

Officers

D. L. Cavendish President

W. P. Stull Vice-President

R. E. Bailey Secretary and Treasurer

Members

Stakes
' Given

Summers Jackson

Bailey Curry

Steele Newland

Stockhammer Maddera

Sowers

Brown
Stull

Beard
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%MMAl
Medical College of Virginia

Wilbur S. Stakes President

J. R. Harman Vice-President

John H. Reed Treasurer

Allan Lloyd Recordin/j Secretary

Jonah L. Larrick . . General Secretary

Board of Directors
Mr. R. F. McCrackan Chairman
Dr. K. S. Blackwell Fice-C/iairman

Mr. William Clift Secretary and Treasurer

Dr. Paul V. Anderson Dr. W. T. Graham Dr. R. L. Simpson

Dr. Greer Baughman Dr. W. H. Higgins Mr. William R. Miller
Mr. L. C. Bird Dr. R. D. Thornton Dr. E. G. Williams

Committee Chairman
G. Frank Joyce Membership
Norman G. Patterson Missionary

James T. Tucker Social

Church Representatives
K. McCrawford a. R. Lutz
F. B. Welton Alice Randall

B. F. Fitzhuch

J. A. Jones
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StuU and Bones Staff

Editorial Staff

James W. Keever Editor-in-Chief

O. F. Hedley Associate Editor

W. C. Henderson Associate Editor

Business Staff

L. Holmes Ginn, Jr Business Manager

O. L. HiTE Assistant Business Manager

Harold Golden Assistant Business Manager

A. M. Duval Circulation Manager

Dr. E. C. L. Miller Science Editor

A. L. G. BoGUEss City Editor

E. C. JoYNER Society Editor

W. E. Southward Dramatic Editor

W. L. Ball Sport Editor

B. H. Behrman Assistant Sport Editor

A. R. LuTZ Exchange Editor

Elizabeth Gillis Senior Nursing

I. T. Hardy Sophomore Dental

M. Hi Greenfield ... . . Senior Medicine

R. S. Jacobs Sophomore Medicine

Reporters

W. N. Thompson Faculty

Carolyn Weems JVoman'^ Club

C. H. Adams Senior Pharmacy

Dorothy Settle Nursing

M. W. Bridcers
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R.CTC

Second Year, Advanced Course
Alley, Rufus, C.

Beard, Harry E.

Bracey, Hendrick A.

BoYER, Thomas S.

Brantley, William T.

Brownley, Harvey C.

Carter, Garland N.

Cramer, Ralph W.

BowEN, Charles R.

Brothers, Clyde L.

Claterbaugh, Raymond
Elliott, Walter C.

Fields, Max M.
Fitz Hugh, William F.

Baird, Charles L.

Ballard, Howard H.

Barnes, Jesse T.

Binford, Chapman H.

Blankenship, Rex
Brown, James R.

Chandler, Arthur C.

Cooke, Samuel L.

Cooke, William L.

Ashburn, L. L.

Berlin, Erwin S.

Bird, James D., Jr.

BowDEN, Robert J.

Butler, William E.

DosHER, William S.

Eads, Charles H.

Ellis, Van M.
Gudger, James R.

Dick, Harry A.

Gayle, Seth, Jr.

Ginn, Louis H., Jr.

Haden, Earl J.

Henderson, William C.

Hoskins, Charles R., Jr.

House, Walter O.

Hundley, Joseph W., Jr.

Jacobs, Leo L.

Jamison, Euell C.

Jones, Orvin C.

Johnson, Elliot W.
Lutz, Ather R.

Lynn, Clabe W.
Meador, Blake W.
Metcalf, Frederick U.

Welton, Felix B.

First Year, Advanced Course
Floyd, Elliott D.

Golderos, Angel F.

Hedley, Oswald F.

Henderson, Charles H.

Hornisher, Joseph J.

Huffman, Alonzo

Lloyd, Allen S.

Neale, Claude L.

Patterson, James L.

Simms, Reuben F.

Second Year, Basic Course

McCaster, Joseph T. N.

Newland, Charles L.

Pharr, p. p.

Prillaman, Paul E.

Shelburne, Palmer A.

Spessard, Thomas N.

Stakes, Wilbur S.

Tucker, James T.

SoYARs, James A.

Tucker, John R.

Waring, Thomas L.

Wolf, Garland H.

Wood, John R.

Wornal, Lacey S.

Copenhaver, John R.

Dawson, Alonzo R.

DeHart, Rufus M.

Ellis, William J.

Frazier, Elijah S.

Graves, Charles C, Jr.

Griffith, Charles Y.

Hartwell, Herbert R.

Harshbarger, Charles L. Pregnall, James P., Jr.

Hatcher, William F.

HoLLADAY, Lewis W.
Jacobs, Robert S.

Moore, Joseph M.
Nunnally, Claude R.

Parrish, Bernard L.

Preas, William G.

Yost, Orwin R.

Richardson, James S.

Ritter, Davis W.
Seawell, William A.

SissoN, Robert R.

Steele, Frank L
Stull, William P.

ToMLiNsoN, William

WiNSTEAD, Ellis G.

E., Jr.

First Year,

Harrell, David L., Jr.

JusTis, William G.

Ketchum, Paul D.

Knott, William C.

Lewis, Clifford W.
Luck, Ernest J.

Lynn, Cy Kellie

McCall, Marsh
Massie, Ulus W.

woodville,

Basic Course
Metcalf, John T.

MoRRisETTE, Leslie E.

Montgomery, Elbert T.

Newman, Sigmund

Pettis, James B.

Pope, Samuel B., Jr.

PuGH, William T.

Richardson, Emmett W.
Richardson, Herman M.

John B., Jr.

Reede, George B.

Saffer, Delbert T.

Sager, Edward M.
Saunders, Sam G.

Shelton, Carl F.

Underwood, Dan E .

Walker, John L., Jr.

WicE, Louis E.

Williams, James N.



Francis M. Fitts, M.D.
Major, Medical Corps (D.O.L.)

Professor of Military Science and Tactics

M.D., M. C. v., 1 91 6.
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IN AND AROUND CAMP



Tlie Revellers

Officers

W. R. Southward, Jr President

A. S. Lloyd Director of Dramatics

W. H. Hale Director of Quartette

C. S. Feldman Director of Orchestra

Faculty Advisers

W. T. Sanger Greer Baughman
W. G. Crockeit

The Revellers is the "enfant terrible" of the Medical College of Virginia, being born in

September, 1926. Due to the desire for unity between the organizations that sponsor the musical

and dramatical sides of our college life, the Revellers was formed by a body of students interested

in these phases of college activities. All three branches of the organization have been well

received, both in school and in the public performances, having taken active part in all student

body meetings, in Richmond movie houses and over radio, as well as their own annual per-

formances. Of course there have been, and are, many obstacles in the path of success, but we
are happy to be able to say that most of them have been conquered, and now victory, accompanied

by success, is gleaming brightly on the horizon.
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Revellers Orcliestra

Feldman Vint Pine

Stockhammer Watt

Fratkin Webb Moss

Greenfield Southward

Quartette

Hale Lloyd

Duvall

Riley

Dramatics

Lloyd Southward Garcin

Bond Kerr

Bailey Baker Ball

Graham

Claterbaugh

Teeple

C. S, F E LD/^AN

W. H. HALE

A.S.I-L.O YD

»S3



rerman Club

Officers

J. T. Tucker President

J. R. St. George Vice-President

J. W. Hundley, Jr Secretary

Allen Lloyd Treasurer

Members
Dalton Tomlinson

Gayle Walker

GiNN Copenhaver

Handy Brown

Haag Sutliffe

HOBBS Bailey

Hundley Summers

Keever Ellison

Lloyd Baars

Parker Pregnall

St. George Patrick

Spessard Duvall

Wood Brown

Williams Fitzhugh

Shambelen Peters

Miller Johnston

Blankenship Nash

Hoffman Beatty

Preas Shaffin

Stull Parker

Bridgeforth Firebaugh

Moss Simpson

Ballard Meador

J. A. Broaddug
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Student Researck Council

E. W. Gray, M.D., Chairman

O. F. Hedley

W. R. Southward, Jr.

A. P. HUDCINS

L. L. Leo

G. W. Easley

W. R. Bond J. R. Hamilton

H. B. Haag C. L. Brothers

W. C. Henderson

J. P. Williams

L. L. Jacobs

The Student Research Council of the Medical College of Virginia is an organiza-

tion sponsoring the production of scientific research, along all lines of endeavor in the

scientific world, such as Chemistry, Bacteriology, Anatomy, Physics, Physiology,

Pharmacology, in fact, in all forms of science. The need for such an organization

can easily be seen and the excellent work which the Council has done is ample proof

of the interest and inspiration developed by the members of the body. The papers

prepared by the men fostering the Council are published in all of the American

Scientific Journals, in the Bulletin of the Medical College and are constructively dis-

cussed at each meeting. The base of the organization is original research along the

foregoing lines, with proper respect paid to the amount of work done and the method

of doing it. It is indeed an organization worthy of the interest of the College and

the world of Science at large.
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C. Crawford
R. E. GUDGER
R. E. Harris

J. D. Bird, Jr.

Scott Ford

J. W. Davis
P. S. Pope

S. H. Bess

P. D. Ketchum
C. H. Eads

C. G. Spivey

N. Newman

W. S. Dosher
R. B. Hutchison

Fraternity Goats

Phi Chi

J. C. Kindred
Marsh McCall
E. T. Montgomery
J. N. Williams

L. E. MORRISETTE
W. T. PUGH
H. M. Richardson

J. B. WOODVILLE

Phi Rho Sigma

R. S. Eaves, Jr.-

C. L. Reed
E. J. Luck
E. M. Sager

H. J. Riley
C. F. Shelton
E. C. Walden

J. E. Johnson

Theta Kappa Psi

M. V. Miller

Phi Beta Pi

F. Ramey
E. V. Richardson

Omega Upsilon Phi

S. G. Saunders

D. I. Saffer
D. E. Underwood

K. 8. Freeman
T. L. Gimmel
J. A. Gooch

W. G. Justice

L. E. Jarrett
H. W. Miller

Chi Zeta Chi
E. G. Hunt V. M. Ellis

R. J. Bowden W. Newcomer

Phi Lambda Kappa
S. Newman

Alpha Kappa Kappa

W. S. L. McMann
C. L. Reid
C. H. Whitehurst

T. S. Jennings

H. Oppleman

W. C. Knott
C. W. Lewis

H. E. McDonald, Jr.

E. R. Moorman
E. M. Wells
B. K. Peter

Psi Omega
A. J. Bolling J. P. Broaddus R. L. Bates S. P. Hurt

J. A. Broaddus J. H. Johnson J. S. Brooks C. R. Massie

J. L.'Townsend, Jr. S. B. Towler G. L Wright

R. B. Hutchison
W. N. Richardson

J. E. Magee
W. C. Garter

Xi Psi Phi

J. A. Payne W. F. Delp

J. A. Tolley, Jr. W. F. Shumadine

J. A. Jones O. S. Martin

Phi Delta Chi

J. L. Hughes
M. W. Bridges

M. Everly, Jr.

J. C. Bray
I. H. Trout
E. A. di Zerega

J. A. Barbee

J. J. O'Keefe

R. W. Perry
W. L. Johnson

Kappa Psi

W. T. Jones T. N. Jacobs E. F. Payne F. S. Anderson

J. H. SuLLENGER J. D. Haynes J. C. Watts E. T. O'Fraher

F. B. Simpson E. T. Maddux W. W. Todd B. J. Fitzhugh

V. O. Robertson H. L. Meyers J. M. Hansborough
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Phi Chi

Chapters

Alpha University of Vermont, Burlington, Vt.

Alpha Alpha . University of Louisville, Louisville, Kj'.

Alpha Beta University of Tennessee, Memphis, Tenn.
Alpha Theta Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio
Beta University of Oregon, Portland, Ore.

Beta Delta University of Maryland, Baltimore, Md.
Beta Mu McGill LTniversity, Montreal, P. Q., Canada
Beta Upsilon Boston University School of Medicine, Boston, Mass.
Peta Chi University of Colorado, Boulder, Col.

Gamma Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio
Gamma Sigma Yale University, New Haven, Conn.
Delta Tufts College Medical School, Boston, Mass.
Delta Pi University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah
Epsilon Detroit College of Med. and Surg., Detroit, Mich.
Epsilon Delia Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.
Epsilon Chi Marquette University, Milwaukee, Wis.
Zeta University of Texas, Galveston, Texas
Eta Upsilon Medical School of Harvard University, Boston, Mass.
Theta Eia Medical College of Virginia, Richmond, Va.
Theta Upsilon Temple University, Philadelphia, Pa.
Iota University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Kappa Georgetown University, Washington, D. C.
Kappa Delta .Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.
Kappa Rho Northwestern University, Chicago, III.

Kappa Upsilon University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kans.
Kappa Chi University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.
Lambda Rho University of Arkansas Medical School, Little Rock, Ark.
Mu Indiana University Medical School, Indianapolis, Ind.

^2
; Baylor Medical College, Dallas, Texas

Omtcron Tulane University, New Orleans, La.
Omicron Kappa University of Oklahoma, Norman, Okla.
Pi Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn.
Pi Delta Phi University of California, Berkeley, Cal.
Pi Mu University of Virginia Medical College, Charlottesville, Va.
Rho Rush Medical College, Chicago, III.

Rho Delta Cornell University, New York, N. Y.
Sigma Emory University, Atlanta, Ga.
Sigma Delta University of South Dakota, Vermillion, S. D.
Sigma Theta University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N. C.
Sigma Upsilon Leland Stanford, Jr., University, Stanford University, Cal.
Tau Beta . University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.
Tau Omicron

. University of Toronto, Toronto, Ont., Canada
Upsilon Zeta University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio
Upsilon Iota University of Illinois, Chicago, 111.

Upsilon Nu University of Nebraska, Omaha, Neb.
Upsilon Pi University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
Sigma Upsilon Columbia University. Brooklyn. N. Y.
Ph\ George Washington University, Washington, D. C.
Phi Rho St. Louis University, St. Louis, Mo.
Phi Sigma Loyola University Medical College, Chicago, III.

^hi Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, Pa.
Chi Upsilon Creighton University, Omaha, Neb.
P" University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.





Phi Chi

Officers

J. W. Keever President

G. W. Easley Treasurer

Rex Blankenship Secretary

Fratres in Collegio

R. L. Eastman

J. R. Ellison

J. R. Hamilton

Class of 1927

C. R. Hoskins

O. C. Jones

J. W. Keever

J. T. Tucker

A. H. Wood

J. C. White

T. N. Spessard J. W. Hundley

A. L. Baker

S. O. Handy

Class of 1928

P. C. Grigg

L. H. Bracey

A. H. Bracey

J. H. Reed

R. L. Claterbaugh

G. W. Easley

F. W. Baars

Rex Blankenship

C. Y. Griffith

N. J. Patterson

W. P. Stull

R. E. DUNKLEY
E. T. Montgomery

W. T. PUGH
R. E. Harris

H. L. Riley

F. M. Teeple

J. P. Williams

Class of 1929

H. H. Ballard

O. L. HiTE

H. R. Hartwell

W. M. B. Brown

Class of 1930

J. C. Kindred

H. M. Richardson

C. F. Shelton

E. ]

E. W. Copenhaver

W. L. Cook

A. M. Duval

W. G. Preas

B. F. Cozart

J. R. Gudger

M. McCall

J. M. Williams

MORRISSETTE

K. C. Walden



PKi Chi

Anderson, Paul V.

Bagbv, a. F.

Baughman, Greer
Blackwell, K. S.

Blair, J. R.

Blanton, C. a.

Blanton, H. W.
Blanton, W. B.

Brown, A. G.
Brunk, O. C.

Courtney. R. H.
Creekmur. R. L.

Davis, T. D.

FiTTS, J. Blair
Fowlkes, C. H.
Gayle, R. F.

Graham, W. T.
Gray, A. L.

Alexander, H. C.

Anderson, Paul V.

ashworth, o. o.

Bagby, a. F.

Baker, Harry B.

Baughman, Greer
Blair, J. R.

Blackwell, K. S.

Blanton, C. A.

Blanton, H. W.
Blanton, W. B.

Bright, J. Fulmer
Brown, A. G.
Brunk, O. C.

Caravati, C. M.
Clarke, A. B.

Cloyd, J. A.
Cole, D. B.

Courtney, R. H.
Craig, W. H.
Darden, O. B.

Creekmur, R. L.

Davis, T. D.
DiCKERSON, W. R.

EVATT, C. W.
Fitzgerald, R. S.

Fitts, J. Blair
Fowlkes, C. H.
Gayle, R. F.

Graham, W. T.
Gray, A. L.

Gray, B. H.
Grinnan, St. Geo. T.

Fratres in Facultate

Gray, B. H.
Grinnan, St. Geo.
Henson, J. W.
Hill, Emory
Howle, Paul W.
Hughes, T. E.

Hutcheson, J. M.
Johns, F. S.

Mann, Herbert
Mason, W. L.

Masters, Howard
Mercer, W. F.

MicHAux, Stewart N.

McGavock, E. p.

McGuire, Stuart
Nelson, J. Garnett
NUCKOLS, M. E.

Fratres in Urbe

GORSLINE, I. T.
GUNN, S. E.

Henson, J. W.
Hill, Emory
Hobson, E. L. Jr.

Holderby, C. E.

Hornthal, H. a.
Howle, Paul V.

Hughes, S. E.

Hughes, T. E.

Hutcheson, J. M.
Johns, F. S.

Jones, W. R.

Kimbrough, a. M.
Llewellyn, C. E.

Liggan, L. S.

rudasill, c. l.

Shelter, A. G.
Shepherd, W. A.

Sinton, a. C, Jr.

Stuart, R. R.

Tabb, J. L.

Talbot, E. B.

Terry, G. S.

Tucker, B. R.

Tyler, Dorsey A.
Upshur, F. W.
Vaughan, R. W.
Warriner, J. E.

White, J. A.
Wealt, R. G.
Williams, E. G.

Peple, W. Lowndes
Price, L. T.
Rucker, M. p.

RosoBRO, B. M .

Ross, C. F.

royster, j. h.
Shepherd, W. A.
Simpson, Wm.
Stratford, A. L.

Tabb, J. L.

Talbot, E. V.

Terry, G. S.

Tucker, Beverly, R.

Warrener, J. E.

Whitaker, Paul F.

White, J. A.
Williams, E. G.
Willis, A. M.

Whitaker, Paul F.

Whitfield, J. M., Jr.

Whitfield, J. M.
Willis, A. M.
Willis, R. G.
Woods, J. B.

Lorine, J. B.

Lord, F. K.
Lorraine, W. B.

Maloney, G. R.

Randolph, H. W.
Rucker, M. P.

Mann, Herbert
Mason, A. Norton
Mason, W. R.

Masters, H. R.

Mercer, W. J.

McCutcheon, W. B.

McGavock, E. P.

McGuire, Stuart
Michaux, Stuart N.

Moseley, E. J., Jr.

Nelson, J. Garnett
Newton, McGuire
NucKOLs, M. E.
Paul, Ray
Pearman, T. B.

Peple, W. Lowndes
Price, Lawrence T.
Reade, F. M.
Rosebro, B. M.
Ross, C. F.

Royster, T. H.



Phi Rko Si^ma

Chapters
Beta University of Illinois, Chicago, 111.

pamma Rush Medical College, Chicago, 111.

Delta University of Southern California, Los Angeles

Epsilon . Detroit College of Medicine and Surgery

Zeta University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.

Eta Creighton Medical College, Omaha, Neb.

Tlieta Tau University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.

Iota University of Nebraska, Omaha, Neb.

Kappa Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio

Lambda Phi University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

Mu University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa
Nu Harvard University, Boston, Mass.

Omicron Marquette University, Milwaukee, Wis.

Pi Indiana University, Indianapolis, Ind.

Rhp Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, Pa.

Sigma University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Va.

Upsilon Medical College of Virginia, Richmond, Va.

Skull and Sceptre Yale University, New Haven, Conn.

Chi University of Pittsburg, Pittsburg, Pa.

Pst ... University of Colorado, Denver, Colo.

Alpha Omega Delta University of Buffalo, Buffalo, N. Y.

Omega Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio
Alpha Beta Columbia University, New York City

Alpha Gamma McGill University, Montreal, Can.
Delta Omicron Alpha Tulane University, New Orleans, La.

Alpha Eitsilon Toronto University, Toronto, Canada
Alpha Eia Dalhousie University, Nova Scotia, Can.
Alpha Northwestern University, Chicago, 111.

Alpha Delta Washington School of Medicine, St. Louis, Mo.
Alpha Zeta Stanford University, San Francisco, Cal.





Phi Rko Sigma

Officers

L. H. GiNN President

W. P. Smith Treasurer

_, J. F. Davis Secretary

T. L. Waring Corresponding Secretary

Class of IQ2J

E. L. Alexander L. H. Ginn

S. Gayle S. F. Johnston

J. F. Davis J. W. Parker, Jr.

J. T. Peters

A. R. Lutz

W. P. Smith

Class of ig28

Garrett Dalton W. R. Gladding

F. R. Hicks W. F. Fitzhugh

J. R. St. George W. R. Southward, Jr.

J. R. Tucker

George Hess

T. L. Waring
L. S. WORNAL
E. C. Miller

E. J. O'Neil

Class of 192Q

B. M. Reynolds T. M. Sloan

R. D. Garcin, Jr.

Class of 1 9JO

R. D. Eaves, Jr. E. J. Luck
C. L. Reed E. W. Sager

J. E. Johnson

J. D. Bird, Jr.



Phi Rko Sigma

*J. W. Brodnax

S. W. BUDD

R. W. Miller

W. T. Vaughn

Fratres in Facultate

H. A. Bullock B. F. Eckles

J. B. Dalton E. C. Eggleston

F. P. Fletcher, Jr. W. W. Gill

R. C. Fravel W. H. Higgins

J. F. Geisinger B. L. Hillsman

T. W. MuRRELL J. H. Smith

K. F. Bascom John Dunn

Fratres in Urbe

J. T. Graham
CuLLEN Pitt

S. W. Budd

J. B. Dalton

F. P. Fletcher, Jr.

A. E. Turman
K. F. Bascom

W. T. Vaughn
P. S. Lewis

J. K. Richardson

H. A. Bullock

E. C. Eggleston

Douglas G.

R. .C. Fravel

J. W. Thurman
T. W. MuRRELL

B. L. Hillsman

Dean Murray
L. O. Snead

B. F. Eckles

W. W. Gill

W. H. Higgins

John Dunn

J. H. Smith

J. F. Geisinger

Chapman

1 68



Pki Beta Pi

The Active Chapters

Alpha University of Pittsburg, Pittsburg, Pa.

Zeta University of Texas, Galveston, Texas

Eta Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, Pa.

Phi Psi Medical College of Virginia, Richmond, Va.

Chi Georgetown University, Washington, D. C.

Alpha Eta University of Virginia, Universitj', Va.

Alpha Xi Harvard University, Brookline, Mass.

Alpha Stoma University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

Beta Alpha West Virginia University, Morgantown, W. Va.

Alpha Nu University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah

Alpha Tau University of California, Berkeley, Cal.

Rho Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn.

Sigma University of Alabama, University, Ala.

Alpha Beta Tulane University, New Orleans, La.

Alpha Kappa University of Texas, Galveston, Texas

Alpha Lambda University of Oklahoma, Norman, Okla.

Alpha Mu University of Louisville, Louisville, Ky.

Alpha Phi Baylor University, Dallas, Texas

Beta University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.

Delta Rush Medical College (University of Chicago), Chicago, 111.

Theta Northwestern University Medical School, Chicago, 111.

Iota College of P. & S., University of Illinois, Chicago, 111.

Kappa Detroit College of Medicine and Surgery, Detroit, Mich.

Omicron . Indiana University, Indianapolis, Ind.

Alpha Epsilon Marquette University, Milwaukee, Wis.

Alpha Zeta Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind.

Alpha Pi University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.

Alpha Omega Loyola University, Chicago, 111.

Lambda St. Louis University, St. Louis, Mo.
Mu Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.
Xi University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.

Pt University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa
Tan : . . . . University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo.
Alpha Alpha John A. Creighton University, Omaha, Neb.

Alpha Iota University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kan.
Alpha Utsilon University of Kansas, Rosedale, Kan.
Alpha Chi University of Colorado, Boulder, Colo.

Alpha Psi University of Nebraska, Omaha, Neb.
Beta Beta Emory University, Atlanta, Ga.
Alpha Omicron Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.
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PKi Beta Pi

Colors: White and Green Floivcr: White Chrysanthemum

Founded at the University of Pittsburg, March lo, 1891.

Officers

R. E. Bailey Archon

C. H. Henderson Vice-Arclion

P. A. Shellburne Secretary

G. H. Wolfe Treasurer

Class of 1927

M. S. Stinnett P. A. Shellburne

E. J. Haden B. W. Meador
H. A. Bracey R. R. Summers

G. N. Carter R. E. Bailey

R. H. Curry E. C. Jamison

A. J. Given W. T. H. Brantley

C. C. Jackson

F. F. Sowers

AsHSBY Milbourne

Class of 1928

W. C. Jackson W. C. Elliott

W. H. Hale J. A. Soyars

G. H. Wolfe C. H. Henderson

Class of ig2g

S. O. Benneite J. F. Barnes

G. E. Stone D. W. Ritter

O. R. Yost F. D. Steele

H. F. Bowles F. N. Honeycutt

J. S. RiCHEsoN G. D. Pettit

W. F. Graham W. G. Bishop

N. P. Snead • A. C. Davis

Class of 1 9JO

J. W. Davis, Jr. B. S. Pope, Jr.

Francis Ramey E. V. Richardson

D. T. Saffer D. E. Underwood



Pki Beta Pi

R. H. Edwards

G. O. Martin

D. T. Moore

Fratres in Facultate

W. R. Bracey J. G. Lyerly

S. M. Cattrell H. p. Mauck
E. T. Gatewood C. I. Sease

J. H. Smith

L. T. Stoneburner

N. H. Turner

Howard Urbach

R. H. Wright

H. D. GOGHILL

Fratres in Urbe
W. R. Bracey

A. S. Brinkley

S. M. Cotrell

A. R. Nichols

A. G. EZEKIEL

A. A. HousER

E. T. Gatewood

J. G. Lyerly

H. P. Mauck
T. D. Merrick

S. J. Oppenheimer

W. T. Oppenheimer

C. I. Sease

J. H. Smith

L. T. Stoneburner

H. N. Turner

Thos. D. Wheeldon

Howard Urbach

R. A. Wright

A. R. Nichols, Jr.

J. R. Grinells

I. S. Miller
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Omega Upsilon Pni

Chapters

Alpha University of Buffalo, N. Y.

Beta University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio

Epsilon Bellevue Hospital Medical College, New York, N. Y.

Iota University of Leland Stanford, Jr., San Francisco

Nu (Tau Xi) Medical College of Virginia, Richmond, Va.

Pi University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

Rho Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, Pa.

Upsilon, U. D Temple College, Philadelphia, Pa.

Lambda Georgetown University, Georgetown, D. C.

Sigma University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.

Alpha Alpha University of St. Louis, St. Louis, Mo.
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Omega Upsilon PKi

Founded at the University of Buffalo, November 15, 1894.

Nu Ckapter

Established at the Medical College of Virginia, March i, 1903.

Eolors: Crimson and Gold Floiuer: Red Carnation

Fratres in Collegio

Class of igzj

C. W. Lynn

V. K. Young

W. S. Stakes

W. O. House

C. L. Newland
E. N. Pleasants

P. P. Pharr

Class of ig28

R. F. SIMMS C. H. Spiggle

C. L. Neale Charles R. Eowman
A. Huffman J. R. Wood
A. P. Hudgins Clifford H. Beach

H. B. Haag

J. L. Patterson

A. F. GOLDEROS

Class of ig2Q

J. R. Brown W. E. Tomlinson, Jr.

E. G. Winstead J. R. Pregnall, Jr.

E. T. Terrell, Jr. B. L. Parrish

T. R. Rolston

R. R. SissoN

Class of 1 9SO

S. H. Bess K. S. Freeman
C. H. Eads J. A. GoocH
T. L. Gimmel L. E. Jarrett

Wm. J. Justice P. D. Ketchum
H. W. Miller W. S. J. McMann
G. B. Reid C. H. Whitehurst
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Omega Upsilon Phi

Fratres in Facultate

Dr. St,, G. Grinnan Dr. T. D. Jones Dr. E. H. Terrell

Dr. R. C. Brian Dr. C. A. Folkes Dr. H. L. OSTERUD

Dr. J. B. Bullard Dr. G. P. Laroque Dr. F. W. Shaw

Dr. W. A. McGee Dr. J. A. Weitzel Mr. H. B . Haag

Dr. J. A. Hodges Dr. J. B. Bullard Dr. Chas. R. Robins

Mr,, L. E. Jarrett Dr. C. M. Miller Dr. R. E. Mitchell

Mr. H. W. Miller

Fratres IN UrBE

Dr. T. D. Jones Dr. J. E. Daucherty

Dr. Wm. B. Hoffman Dr. W. R. Graham

Dr. H. R. Simmerman Dr. M. L. Anderson

Dr. J. S. Weitzel Dr. S. J. Baker

Dr. A. L. Herring Dr. F. H. Beadles

Dr. F. R. Hodges Dr. R. C. Bryan

Dr. E. T. Trice Dr. E. C. Bryce

Dr. R. E. Mitchell Dr. C. V. Carrington

Dr. J. G. Boisseau Dr. J. A. Hodges

Dr. E. L. Flannigan Dr. G. Paul LaRoque

Dr. W. N. Mercer Dr. C. M. Miller

Dr. C. A. FOLKES Dr. S. B. Moon
Dr. L. B. Staton Dr. B. W. Rawles

Dr. J. B. Bullard Dr. C. R. Robbins

Dr. St. George Grinnan

Dr. J. F. FOULKES

Dr. L. B. Staton

Dr. G. B. West
Dr. W. R:. Morton

Dr. B. L. Randolph

Dr. W. A. McGee
Dr. E. H,. Terrell



Cki Zeta Chi

Chapters

Alpha Jefferson Medical College

Alpha Alpha Baylor University

Alpha Delta St. Louis University

Delta University of Oklahoma

Lambda University of Arkansas

Mu Washington University

Nu Medical College of Virginia

Omicron Vanderbilt University

Psi University of Maryland

Theta University of Tennessee

Tau Tulane University

Upsilon Upsilon University of Georgia

Xi Emory University

Beta Beta Wake Forest College





Cki Zeta Cki

Officers

E. E. Robinson E. M.

T. S. BowYER C. S.

M. C. Newton C. H.

H. C. Davis D. M.

E. E. LovAS D. S.

J. V. Castagna G. B.

A. B. Choate I. G.

E. E. Robinson

T. S. BoWYER

H. C. Davis

Fratres in Collegio

Class of 192'/

E. W. Johnson

Peter Pagano

T. H. Anderson

J. F. Barrett

W. S. Chadwick

M. W. DeLoatch

M. D. Hill

T. W. McBane
M. C. Newton

O. L. Jones

J. M. Moore

A. B. Choate

R. Bowden
William Newcomer

T. S. Jennings

F. U. Metcalf

L. L. Anderson

J. R. Johnson

Class of 1928

C. G. Bennett

A. J. Merva
E. E. LovAs

A. L. Martin

M. M. Fields

Class of 1929

L. I. Hoke

R. M. DeHart
C. F. Johnston

Class of 1930

G. Hunt

V. M. Ellis

C. G. Spivey

A. C. Echols

D. F. Love

F. Y. Kettner

E. G. Rex

W. P. Richardson
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Cki Zeta Chi

Fratres in Facultate

W. H. WiiiTMORE Joseph Bear

J. A. Mease, Jr. P. D. Lipscomb

W. P. Thompson

J. E. RUCKER

Fratres in Urbe

C. C. Cochran J. E. Rucker

Jos. Bear T. S. Shelton

J. D. FoLTZ W. P. Thompson

P. D. Lipscomb W. P. Timberlake

J. W. Hannabass W. H. Whitmore

W. R. Sherrick T. B. Weatherby

J. M. Daugherty

J. A. Mease, Jr.

J. J. Hulcher

D. M. Royal

O. C. Campbell

W. F. Grigg



Tketa Kappa Psi

Active Collegiate Chapters

3ETA Medical College of Virginia, Richmond, Va.

DELTA University of Maryland, Baltimore, Md.

EPSII.ON Maryland Medical College, Baltimore, Md.

2ETA Georgetown University, Washington, D. C.

IOTA University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, Ala.

KAPPA Birmingham Medical College. Birmingham, Ala.

DAMBDA Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn.

NU Medical College of South Carolina, Charleston, S. C.

XI West Virginia University, Morgantown, W. Va.

OMICRON Univessity of Nashville, Nashville, Tenn.

pj Tulane University, New Orleans, La.

pj^Q Emory University, Atlanta, Ga.

SIGMA Baltimore College of P. and S., Baltimore, Md.

TAU University of Southern California, Los Angeles, Cal.

UPSILON University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N. C.

pjjl Northwestern University, Chicago. 111.

QjII University of Illinois, Chicago, 111.

pgj Baylor University, Dallas, Texas. .

OMEGA Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas

BETA BETA Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio

BETA ETA Jefferson Medical College. Philadelphia, Pa.

BETA THETA • University of Tennessee, Memphis, Tenn.

BETA IOTA University of Oklahoma, Norman, Okla.

BETA KAPPA University of Pittsburg, Pittsburg, Pa.

BETA LAMBDA George Washington University, Washington, D. C.

BETA MU University of Louisville, Louisville, Ky.

BETA NU Creighton University, Omaha, Neb.

BETA RHO College of Medicine, Loyola University, Chicago, 111.

BETA SIGMA Fort Worth College of Medicine, Fort Worth, Texas

BETA TAU Marquette University, Milwaukee, Wis.

BETA UPSILON Long Island Hospital Med. College, Brooklyn, N. Y.

BETA PHI University of Texas, Galveston, Texas

BETA CHI University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio

BETA OMEGA Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.

GAMMA GAMMA College of Physicians and Surgeons, New York City

GAMMA DELTA University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.

GAMMA EPSILON University of Nebraska, Omaha, Nebraska

GAMMA ZETA University of Toronto, Ontario, Can.

GAMMA THETA Tufts Medical College, Boston, Mass.

GAMMA KAPPA University of Georgia, Augusta, Ga.

GAMMA LAMBDA University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

GAMMA MU •
University of Oregon, Portland, Ore.

GAMMA NU Harvard University, Boston, Mass.

GAMMA XI St. Louis University, St. Louis, Mo.

GAMMA PI Wake Forest Medical College, Wake Forest, N. C.

GAMMA RHO University of Arkansas. Little Rock, Ark.

GAMMA SIGMA N. Y. Univ. and Belleview Med. Col., New York City

GAMMA TAU University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Canada

GAMMA UPSILON Indiana University. Indianapolis, Ind.

MU SIGMA ALPHA University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.
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Tketa Kappa Psi

Founded at the Medical College of Virginia, November 30, 1879

Colors: Green and Gold Flo'wer: Red Rose

* FrATRES in COLLEGIO

Class of 1927

R. C. Alley L. E. Hayes

H. E. Beard W. C. Jones

H. C. Brownley W. L. Madera

C. I. Martin - W. H. Powell

P. E. Prillaman S. J. Stockhammer

Class of 1928

W. R. Bond W. N. Thompson

C. L. Brothers E. R. Ware

W. K. DiX C. V. HOLLOWELL

L. Farley A. R. Comunale

N. B. Jeter E. C. Joyner

J.J.Tyson

Class of 1929

C. L. Baird N. p. Fitts

C. H. BiNFORD W. F. Hatcher

O. K. Burnette B. a. Hopkins

A. C. Chandler W. A. Seawell

W. J. Ellis S. L. Cooke

W. A. Anthony

Class of 1 9JO

S. A. Ford

S. G. Saunders

M. V. Miller



Tketa Kappa Psi

Fratres in Facultate

J. G. Carter V. Harrison

A. I. DoDSON T. N. Barnette

C. Harris R. W. Miller

J. Dunn

Fratres in Urbe

J. C. Fitzgerald

A. S. Lilly

R. H. Jenkins

J. D. Rives



Pki Lamtda Kappa

Chapters

Alpha University of Pennsylvania

Alpha Alpha University of Illinois

Beta Jefferson College of Medicine

Gamma . . Loyola Medical School

Delta Rush Medical College

Epsilon Northwestern University

Zeta Columbia University

Eta Bellevue Medical College

Theta Long Island Medical College

Kappa University of Buffalo

lota Tufts Medical School

Mu University of Pittsburgh

Nu Boston University

Xi University of Maryland

Omicron Detroit College of Medicine

Pi University of Michigan

Rho George Washington University

Sigma Medical College of Virginia

Tau St. Louis University

Upsilon University of Virginia

Phi Georgetown Medical College

Chi Albany Medical College

Psi Tulane University

Omega Yale College of Medicine

Sigma Tau Harvard Medical College

Alumni Club Philadelphia, Pa.

Alumnae Club Chicago, III.

Alumni Club New York, N. Y.

Alumni Club Baltimore, Md.

Alumni Club Brooklyn, N. Y.





Pki Lamtcla Kappa

Officers

M. H. Greenfield Superior

H. A. Dick Chancellor

Irvin Rifkin Exchequer

D. Shevitz Scribe

Fratres in Collegio

Class of ig27

H. A. Dick M. H. Greenfield

C. S. Feldman Irving Rifkin

Class of igsg

David Shevitz Morris Marks

Class of 1930

Nathan Newman Sigmund Newmon
Herman Oppleman
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Alpka Kappa Kappa
Chapters

/llpha Dartmouth Medical College

Gamma Tufts Medical College

Delta University of Vermont

Epsilon Jefferson Medical College

Z(ta Long Island Hospital School

£ta University of Illinois

lg{a University of Syracuse

Kappa Marquette University

Lambda Cornell University

;i/a University of Pennsylvania

jVa Rush Medical College

Xi Northwestern University

Omicron University of Cincinnati

PI Ohio University

Sigma University of California

Upsilon University of Oregon

Chi Vanderbilt University

Pfi University of Minnesota

Omega University of Tennessee

Alpha Beta Tulane University

Alpha Gamma University of Georgia

Alpha Delta McGill University

Alpha Zeta George Washington University

Alpha Epsilon University of Toronto

Alpha Eia Yale Medical School

Alpha Theta University of Texas

Alpha Iota University of Michigan

Alpha Kappa Medical College of Virginia

Alpha Mu ' St. Louis University

Alpha Nu University of Louisville

Alpha Xi Western Reserve University

Alpha Rho Harvard Medical School

Alpha Sigma University of Southern California

Alpha Tau Emory University

Alpha Upsilon Johns Hopkins University

Altha Chi University of OKlahoma

Alpha Psi University of Iowa

Beta Gamma University of Nebraska

Beta Delia University of Virginia

Beta Ej>silon Boston University

Beta Zein University of Wisconsin

Beta Eta University of Maryland

Beta Theta Washington University

Beta lota University of North Carolina

Beta Kapta University of Western Ontario

Beta Lambda Columbia University



Alpka Kappa Kappa

Fratres in Facultate

Dr. Dudley C. Ashton Dr. T. L. Driscoll

Dr. W. H. Parker Dr. Geo. S. Snead

D. C. Ashton

T. L. Driscoll

B. A. Hord

W. H. Parker

A. P. Traynham

Fratres in Urbe

M. L. Boyle

R. D. Garcix

R. L. Kern

G. S. Snead

J. K. Redd

J. A. Rollings

G. C. Woodson
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Alpha Kappa Kappa

Founded September 29, 1888, Dartmouth College, New Hampshire.

Colors: Myrtle Green and White Flonuer: White Carnation

Officers

R. W. Cramer President

T. E. Knight Vice-President

S. D. SuTLiFF Treasurer

F. E. LaPrade, J. T. Vaughn Secretaries

Fratres in Collegio

Class of i92y

W. L. Ball R. W. Cramer D. L. Cavendish

H. S. Fletcher C. B. Martin

J. T. Vaughn

Class of 1928

E. A. Dignam

Class of 192Q

L. Harshbarger T. E. Knight

F. E. LaPrade S. F. Parker

J. C. Riggins S. D. Sutliff

Class of 1930
W. S. Dosher R. B. Hutchison

W. C. Knott C. W. Lewis

H. E. MacDonald E. T. Moorman
E. M. Wells



Xi Psi Phi

Chapters

Alpha University of Michigan, Dental Department, Ann Arbor, Mich

Beta New York College of Dentistry, New York, N. Y.

Gamma Philadelphia Dental College, Philadelphia, Pa.

Delta Baltimore College of Dental Surgery, Baltimore, Md.

Epsilon University of Iowa, Dental Department, Iowa City, Iowa

Eta University of Maryland, Dental Department, Baltimore, Md.

Theta Indiana Dental College, Indianapolis, Ind.

Iota University of California, Dental Department, San Francisco, Cal.

Kappa Ohio State University, Dental Department, Columbus, Ohio

Lambda Chicago College of Dental Surgery, Chicago, 111.

Mu University of Buffalo, Dental Department, Buffalo, N. Y.

Nu Harvard University, Dental Department, Boston, Mass.

Xi Medical College of Virginia, Richmond, Va.

Omicron Royal College of Dental Surgeons, Toronto, Ont.

Pi University of Pennsylvania, Dental Department, Philadelphia, Pa.

Rho Northwestern University, Dental School, Chicago, 111.

Sigma University of Illinois, Dental Department, Chicago, 111.

Tau Washington University, Dental Department, St. Louis, Mo.

Upsilon Ohio College of Dental Surgery, Cincinnati, Ohio

Phi University of Minnesota, Dental Department, Minneapolis, Minn.

Chi Kansas City-Western Dental College, Kansas City, Mo.

Psi University of Nebraska, College of Dentistry, Lincoln, Neb.

Omega Vanderbilt University, Dental Department, Nashville, Tenn.

Alpha Epsilon North Pacific Dental College, Portland, Ore.

Alpha Eta Atlanta Southern Dental College, Atlanta, Ga.

Alpha Theta University of Southern California, Dental Dept., Los Angeles, Cal.

Alpha Iota . Central Univ. of Ky., Dental Dept., Louisville College of Dentistry, Louisville, Ky.

Alpha Kappa Creighton University, College of Dentistry, Omaha, Neb.

Alpha Nu Tulane University, Dental Department, New Orleans, La.

Alpha Xi Georgetown University, Dental Department, Washington, D. C.

Alpha Omicron University of Tennessee, College of Dentistry, Memphis, Tenn.

Alpha Pi Baylor University, College of Dentistry, Dallas, Texas

Alpha Rho Colorado College of Dental Surgery, Denver, Col.
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Xi Psi Pki

Fratres in Facultate

G. W. HOLLIDAY M. D. RUDD

T. W . Wood R. L. Simpson

R. C. Walden

Fratres in Urbe

T. A. Alexander W. E. Broaddus G. W. Duncan

B. T. Blackwell H. S. Beeks R. H. Jeffres

B. J. Bloxton M. G. Cornell J. A. C. Jennings

H. L. Mears C. B. Reese

J. L. Mears H. G. Russell

R. I. PUSEY H. A. WOOLDRIDGE

C. C. WOOLDRIDGE

J. B. Williams
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Xi Psi Pki

Established University College oi Medicine, March 26, 1900.

Officers

<5. F. Gavle President

C. P. KiLLiNGER Vice-President

C. E. DODSWORTH Secretary

W. H. Branch Treasurer

Fratres in Collegio

Class of 192'/

S. F. Grove J. F. Witherow

W. P. Howard G. F. Joyce

G. F. Gayle C. p. Killinger

F. L. Pape

J. H. Fitzgerald

Class of 1928

E. M. Mason

Class of 1929

H. W. Branch H. A. Duncan
H. V. Moss E. M. Nash

Frank Rhinehart, Jr. R. L. Safelle

N. P. Wilson

C. E. DODSWORTH

Class of 1930
R. B. Hutchinson J. A. Barbee

W. N. Richardson O. S. Martin

J. J. Payne J- J- O'Keefe

J. A. ToLLEY, Jr. J. A. Jones

W. F. Delp

W. F. Shumadine
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Psi Omega

Chapters

Beta New York College of Dental Surgery

Delta Tufts Dental College

Epsilon Western Reserve University

Zeia University of Pennsylvania

Eta Philadelphia Dental College

Jota Northwestern University, Chicago

Kappa Chicago College of Dental Surgery

Mu University of Denver

l^u University of Pittsburg

Xi Marquette University, Milwaukee, Wis.

Mu Delta Harvard University Dental School

Omicron Louisville College of Dental Surgery

Beta Sigma College of Physicians and Surgeons, California

Rho Ohio College of Dental Surgery

Gamma Tau Atlanta Southern Dental Surgery

Upsilon University of California (Southern)

P/ji Alpha University of Maryland

CM North Pacific Dental College

Psi Ohio State University

Omega Indiana Dental College

Beta Alpha University of Illinois

Beta Delta University of California

Beta Epsilon Tulane University, New Orleans

Beta Zeta St. Louis Dental College"

Beta Theta Georgetown University, Washington, D. C.

Gamma Kappa University of Michigan

Gamma Lambda College of Dental and Oral Surgery of New York

Gamma Mu University of Iowa

Gamma Nu Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn.

Gamma Omicron Medical College of Virginia

Delta Uj>silon , Texas Dental College

Phi Rho Western Dental College, Kansas City

Zeta Kappa University of Minnesota

Delta Chi Royal College of Dental Surgeons, Toronto, Can.

Delta Psi Baylor University, Dallas, Texas

Delta Omega Loyola University, New Orleans, La.

Psi Alpha Creighton University, Omaha, Neb.

Psi Beta McGill University, Montreal, Canada



Psi Omega

Fratres in Facultate

Harry Bear C. F. Bowles

J. A. C. HoGGAN A. O. James

Herbert Cohn

Fratres in Urbe

Harry Bear W. A. Bagley E. H. Brown

E. L. Blankerbader C. F. Bowles G. W. Rice

L. M. Bowman R. S. Brent J. A. C. Hoggan

A. G. Leach J. C. Tyree

J. M. Lewis Herbert Cohn

J. L. Shepard O. a. Bristow

W. R. Cline

A. O. James

J. O. Belcher R. J. Freeman

W. T. Haynes R. a. Williams HI
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Psi Omega

Officers

F. L. Wilson President

J. C. Watkins Vice-President

F. G. Repass Secretary

K. M. Crawford Treasurer

Fratres in Collegio

S. H. Hayman
W. T. Wilson

Class of 1927

F. L. Wilson

J. R. Fleet

Class of 1928

P. M. BEATTi' G. I. Wright

M. A. Byrd G. H. Hobbs

K. McC. Crawford N. O. Pulley

F. G. Repass

W. C. Webb

J. C. Watkins

Class of 1929

S. S. Bridgeforth E. B. Morgan

J. A. Broaddus D. H. Patrick

G. F. SiMPKiNs R. W. Moss

M. R. Smith

E. H. Goldberg

J. P. White

A. J. Boiling

J. A. Broaddus

J. P. Broaddus

J. H. Johnson

Class of 1930

R. L. Bates

J. S. Brooks

C. P. Hurt

C. R. Massey

J. L. Townsend, Jr.

S. B. Towler

G. I. Wright
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Pki Delta Cki

Collegiate Chapters

Alpha University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.

Beta Northwestern University

Gamma Columbia University, New York City

Delta University of Wisconsin

Epsilon Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, Philadelphia, Pa.

Zeta University of California, San Francisco, California

Eta Massachusetts College of Pharmacy, Boston, Mass.

Tlieta University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota

Iota University of Maryland, Baltimore, Md.

Kappa University of Washington

Lambda University of Texas, Galveston, Texas

Mu University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Nu State University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa

Xi Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio

Omicron University of Southern California, Los Angeles, Calif.

Pi University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska

Rho University of Oklahoma, Norman, Oklahoma

Sigma University of Colorado, Boulder, Colo.

Tau Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana

Upsilon Kansas University, Lawrence, Kan.

P/ii Creighton University, Omaha, Neb.

Chi '. . Alabama Polytechnic Institute, Auburn, Ala.

Psi Des Moines University, Des Moines, Iowa

Omega • University of Tennessee, Memphis, Tenn.

Alpha Alpha Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio

Alpha Beta Louisville College of Pharmacy, Louisville, Ky.

Alpha Gamma University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N. C.

Alpha Delta Medical College of Virginia, Richmond, Va.



Phi Delta Cki

Fratres in Facultate

C. V. Nichols H. B. Haag

William Clift Roy Childrey

P. F. Fackenthall L. E. Jarrett

H. W. Miller

Dr. p. a. Warren

Fratres in Urbe

Mr. C. H. Beach Mr. William Clift Mr. H. B. Haag

Mr. W. P. Beahm Mr. W. J. B. Datz Mr. W. H. Hoover

Mr. C. R. Bowman Mr. p. F. Fackenthall Mr. W. A. Holmes

Mr. W. H. Brown Mr. H. M. Eads Mr. W,, B. Hopkins

Mr. M. H. Childs Mr. H. Graham Mr. T. L. Howard

Mr. W. E. Cole Mr. L. a. Hausenflook Mr. L. E. Jarrett

Mr. W . R. Lecky Mr. C. V. Nichols

Mr. R. M. Lowry Mr. D. C. Parr

Mr. T. F. Marshall Mr. B. L. Randolph

Mr. L. H. Maynard Mr. T. E. Royal

Mr. E. A. Murden Mr. M. M. Shields

Mr. H. W. Miller Mr. W. R. Shumate

Mr. C. H. Spiggle

Mr. W. M. Thomas
Mr. W. T. Vanpelt

Mr. S. G. Vaught
Mr. B. G. White
Mr. E. C. Wilson





Pki Delta Cki

Founded at the University of Michigan, 1883,

Alpka Delta Chapter

Installed at Medical College of Virginia, 1925.

Colors: Old Gold and Dregs of Wine

Fratres in Collegio

Floiver: Red Carnation

P. W. Hyde

Class of iQ2y

W. B. Smith A. O. McCalley
R. M. Smith

Class of ig28

J. E. Fergussox

W. V. Mayo
W. J. Ramsey

G. V. Thompson

C. M. Thompkinc-

J. R. Ward

Class of iQ2g

J. E. Magee I. H. Trout

W. C. Garter R. W. Perry

J. L. Hughes W. L. Johnson

M. W. Bridges M. Everly, Jr.

J. C. Bray' E. a. di Zerega

G. L. Leap

E. O. Chandler

E. R. Hall
E. T. Pippin

H. F. Sapp

S. O. TOLAR
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Kappa Psi

Chapters

Gamma Columbia University, New York, N. Y.

£(a Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, Philadelphia, Pa.

T/ieta Medical College of Virginia, Richmond, Va.

Kappa Birmingham School of Pharmacy, Birmingham, Ala.

Lambda Baylor University, Dallas, Texas

jj/a Massachusetts College of Pharmacy, Boston, Mass.

/ifji University of South Carolina, Charleston, 8. C.

Xi Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio

Omicron Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn.

Sigma University of Maryland, Baltimore, Md.

Tau University of Southern California, Los Angeles, Cal.

Upsilon Louisville College of Pharmacy, Louisville, Ky.

piil Northwestern University, Chicago, III.

(^Iil University of Illinois, Chicago, 111.

Pjl University of Tennessee, Memphis, Tenn.

Omega New Jersey College of Pharmacy, Newark, N. J.

Beta Beta Western Reserve University, Cleveland, O.

Beta Gamma University of California, San Francisco, Cal.

Beta Delta Union University, Albany, N. Y.

Beta Zeta • . . . Oregon State College, Cornvallis, Ore.

Beta Eta University of West Virginia, Morgantown, W. Va.

Beta Epsilon Rhode Island College of P. and S.

Beta Theta Tulane University, New Orleans, La.

Beta Iota North Pacific College of Oregon, Portland, Ore.

Beta Kappa University of Pittsburg, Pittsburg, Pa.

Beta Mu Valparaiso University, Valparaiso, Ind.

Beta Nu Creighton University, Omaha, Neb.

Beta Xi University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill,, N. C.

Beta Omicron . • , University of Washington, Seattle, Wash.

Beta Pi Washington State College, Pullman, Wash.

Beta Rho University of Mississippi, University, Miss.

Beta Sigma North Dakota State College, Fargo, N. D.

Beta Tau Marquette University, Milwaukee, Wis.

Beta Psi University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.

Gamma Delta Ohio Northern University, Ada, Ohio

Gamma Epsilon University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Neb.

Gamma Eta University of Montana, Missoula, Mont.

Gamma Iota University of Buffalo, Buffalo, N. Y.

Gamma Omicron University of Oklahoma, Norman, Okla.
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Kappa Psi

Fratres in Facultate

Dr. R. W. Miller

W. G. Crockett

W. F. RUDD

Fratres in Urbe

T. W. L. Hughes C. F. Walker
C. L. Jeffries E. A. Brugh

A. B. Cheatham R. T. Morrisette

E. K. Rose R. G. Morton

R. D. Meyers

H. C. Hawthorne
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Kappa Psi

Founded at Medical College of Virginia, 1879

, „ Flower: Red Carnation
Colors: Scarlet and Gray

Tketa Chapter

Officers

„ ^, , President
C. H. Adams

C. E. ROTHGEB Vice-President

B. F. Grady, Jr Secretary

M. P. GuNBY Treasurer

Class of 1927

F. P. Jones L- Carlisle

M. P. GUNBY C. E. ROTHGEB

Class of 1928

S. R. FiREBAUGH B. F. Grady, Jr.

C. H. Adams O. E. Trent

R. E. ScHOFiELD A. C. Owens

B. L. Foley, Jr.

Class of 1929

W. T. Jones E. T. Fraher

J. H. SULLENDER B. J. FiTZHUGH

F. B. Simpson V. O. Robertson

T. N. Jacobs H. L. Meyers

J. C. Watts J. M. Hansbrough

W. W. Todd . E. T. Maddux

F. S. Anderson J. B. Hanes

E. F. Payne
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The Square and Compass

Members
RosHiER W. Miller C. H. BiNFORD

W. G. Crockett W. . House

William Clift L. L. Jacobs

S. B. TOWLER W. S. Stakes

M. R. Smith S. H. Hayman

C. L. Baird

J. A. Jones

S. S. Bridgeforth

W. A. Seawell

M. C. Newton

J. T. Barnes

I. F. Steele
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Tke Squares

IVashington and Lee Washington and Lee University, Lexington, Va.

Tulane Tulane University, New Orleans, La.

Colgate Colgate University, Hannilton, N. Y.

Louisiana State Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, La.

Arkansas University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Ark.

North Carolina State North Carolina A. and M. College, Raleigh, N. C.

Hoivard Howard College, East Lake Station, Birmingham, Ala.

Saint Lawrence St. Lawrence University, Canton, N. Y.

Columbia Columbia University, New York, N. Y.

Auburn Alabama Polytechnic Institute, Auburn, Ala.

Missouri Mines Missouri School of Mines, Rolla, Mo.

Virginia Medical Medical College of Virginia, Richmond, Va.

Idaho University of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho

Washington and Jefferson Washington and Jefferson College, Washington, Pa.

Broivn Brown University, Providence, R. I.

Clarkson Clarkson College of Technology, Potsdam, N. Y.

Illinois University of Illinois, Urbana Champaign, III.

Washington State State College of Washington, Pullman, Wash.

Wisconsin University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.

Oklahoma University of Oklahoma, Norman, Okla.

Clark Clark University, Worcester, Mass.

Des Moines Des Moines University, Des Moines, Iowa

Rensselaer • • Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N. Y.

Georgia Tech Georgia School of Technology, Atlanta, Ga.

Birmingham-Southern Birmingham-Southern College, Birmingham, Ala.

Wabash Wabash College, Crawfordsville, Ind.

West Virginia West Virginia University, Morgantown, W. Va.

Montana State Montana State College, Bozeman, Mont.

Arkansas Medical Medical College of University of Arkansas, Little Rock, Ark.

Akron Municipal University of Akron, Akron, Ohio.

Miami Miami University, Oxford, Ohio

Lehigh ' Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pa.

Stout Stout Institute, Menomonie, Wis.

Brooklyn Brooklyn Law School, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Qliio Ohio University, Athens, Ohio

George Washington George Washington University, Washington, D. C.

Utah University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah.

Georgia University of Georgia, Athens, Ga.

North Dakota University of North Dakota, Grand Forks, N. D.

Washington University Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.

Pittsburgh University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Washington ... University of Washington, Seattle, Wash.

Colorado Mines . .
Colorado School of Mines, Golden, Colo.

Kansas University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kan.

Syracuse Syracuse University, Syracuse, N. Y.



Fraternities As Some See Tkem

Theta K^a'^'^a Psi

(Emphasis on Last Word)

Even the pharmacists could not stand this crowd, so they insisted that the medical

outfit add "Theta" to its name as a matter of distinction. As you have doubtlessly

guessed, this bunch belongs to the Grand Old "Click." So loyal are they that they

even vote for themselves and each other. Their only claim to merit is that they are

the self-appointed intelligentzia of the Medical College. They consider themselves

the medical department of Phi Beta Kappa. Nobody else wants the greasy grinds,

consequently they get them.

Phi Delta Chi

Here we have another promising herd of future salesmen

Panacea and the Smith Brothers' well-known product. Just

and Chi Zeta Chi pick up the leftovers in the medical school, so

in the "Farm"-acy department, if it were not for the fact that

them so vigorously to determine the ownership of the boys with

All joking aside, though, this club has as a former member a

makes up for a large percentage of the misfits who stroll around

Phi Delta Chi pins.

for Lydia Pinkham's

as Theta Kappa Psi

would Phi Delta Chi

Kappa Psi fights with

the biggest pants legs,

medical student who
the corridors sporting

Phi Chi

There may have been some reasons for the existence of the Black Hand and

I. W. W,. but after a lengthy consideration we can ascertain no reason for the organ-

ization of such a crew as this. They are fair in agreeing with us, however, since

they charge each member one dollar for absenting himself from a meeting. To judge

from the attendance at said meetings the majority of them think it fully worth that

sum, and it is rumored that some are willing to pay ten.

To give a brief history of this aggregation requires a mind of cunning evil ; how-
ever, it shall be mildly done. We are told that its founder was a descendant of

Solomon, who also believed in numbers, but who had less judgment. It is said that

among Solomon's wives there was one of quality, whereas among all this crew we
fail to find one answering that description. This crew tried to get professional four

years ago by renting rooms in a building carrying that name. Being unable to make
friends with the policeman on that beat, they decided on the 1600 block on West
Grace. While at this location they seemed very prosperous, being visited at frequent

intervals by a large black automobile. Some say that interested neighbors had a share



in causing this jollification, but we are not sure of that. About this time all of the

fraternities received cards from the uplifting societies saying, "God save our girls from

the fraternities." Phi Chi got a ten-page letter.

The next year the boys moved down on the 300 block on East Grace. This

location was obtained to afford proximity to the Marinello Beauty Salon, we are told.

This building was of a very substantial nature, and it held together for a whole year.

At last, after many years of toil and search, they have located now in a neighbor-

hood of their equals in society—down on South Third Street. The boys are all

happy now. We hope that they stay happy and where they are. However, if they

continue to expand, we would suggest a school and a reservation of their own in

Fulton.

Phi Rho Sigma

This crowd went into debt year before last when they floated their candidates

into office on a sea of liquor. As a result of the indebtedness that was incurred in

that political campaign, they were unable to pay the rent at their old place on West

Grace Street, and they were thrown out by the enraged landlord. Looking around

for a location where they were not so well known, they landed on the upper story

of a joint close by the school, where they could drop in between classes for a quiet

game of craps or poker. Now, you can drop in any time at all, and if you are not

crowned by a bottle on the way up you will run into a warm game.

Omega U^siJon Phi

Why in the name of Herpicide and promiscuous intravenous medication is it that

this mob, with as distinguished and truly honorable men as they number in the

faculty and the alumni, will take in such faded pieces of material as they have in

recent years is too much of a real problem for us to fathom. As a rule they seem

to incline toward the pill-rollers, since anyone with a Ph.G. is welcomed with open

arms. This aggregation lines up with Phi Chi in the political world, but it is rumored

by competent observers that the latter club accepts this state of afifairs as a necessity and

does not extend the friendly political relations to the social world.

Phi Beta Pi

Words fail us. In looking over the roster of this assemblage of would-be fra-

ternity men we see a grand total of one or two men who might be called fraternity

material in a college of liberal arts and sciences. These birds have two virtues

or justifications for living, in the ej'es of the rest of the clubs of the school. First,

they vote in a body with the rest of the "Dirty Dozen" fraternities to elect Phi Rho

Sigma candidates to office ; and second, they have a hall where the rest of the fra-

ternity members of the school can take their dates on Saturday nights and dance

without having to pay for it.



Chi Zeta Chi

The worst things that have been said about all the rest apply to this motley array.

These insults to the institution of the Greek letter society are so bad that when it is

their turn to have a member elected to some office they have to give the place to some

other fraternity, because they know that no political machine, no matter how well

oiled, will be able to elect anyone from this crowd to office. The procedure for getting

into this "fraternity" is to be so hopeless that even the rest of the fraternities won't

^bid you. You then automatically become Chi Zete material, and as soon as they

find out that you haven't been bid by anything else they will take you in.

Phi Lamhda K^a^'^a

We are supposed to discuss only fraternities, but to make a good job we will

throw a little ink for the benefit of this Yiddish Sabbath School class. This is indeed

an enviable organization, numbering among their last year's members a bird who
left school to keep from being shot. The requirements for membership in this are

any of the following: Muchly hooked beak; derby crushed down over ears; over-

sized head that has swelled that way without apparent reason.

K^w^^a Psi

Founded by a crowd of goofy grinds who never would have made anything else,

this crew used to take in anybody who was dumb enough to concentrate their entire

efforts on making marks of lOO and to let their reasoning powers atrophy in the

process. Oh, well ! This gives the pill-rollers a chance to get a pin to hang on their

girl, and as long as she doesn't know the difference between Kappa Psi and a frater-

nity no one has any kick coming.

Psi Omega
The first word in the name of this fraternity is suggestive of the cognomen by

which most of the members should be known, if one may judge from the rural ap-

pearance and accent that characterize these individuals. After all, even a dentist's

life is preferable to what most of this flock would have had otherwise, as you can't

blame them for studying dentistry. The only puzzling thing is, how can anyone of

them have voted for anybody else in the fraternity? That is what is beyond most

of us.



X;' Psi Phi

We had almost said that these molar mutilators were worse than the Psi Omegas,

but we won't say that. In the first place, it couldn't possibly be true, and in the second

place, if anybody said that about any fraternity, his life wouldn't be worth a nickel.

On the other hand, these bicuspid hounds are certainly no better than the Psi Omegas.

In fact, they rate considerably less—no that is impossible. The only thing to do is to

compromise. Both are equally bad (if that be possible).

Al^ha fCa^^a Ka^^a
This is our baby fraternity, infantile in the sense that it is the first time that

they have been represented on our campus for an elapse of some years. Strange doth

it seem that this ruthless bunch represents that grand ol' organization known to so many

of the old grads of the school. No remarks that we could make would be capable

of giving more credit to the national organization than it has already, but we feel

free to express ourselves about those who compose the active local chapter.

The portraits of this bunch are to be found within these pages, and to an inter-

ested party it is worthwhile to study each and every one of these characters. It is a

study in pathological human nature, an example of rare specimens. Being so rare,

it is a phenomenon that they are all caught in one group.

They have a place for gathering together, known to all the sports in the college,

and to the old medical student there need be no further explanation. It's an un-

usual occurrence when there is not heard, sometime between the hours of twilight

and dawn, the patter of feet which we would say are small, judging from the rhythm

and echo. These' dainty footsteps are heard stealing quietly into the comfort of the

A. K. K. quarters to enjoy a few hours of repose and seclusion( ?). Again we leave the

imagination to wander.

They have a patron, the lucky crowd, who owns a cottage in the country nearby.

This they use to great advantage. We can't say what goes on near the banks of

the James, but we can judge much from the way they start ofi and the condition in

which they return.
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Dr. W. H. Parker

Graduate Manager

Horace R. Hicks

Coacli

Doctor W. H. Parker^ who for more than thirty years devoted him-

self whole-heartedly and devotedly to the promotion of athletics in

Richmond and at his Alma Mater, the Medical College of Virginia,

thereby entwining himself about the heart of every student and alumnus;

and

Horace R. Hicks, our student coach, whose appearance at M. C. V.

three years ago placed our athletic situation upon a stable basis, and is

developing an athletic system in keeping with the new growth of the

Medical College of Virginia.
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Otvin C. Jones, President

Athletic Association, Medical College of Virginia

O. C. Jones .

President

W. L. Ball Vice-President

T. N. Spessard Secretary

J. R. McCauley • Treasurer

W. F. FiTZHUGH ... ... Manager Basketball

W. L. Ball Manager Baseball

J. R. Wood Manager Tennis

Faculty Members
Mr. W. F. Rudd Dr. James H. Smith

School of Pharmacy School of Medicine

Mr. Wm. Clift

School of Dentistry

Class Representatives

J. A. Barbee W. F. Fitzhugh

M. Hansbrough G. F. Joyce

H. L. Lester C. Lipshutz

A. R. Lutz H. V. Moss

N. O. Fully H. M. Richardson

J. H. Sullender
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Atkletic Higkligkts, 1926-27

"Bill" FiTZHU

"Trashy" J

"Bigboy" J

"Country" BoY

"Tiny"

"Gas" Fl

"Slim"

"Nurse" Par

"Cupid" J

"Lazy"

"Shorty" Gra

"Pie"

"Bob" S

"Nig" . . Ne
"Limpy" •

"Jonnie" vV

"Abe" Abramson

"Tooth-puller" Fl

"Ted" :
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1927

Coach Horace Hicks called the candidates for the 1927 basketball team to their first practice

the last of November. With three letter men, the last year's reserves, and some freshmen from

the class basketball teams, the nation's winter sport soon became king of athletics.

After two weeks training it seemed that Stall, Fleet, Preas, letter men, and Wice, Parker,

Summers, Pully, Abramson, and Newman would be the men to uphold the cage records of former

Medico teams. Even though these men were working hard, the most optimistic supporter did

not predict a very successful season.

The team played two games before Christmas vacation. The first one was with the fast

American University team of Washington, on December the nth, at the Y. M. C. A. They

defeated us 48 to 19. Our first game away from home was with the William and Mary quint

there. The Medicos showed a decided improvement over their first appearance and forced

William and Mary to their limit to 'win by a small margin of five points, the final score being

27 to 22.

The first game after Christmas was with the University of Richmond on their own floor.

The fast work of the Spider quint made it possible for them to score an easy victory, 45 to 23.

The guarding of Parker and the playing of Captain Stull at center was noteworthy. The score

of 45 to 23 gives far from a true description of the game with the Spiders. The Medicos

played a good game with a superior team, which

had more time for basketball.

Our first revenge came in the form of a 30 to

10 victory over Randolph-Macon College on their

own floor. This victory stimulated our team,

and their spirit on the floor was greatly im-

proved. For the next few games there was a

better brand of basketball exhibited, and the team

succeeded in chalking up victories over the St.

John's quint, 33 to 33, and to win from thf

Union Theological Seminary, 27 to 22. This

was the third straight victory for the Medicos.

The next Friday the Spiders were encountered

on our court, and again they came out with the

big end of the score by a victory, 51 to 27. Fleet

and Stull starred for the Docs. Following this

defeat the Medicos next encountered the Lynch-

( Continued on Page 323) W. F. Fitzhugh

Manager
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burg College quint in a rather slow and uninteresting affair. The Medicos were decidedly

off, and did not measure up to their former standard in passing and shooting, which enabled

the Hornets to win, 42 to 26. The Sawbones were unable to find the basket.

Our next games were played away from home on a three-day trip. The first was in Alex-

andria, with the Old Dominion Boat Club. This game was very rough and unexciting, the

final tally being 24 to 21 in favor of the Boat Club. Our next contest was a victory over

the St. John's quint on their court, 39 to 32. The Medicos played a stellar brand of ball. For

the third game we came back to Washington, and for the second time during the season en-

countered the American University team. They were shoved to their limit to win, and the

Medicos came within an ace of exploding their fifteen straight wins by completely playing them

off of their feet in the second half of the game. Hicks was high point scorer for both teams,

' and the JFasliington Press stated that Hicks was one of the fastest men seen on the local courts.

Stull and Fleet played a consistent game. The final score was 36 to 30.

The Medicos, in their next home game, lost to Randolph-Macon College. The Sawbones

out-played their opponents in the initial period, but the Jackets in the vesper period unleashed

a furious attack to wrest victory from the Docs by a small margin of 33 to 30. This gamei was
one of the most exciting of the season. Randolph-Macon is noted for its fighting spirit, and

they always have a team that is hard to defeat. It was anybody's game until the last whistle.

The Preachers were next to fall under the knife of the ever-improving Medico quint. This

game was fast and furious, with the victor always in doubt until the final ball was tossed.

The score was 38 to 31.

The season closed with a win over the Old Dominion Boat Club of Alexandria; our team
playing brilliantly to avenge their defeat at the hands of this quint ear!ier in the season. The
playing of Wice at guard was of starring quality, with Parker, Stull, Fleet, and Hicks only a

shade behind. The two Medico guards were thorns in the sides of their opponents.

We think the 1927 basketball season was one of the most successful in the history of Medico
cage annals. The team did not have a large percentage of victories, but taking the season as a

whole, and considering the work of the men who were out for the team and the time they were
allowed to practice, we say it was successful.
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R ,1926esume

The baseball team representing M. C. V. on the diamond last spring probably

made the best record of any M. C. V. team since the World War, when athletics at

the institution were abandoned altogether for a number of years. The teams in basket-

ball, baseball, and tennis have gradually improved since their reorganization in 1923,

until the teams now compete successfully with the teams representing the largest

colleges in the Old Dominion and adjacent states.

The season of 1926 began none too auspiciously. The weather was cold during

the early practice sessions, and the field at the Church Hill Athletic Association was

being conditioned, so that fielding practice was impossible for the first few weeks.

The squad was small, largely inexperienced, and nothing but the zeal and determined

effort on the part of Coach Hicks and his charges produced a winning combination.

Much credit is also due to Mr. Jonah Larrick, Y. M. C. A. secretary, for his en-

couragement, counsel and inestimable aid in keeping the men together and help in the

distribution and maintenance of the equipment with Manager Joyce.

The season began on March 31 at Hampden-Sidney. "Spritter" Adkins, with a

strong wind at his back, breezed them in too fast for the boys to see, so of course they

couldn't hit them. The team went down 9 to o, though some creditable fielding was

done and the team never lost spirit.

In the next game played against the Preachers

at the U. T. S. grounds, the team came back and

defeated the churchmen by the count of 8 to 7 in

ten innings. Pitcher Johnson did valiant duty,

but the thing that brought joy to the hearts of

coach and players alike was the bang of M. C. V.

bats against the horsehide, which indicated an

awakening of the heretofore sleepy batting eyes.

The team went to Ashland next and played

the Jackets. After leading most of the way,

the Medicos were nosed out by a 2 to i score in

a very close, well-played game.

The Bull Pups, from Wofford College in

South Carolina, then caught the Medicos un-

aware and administered the worst defeat of the W. L. Ball

season Manager-Elect
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The Sawbones outpointed the Preachers for a second time during the season, win-

ning from the Union Theological Seminary by a count of 13 to 4.

The next game was played with the Randolph-Macon Yellow Jackets, and this

time they were downed by the score of 6 to 5 in a very nice game.

The team then journeyed to Williamsburg and curbed the much-tooted Indian

team by a count of 3 to 2 in the prettiest and hardest fought game of the season. It

was indeed a happy band returning that night after upsetting the dope pail com-

pletely and making real the dream of every M. C. V. supporter.

Bridgewater was then overturned in a twelve-inning affair by a 7 to 6 score in a

hard game.

The season was brought to a close by a trip through the Valley of Virginia, in

which Bridgewater and Washington and Lee were played. The first game was lost,

12 to 3, after the team had rode cramped in a bus for ten hours and had to play

immediately on arrival. This poor showing was offset the following day when the

team put up a wonderful game against Washington and Lee, being nosed out by the

score of 2 to I. The pitching of Saffelle for the Medicos and Woolwine for the

Generals was the outstanding feature. This Washington and Lee team had previously

defeated the University of Pennsylvania and Cornell teams.

The work of Leap behind the bat, Saffelle at first base and on the mound, and

Frazier in the outfield were probably the most outstanding players of a well-balanced

team. Shortstop was held down by Grady, Frank Jones and Fleet in a very acceptable

style, and "Pie" Traynor Stull played a dependable game at third base, alternating at

first when Saffelle pitched. O. C. Jones pla5fed consistently at second, and his great

interest in athletics and ability as an athlete has placed him at the head of athletics

at the Medical College of Virginia. The outer garden was amply guarded by Floyd,

Fitzhugh, Tullidge, and Frazier. The mound duty fell to the lot of Saffelle, Fleet,

Boyd, Johnson, and Riggins. The manager was Frank Joyce, with Ball, Hedley, and

Blankenship as assistant managers.
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Jummary

M. C. V
M. C. V
M. C. V
M. C. V
M. C. V
M. C. V
M. C. V
M. C. V
M. C. V
M. C. V

Total: Won, 5; Lost, 5.

o; Hampden-Sidney g

8

;

Seminary 7

I
;

Randolph-Macon 2

4; Wofford 18

13; Seminary 4

3 ;
William and Mary 2

6

;

Randolph-Macon 5

7; Bridgewater 6

3; Bridgewater 12

I

;

Washington and Lee . 2

Baseball Schedule for 1927

March 26—Church Hill Athletic Club Here

March 30—Union Theological Seminary There

Apri

Apri

Apri

Apri

Apri

Apri

Apri

Apri

Apri

Apri

2—Randolph-Macon There

5—University of Richmond Here

7—Union Theological Seminary Here

9—William and Mary (pending) There

1
1—Lynchburg College Here

13—Hampden-Sidney There

14—Roanoke College There

15—Bridgewater College There

16—Shenandoah College There

18—St. Johns College (pending) There
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Tennis Resume, Season 1926

A resume of the past tennis season, including two fall matches, shows the season to

have been a very successful one. Nine matches were played, six being won and three

lost. Any team that wins twice as many contests as its losses must be called success-

ful, no matter what branch of athletics it may be.

The first contest of the season was with the Hermitage Club, the Medical College

emerging the victor by the score of 6-i.

The second contest was one of the hardest fought matches of the season. The

Seminary, which is noted throughout the state for its tennis teams, finally coming out

victorious by the close score of 4-3. The playing of Lutz and Patterson was a feature

of, this contest.

The third match was against Randolph-Macon, who were the newspaper claimants

of the college championship for the previous year, apparently forgetting the fact that

their only contest with the Medical College of Virginia resulted in a tie. In this

year's match, however, the Medical College Racqueteers

were easy victors by the score of 5-2.

The next two matches were on the "Valley Trip," the

tennis team breaking even with her opponents. Bridge-

water College was easily overcome by the score of 6-1, this

being her initial year in tennis competition. At Washing-

ton and Lee, however, the reverse was true, Lloyd by spec-

tacular playing being the only member of the Medical

College team able to wrest victory from a team that was

our superior. The hospitality and good sportsmanship of

the W. and L. team offset, to some extent, the sting of de-

feat and the entire team was able to dance at the gym that

night.

The next match was lost to William and Mary by

the score of 5-2. This contest was much closer than the

score would tend to indicate, the teams being very evenly

matched, many of the matches going to three sets, and
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several of the sets being deuce sets, the vital and deciding point always going against

our team.

The University of Richmond was the next opponent, and after the dust of a bitterly

contested match had settled, the Medical College was found to have won by the close

score of 4-3. This was a most satisfying victory; the Spiders having defeated the

Medical College the previous year.

The last match of the season was with our old rivals, the Hermitage Club, and like

the first contest resulted in a M. C. V. victory—score 7-0.

The following men composed the tennis team playing in the order named : Lloyd

(manager), Spessard, Lutz, Patterson, Wood and Preas. Neal and Moss were able

^substitutes and are strongly counted on for this spring.

Tennis as a college sport is rapidly assuming its deserved importance, and when it

does the Medical College of Virginia will be ready to take her place with the best.

T. N. S.
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Can You Imagine

—

The tricks Dr. LaRoque could do with a trapeze instead of an electric light wire?

How lost Beach would be without his Dill Bucket?

Harvey Haag calling Dr. Haskell "Angel"?

Pop Brantly with nothing to say in a Student Body meeting?

What would happen if John Parker lost his voice?

Dick Love with lots of hair?
'

Perce Pharr becoming professor of Physical Diagnosis?

Harry Lyons conceding that teeth do not cause everything—including broken bones

and G. C?
Miss Reitz doing the Charleston ?

"Lizzie" smoking a cigarette in Bio-Chem. laboratory?

Eddie Miller with a desire for knowledge?

Seth Gayle listening to someone else tell a story?

Dr. Haslam riding in a Chevrolet?

Feldman really playing a fiddle?

Mr. "Mac" when he didn't want money?

"Pooh-pooh" singing?

Well, if you can, you're too dern good for us, and we'll hereby nominate you for

president of the Ananias Club, with all privileges.



SNAPSHOTS AROUND COLLEGE
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As THE Sports Writers Would
Say, a Toss-Up.

"My heart is with the ocean," the

rapturous poet cried.

"You've gone me one better," said his

seasick friend, as he took a firmer grip

on the rail.

4? •i' •!•

How Lummox the Ladyfinger
Saved a Goodlie Portion of

Ye Purse.

(Proving ye olde proverbe, '"Tis a

longe allie which has not an ash can.")

When Lummox returned that nighte

to his barren lodging, his faithful esquire,

Digit the Dumbell, surmised that his

master was in an uglie moode. And
right wisely had he guessed, for did not

the goode knight throw each piece of

his accoutrement at Digit on removing it

from his knightlie person ? Then, clad

only in his barbed wire pajamas, he

shouted, "Call forth my goodlie gang

of gormandizers, that I may break the

bad news, and perchance a head, eke."

And when they were assembled, he

spake thus, saying, "Faithful knights,

esquires, and pages
—

"

Whereupon they rose to a man, cry-

ing, "Hail, all hail, to Lummox the

Ladyfinger!"

"I have to tell you why, this day

week, ye shall not feast and make mer-

rie." Bland, indeed, was their expres-

sion, for they knew not why he spake.

But Lummox did continue in this wise

:

"It so happened that while hunting for

humstrums on the heath this a.m., I did

chance upon a fair ladie in dire distress,

having caught her lily white fingers in

flypaper of mine own setting. Then
sware I a great oath by the ladie's pink

chemise that I would free and marrie the

damsel, who was right easy to look upon.

So all this day, even unto the setting of

the sun, did I labor to tie loose the

frenzied female, which being done, I

swang her to my saddle and took her to

her father, whom men do call Francis,

the Fishcake, and whose castle is in

Clay-Street-on-the-Shockoe, a branch of

East Hell. Then did I crave his con-

sent to the betrothal of his daughter to

me. Lummox the Ladyfinger, and if he

had given it
—

" Lummox the Lady-

finger bowed his head.

"But the feast which you would
give?" cried his merrie men, who were

slow of witt and solid of dome.

"That was what I would if he had,

but he didn't." Then to Digit, "Come
over, knave." But Digit was loath to do

so and showed it. "Oh, you must come
over," said his lord and master. And
taking a bowl of ripened curds which
were at hand. Lummox the Ladyfinger

crowned Digit the Dumbell, and peace

brooded over the house.

—

M. I. T. Voo
Doo.

•!• 4" •!•

Another Fable

Once upon a time there was the cut-

est little boy named Seth Gayle. Now,
if Seth had one fault, it was in being

so reluctant to talk about himself that

the little boys and girls at the Medical

College (where Seth went to school)

named him "Silent Gayle." One day

when little Seth looked on the bulletin

board he saw that he had made -rather

a low mark on a medicine quiz. Did
Seth gripe or make out like he should

have had a higher mark? He did not.

Here is what Seth said when talking to

a friend

:

"Easiest quiz of the year, old pal; I

flunked it, only got 54; but if the prof

hadn't slipped me a couple of points here

and there, the count would have been O.

I didn't know the stuff, and I deserved

to flunk it ; no one could kick on the way
we were marked."

Epilogue : They didn't even wait un-

til sunrise to pot this guy.
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DANDRUFF?
Never again will you

have to stay awake at

night and weep for a love-

ly crop of dandrufE all for

your very, very own.

As you have probably

been taught in Sunday

School, Dandruff is not

caused by anything else

than a germ, the bottle

bacillus, so designated be-

cause of its morphological

characteristics which do

remind one so of one of

those things that you

stumble over as you leave

your girl's house in the

morning.

There is only one way
to bring tears of joy into

the eyes of a bottle bacil-

lus, and that is to show him a bottle of Souptureen, or to give him a good,

brisk rub-down with this worthless preparation. Simply douse it on your

scalp, full strength, and massage thoroughly. Inside of two days your hair

will fall out, leaving you the proud possessor of a luscious layer of dandruff,

somewhat resembling the after-effects of a severe snowstorm.

And the beauty of Souptureen is that it doesn't stain your hair or skin.

(It just takes them off.) And it is not greasy,—oh, no!

SOUPTUREEN
—and Dandruff sim-^ly will not live a'^art

Now You Can Have It



Westhampting College

A denominational school for young

women. (Legal tender of all denomi-

nations accepted.) Three miles from

Richmond.
Approached by the beautiful West-

hampting car line,—^which has the dar-

I ingest motormen in town, girls,—this

insult to education rears up on its elbow

to gaze mystically down on Westhamp-

ting Lake, which interposes its damp
self between Westhampting College and

Richming College, where most of the po-

tential neck of Westhampting College

hangs out in the day time.

Yes, we have classes. For circular,

address

Maybe Yeller, Dean.

•!• 4" 4r

Miss Hotstuff's Select Necking

School for Potent Mammas

Situated in charming Penitentiary

Bottom, and only two minute's walk

from Oregon Hill, Miss Hotstuff's

school is nothing but the eggs when it

comes to turning out trained neckers.

Miss Hotstuff has had postgraduate

training in many of the most questionable

institutions in America, and she has

taken so many ten-cent store clerks and

made them into seeming millionairesses,

that old man Kresge says she will have

to stop taking his girls or close her

school. The constant turnover of his

working force is ruinirjg him.

For information wrijte

Miss Aintshee Hotstuff

444 N. 44th St. Scene near Miss Hotstuff's School
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Fifteen Years Ago He Was
Making Only 8,000,000 Rutles a Montk!

Look At Him Norv (If You Can Stand It. We Cant.)

FIFTEEN years ago, Hezekiah Aber-
nathy worked exactly eighteen hours
per diem at his trade as an expert

oyster opener and crab-deviler. He
used to stagger liome at night worn
to a frazzle and discouraged with lite.

His little wife and his thirteen delight-
ful kiddies used to clamber up on his

back with tears in their eyes and beg
for him to give them enough liquor to

have a family whisky party, but his ra-

ply was always the same, "Yes, I no
gotta da mon."
Then, one day, in perusing the Police

Gazette, he came across an Intergnash-
ional Co-respondents School advertise-
ment urging him to clip and mail the
coupon. His decision was made.
That night , when he went home his

wife greeted him with the usual salute
with the rolling pin, and when he came
to he said, his face wreathed in an
idiotic grin, "Charity," he says, (her
name was Charity); "Charity, I've went
and wrote fer a course in Unscientific

Hog Raising at Home."
.Five minutes later the first lesson ar-

rived by insured freight, and from that
day forward the Abernathys began to

rise. This is how it happened (honest,

it is). Hezekiah purchased two (2) pigs
and installed them in the bath tub.

"Might as well use every durn bit of

space we don't need," said he (and, by
George, we think he was right!).

Time passed. The Abernathys moved
out of iirst one room and then another
as their four-footed brood increased, un-
til finally they (the Abernathys) stopped
in the attic.

Today, Hezekiah can (and does) sup-
ply each and every member of his fam-
ily with a daily ration of two quarts of
bottled-in-bond. (Think of it, my dears!)
Why only the other day Mrs. Abernathy
said, when she called on the Plant Juice
Man— (I beg your pardon! Mrs. Aber-
nathy did NOT call on the Plant Juice
Man). Mrs. Abernathy (nee Charity
O'Toole) said to an I. C. S. represent-
ative (shall we express it in her own
naive, girlish manner?): "We alius
thinks as they ain't nothink nor no-
buddy what could have riz us to where
we be now unless it wuz this here Inter-
nations Correwhozis Bunk."

Mail Coupon for Free Booklet

INTERGNASHIONAL CO-RESPONDENTS SCHOOLS

Business Training Courses

Hog Raising Street Cleaning

Raising Pie Street Car Motorman

Technical and Industrial Courses

Hog Raismg Street Cleaning

Raising Pie Street Car Motorman

Name
Street Address

Ci'/i) State

Occupation



Mudical Snollege of Virginia

THE MUDICAL SNOLLEGE OF VIRGINIA

Was founded, so they say, and has had a hard lime ever since to \eep an "re"

from between the "e" and "d" in the seventh word of this ad. W& have an honor

system which all of the students support conscientiously. (Stop that snickering,

Oswald!) Our students do not sneer at l^nowledge which is not intimately con-

nected with their own profession, and instead of placing emphasis on memorizing

mobs of words and "fads" that may he proved ftrong next year, they try to

grasp the fundamentals of science and build up their worthing }(nowledge of medi-

cine from those fundamentals. (As soon as the three hundred students who fainted

after that last remark have been removed to the infirmary, we will proceed.)

For Information, Write to

Jesse James McCauley



Famous Old Songs

After the Ball

Triple Threat Hedley: "What col-

or's best for a bride?"

Jake Spessard: "I prefer white my-

self."

•f 4: -i-

She was only a wood-cutter's daugh-

ter, but gracious! what limbs!

Timorous Old Lady: "Is it danger-

ous to step on that rail, officer?"

Policeman: "No, madam. It isn't un-

less you put your other foot on that trol-

ley wire."

Events Leading Up to a Tragedy

Mama, why is it that the nice man al-

ways leaves just before papa comes

home?

•l" •!• "t-

Jimmie: "Why didn't you invite Ann
to the German Club opening dance?"

Goldie: "I smelled liquor ofi her

breath."

Jimmie: "I didn't know she drank."

Goldie (griped and sad) : "That's just

it. She doesn't."

Marye bought a pair of skates

Upon the ice to frisk.

Wasn't she a silly girl

Her dainty * ?

4. 4. 4.

Girl's Voice: "Don't unbutton that!"

(Silence)

Girl's Voice (again) : "Please don't

take that off!"

(Silence)

Girl's Voice: "Does that have to come
off, too?"

(Silence)

"Stop, you're hurting me."

Voice of Girl's Mother: "Stop your

fussing, Mary. You're all wet, and if I

don't get all these clothes off you'll sure-

ly take cold."
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'Boy, don't aggravate me! That red lantern

means danger."

Boys, This is a Mean One. Don't
Let Aunty See This!

Her: "I just know I'll adore those

sport hose you bought for me."

Him: "Well, I hope that they come
up to your—er—ah—expectations."

4. 4. 4.

We would insert that old one about

the colored mammy asking the ticket

agent for a ticket for Florence ( Florence

was the little girl sitting by the win-

dow), but we are scairt everybody knows
that one, so we will leave it out.

4. 4. 4.

This One Requires Artificial Stim-

ulants TO Keep It Out of
the Tomb.

Slave: "Your highness, a wow of a

woman waits without."

Kink: "Without what?"
Slave: "Food or clothing."

King: "Feed her and bring her in."

4. 4. 4.

Young 'Un: "Pardon me, this must
be the wrong berth."

Old Maid (sighing) : "How you boys

do jump at conclusions!"

Editor: "You will just HAVE to

pardon us for that. What would a joke

section be without this one about the Old
Maid?"

To A Howe's Fourth Reader
( I forgot where I saw this one, but I

think it was in J'irginia Reel.)

Looking through my primer book
Just the other day,

I saw this scrawl, and all

It said was, "Bill to May."
And I thought of all the things

—

Her curly golden head.

"You know I do," and "I do, too,"

That was all we said.

I wonder if she remembers, too.

The cow-lick in my hair?

No, I rather think that little May
Is raising Hell somewhere.

•i" ! •!•

A tricky jade, I'll tell the world.
Is little Lilly Lartus.

She wears a smile upon her lips,

And mouse traps on her gartus.

4< 4. 4.

"Laugh that ofif," said the doc, as he
fastened up the straight-jacket.

4. 4. 4.

"You know, I'll bet 3'ou're twice as

beautiful off the screen," smiled the

spider to the fly on the window sill.

i" •!• •1'

"What could be Sweder?" asked Olaf,

as he gazed at his Cousin Sven's new
tow-headed baby.

4. 4. 4.

Also From Judge

Bus Conductor: "You goin' to Ginter

Park?"
Passenger: "Yes."

B. C: "Well, we ain't."
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Bow-Legged Baby Craves Informa-
tion From Miss Mollie

Dear Miss Mollie:

I . I am a warm sketch of fifteen sum-

mers. No foolin', Miss Mollie, do you

think I am too youthful to go home
soused every morning at three o'clock?

2. Should I let my boy friends neck me
when the rest of the family are in the

room? 3. I have blue eyes and wear

a number three shoe. What color neck-

tie do you think would look best on my
old man?

Bow Legs.

Bow Legs:

I. I should say that you are decidedly

too young to come home pickled every

a.m. Try sobering up before you leave

the party. 2. It is all right to neck be-

fore grandma as long as she doesn't get

jealous and try to collar your boy friend

herself. 3. Yes, don't you?

I have an excellent position with an elec-

tric fan company in the largest Esqui-

maux settlement in Greenland. I have

been having occasional dates with the

boss' wife when he was away on trips,

but the other night he came home unex-

pectedly. I am now recuperating in the

company hospital. Do you think that he

disapproved of my visits, or was he just

playing?

Anxious.

Anxious

:

I don't think for a minute that your

boss would be narrow enough to disap-

prove of your efforts to keep his wife

from being lonesome. I would try again

and find out definitely. A good under-

taker in your vicinity is I. Sinkem Deepe.

Dear Miss Mollie:

I have been married three years and

have twelve children. My husband used

to love me devotedly. The first day of

our married life was one of perfect fe-

licity, but since that, his amorous atten-

tions have been confined to playful

chucks under my chin with the kitchen

table, or to little love taps on the coco

with the heavier of the kitchen utensils.

My uncle offered me one million dollars

if I would leave my husband. Now,
Miss Mollie, what I want to know is

whether you would leave him or not?

Doubtful.

Doubtful

:

Your case is a hard one to decide.

Some people would say to leave him and

take the million dollars. I say, however,

to take the million dollars and leave him.

Dear Miss Mollie:

I have read none of your advice to

other people in this column, so I am
going to ask you a few questions myself.

I am a young man twenty years old, and

Jenny:

If it is a formal affair, suggest that

you wash for a low neck.

Miss Mollie.
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Ain't They the Cats!

First Cat: "The boss says that Miss

Gotparts is the fastest stenog. in the of-

fice."

Second Feline: "Hm-m! S'pose that's

where she gets so many new dresses."

•h "if -i?

Here's One of Our Most Ancient
Ones

They say that Dill Hudgins was kick-

ing about the high price of baths at the

Y. M. C. A. "But, Mr. Hudgins, we
can give you six tickets for a quarter."

"Yes, but how do I know that I'm go-

ing to live six years?" demanded the

Dill.

•i- "t -i"

Prof, (to dumb stude) : "Did you go

over this lesson?"

D. S. : "Yes, sir, I went over it, but

I was too high up to see it."

She: "Have I showed you where I

hurt my hip?"

He: "N-n-no."

She: "Well, we'll drive over there."

Safe If Not Sane

One: "Rufus Alley's wandering in

his mind."

Two : "That's all right. He can't go

far."

h "h "h

Miss Puttogether (standing between

Mike Meador and a bright light, and

gazing dreamily at the stars) : "Mike,

don't you just love to watch the heavenly

bodies?"

Mike (not gazing at the stars) : "Yes,

and especially on a night like this when
they can be seen so clearly."

Almost

Willy: "Does your girl smoke?"

Nilly: "Not quite."

•h "ic "ir

Peyton: "Quick, Mistah McCrackani

A wildcat's jes' ran in yo' office, and

Miss Harman's in there!"

Liz (deliberately) : "Well, he'll just

have to get out the best way he can."

4. 4> 4<

Fannie : "I wouldn't give you a straw

if you were drowning."

Cliff Beach: "I wouldn't touch it if

you did."



"This is a pretty snappy suit," said

the baby, as he pulled on his new rubber

panties.
•!• -t" 4"

Passamaniac: "I heard a new one the

other day. Have I told it to you?"

StuU: "Is it a good one?"

Pass.: "Yes."

Stull: "Then you haven't."

•h "k "ir

"Izzy Rifkin made a fortune out of

his oil well."

"Is that so? I didn't know that he

struck oil."

"He didn't, but he pulled up the well

and sold it for post holes."

•i" •!• 4'

Dumb : "Did ' that patent medicine

that you bought cure your aunt?"

Bell: "Mercy, no! She got two new
diseases from reading the paper that was
wrapped around the bottle."

•h "ir 'b

"That must have been a warm num-
ber you introduced me to last night."

"How come?"
"I asked her if I could take her

home."

"Well?"
"And she asked me where my folks

were."

Yes, You Have Seen This One in

Judge

Munroe Winefinger, I2, of the Bronx,

is the handiest boy in his troop. Say,

people, you should have seen the radio

set he made out of an old piece of ham
and two forks! Well, here is a clever

one from Munroe: He was in a crowd,

and he happened to bump into a rather

pretty girl. "Say," demanded the lass,

"Who you shovin' ? Who you shovin',

anyway?" "How should I know?"
countered Munroe, rolling his eyes. "We
never been introduced, have we?" This

effectually silenced the girl, although she

told reporters later that she wished she

had crowned Munroe then and there.

It was their last morning dip together

at the seaside, and he quoth: "I suppose

I shan't be seeing as much of you this

winter?"

"Oh, I don't know," she snorted sau-

cily. "I'm getting some perfectly dear

evening gowns from Paris next week."
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I he Unit that Qrows

Qrows with YOU!
In addition to its superiority in construction, appear-

ance, and efficiency, the E. D. unit is the only

unit that solves perfectly the problem of develop-

ment for the successful dentist.

The Electro Dental Unit is the only one with an electric
bracket table; the only unit where reaching across the
patient is unnecessary, th.e only unit where all the in-
struments are ideally located for greatest convenience.

Write for Catalogue and Office Designs

Electro Dental Manufacturing Co.
PHILADELPHIA



Medical College of Virginia

(State Institution)

W. T. SANGER, Ph.D., President

RICHMOND, VA.

MEDICINE
PHARMACY

DENTISTRY
NURSING

Separate Faculties. Well-Equipped Laboratories

Under the Direction of Full-Time

Competent Teachers

The Medical College of Virginia owns and controls the Dooley

Hospital, the Memorial Hospital, and the Saint Phillips Hospital.

These three constitute a modern hospital plant for the care and

treatment of patients without regard to race, creed or color, and

have facilities for coping with medical, obstetrical and surgical con-

ditions. These hospitals have beds for 346 patients, in private

rooms and in general wards.

Additional clinical facilities are offered through the City Home,

City Jail, and other institutions in the City of Richmond.

For full information and catalogue, address

J. R. McCAULEY, Secretary



MURPHY'S HOTEL
(EUROPEAN PLAN)

RICHMOND'S LARGEST AND MOST
DISTINCTIVE HOTEL

Located at the intersection of Broad and Eighth Streets.

It is on direct car line to all stations and in the heart of the

theatrical and shopping district

SERVICE AND CUISINE UNEXCELLED

ATTACHED GARAGE

James T, Disney, President



DONT FORGET THAT PLEDGE

Medical College of Virginia

Endowment Campaign

Compliments of X-Ray

CAFETERIA

MEDICAL MEN
know that it is not the amount

of food taken into the system

that counts, but how much
nourishment it contains.

OWENS & MINOR

DRUG CO.

LIMITED

1000-1002 E. Gary Street

Richmond, Va.



Department for Men—
Jas. K. Hall, M.D.

O. B. Darden, M.D., Asso.

Department for Women—
Paul V. Anderson, M.D.
J. H. RoYSTER, M.D., Asso.

WESTBROOK
SANATORIUM

RICHMOND. VIRGINIA

The magnificent suburban home of the late Major Gintcr,

by alterations and extensive additions, has been trans-

formed into a private institution for the treatment of

nervous diseases, mild mental cases and select alcohol and

drug habitues.

The grounds are ample, quiet is assured, and a new build-

ing for men makes easy separation of sexes. A number of

cottages make possible satisfactory and congenial group-

ing.

Rooms single or en suite, with or without private

bath. Hot water heat, electric lights, artesian water.

Bowling, tennis, croquet, billiards and a gymnasium
afford recreation. Electrical and Hydrotherapy

equipment. Nurses and attendants trained for this

special work. Four physicians reside in the Sana-

torium and devote their entire time to the patients.



The Medical College of Virginia
HOSPITAL DIVISION

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEE OF THE MEDICAL STAFF

Manfred Call, M.D Chairman
M. B. JaRMON, M.D Secretary

Greer BaUGHMAN, M.D Obstetrician

Alfred L. Gray, M.D. Roentgenolloglst

Charlie Phillips, M.D. ... Pathologist

Douglas VandERHoof, M.D. Physician -in -Chief

A. MURAT Willis, M.D Surgeon -in -Chief

HOSPITALS OWNED AND CONTROLLED
BY THE COLLEGE

The Dooley Hospital Cribs 60
For white children under ten years of age

The Memorial Hospital Beds 188
For white patients over ten years of age

The Saint Philip Hospital Beds 176
For negro patients

The Virginia Hospital
Used for out-patient department

PRIVATE ROOMS
Private rocms v/ith accommodations for one, two, three and four patients

have been provided. The charges for general board and care are from $3.75

to $6.00 per day, which includes general nursing care, the services of the Resident

Physician and the House Staff, bacteriological and pathological examinations,

medicines and prescriptions compounded in the Hospital Pharmacy and surgical

dressings.

Other charges for ambulance service, the use of delivery and operating rooms

and X-Ray examinations are reasonable.

All reputable physicians and surgeons in Richmond have full privilege (in-

cluding the use lof the' operating rooms) to treat patients occupying private rooms

in any of the hospitals.

PUBLIC WARDS
The charge for patients in the Public Wards is $3.00 per day, which is in full

for all examinations and service necessary, there being no extra charges.

The privilege to treat patients occupying beds in the Public Wards is restricted

to a group of physicians and surgeons appiointed by the Executive Committee of

the Board of Visitors, selected from the Faculty of the School of Medicine of the

College. Physicians and surgeons do not receive a fee or any emolument for services

rendered by them toward patients.



RICHMOND. VIRGINIA

THE HOTELS FOR SERVICE

500 Rocms Fireprof 500

Banquets, Dancing, All the Year

HOTEL RICHMOND
Overlooking the Capitol

Ninth and Grace Streets

HOTEL WM. BYRD
Opposite Broad Street Station

Garage in Connection

OPERATED BY

RICHMOND HOTELS, Inc.

W. E. HOCKETT, Managing Director



^t^P>^-J'.J=^!:igT
The Management of an Infant's Diet

t«e->:^«e-^H.q!.^r«iui

Mellin's Food-A Milk Modifier

It has long been recognized that the stated purpose of Mellin's

Food is supported by a foundation in keeping with the essential problem
of the artificial feeding of infants.

Through the acceptance of the principles of Mellin's Food and
the ever-extending use of Mellin's Food as a milk modifier, a method of

procedure has gradually developed to finally evolve into

An Established System of Infant Feeding.

The simplicity of this system, and the eminently satisfactory results

from its application in the feeding of both well and sick babies, are

matters worthy of serious consideration.

This system is setforth clearly and concisely in ""Formulas

for Infant Feeding". A copy of this book, bound in leather,

will be sent to physicians upon request.

i^-™i>^^-J»^«c-J>i>^*c-3»'>
Mellin's Food Co^ ^'iJ^" Boston, Mass.

r«i-!v:^kc-5^;»c-!Si

SMOKING TOBACCO



If it's Ritter

-"-it's Right

than a Jbusiness enterprise

an

SUCCESS
IN DENTISTRY

T' OUR success in dentistry is dependent not only

upon the professional ability which you have

attained the past four years but upon correct business

methods and modern equipment.

Realizing this we have worked unceasingly to collect

and distribute data which will assist the beginner in

the practice of dentistry, as well as to manufacture the

best and most up-to-date dental equipment modern

science and trained minds can produce.

We only ask that you take advantage of the assistance

we offer you.

Nearly Half a Century Serving the Dental Profession



She was only a carpenter's daughter,

but she knew every vice.

•ic "t "ic

"Move your hand, Bob."

"Aw, Margy!"
"MOVE IT, I said!"

"Oh—why?"
"If you don't, all the cards will blow

off the table."

•h "h "h

"Give me your word of honor that if

we go, you won't get too frisky."

"How can I when you are so tempt-

ingly beautiful?"

"Then I will not go."

"Very well, then, I promise."

"Then it isn't worth while going."

•h "h 'h

My idea of a good job is that of a

street sprinkler in Venice.

4. 4. 4.

The Virginia Reel suggests that you

can cut classes in a correspondence school

by mailing empty envelopes.

Pewee : "Why did they stop putting

clocks on women's hose?"

Marg. Bailey: "'Cause they couldn't

regulate the hands."

4. 4;t r|.

She was only a washerwoman's daugh-

ter, but she sure had some line.

47 •!• 4?

Customer: "Let me have a one-pound

steak."

Customer (again) : "Hey, you're giv-

ing me a big piece of bone!"

Butcher (finally) : "Oh, no, I'm not.

You're paying for it."

4. 4. ij;.

Spry Old Man (no, Gerald, we did

NOT say Bill Sanger) : "Doc, I want
some glasses for close work."

Emory Hill: "Certainly, how close?"

S. O. M.: "Well—er-er-about the

first row."
4. 4. 4.

She was only a taxidermist's daugh-

ter, but she knew her stuff.

Phone: Meringue 2222 Lyric Theatre Building

CARL KAUFDROP
SNAPLESS CLOTHES

Be funnier dressed for $20.00 more

By buying your clotnes at our nold-up store

ASK PEYTON, HE KNOWS
(if he tells the truth, we'll kill him)

Corner Broad and Main SwiCHMOND, VIRGINIA



If It Were Not For the Virginia
Reel We Would Surely Be
Sunk—Look At This One.

He: "The roadster's running a little

badly tonight."

She (cynically) : "Ye-es! A cylinder

is going to miss in a few minutes, and we
are going to just HAVE to stop by the

bend in the river up yonder, and NO, I

haven't any objection to just one little

kiss occasionally, but NOT from you,

and NO, I'm not interested in the I-got-

it - from - a - friend -who-brought-it-back-

this-summer Scotch you have on your

hip, and YES, I know my eyes are at-

tractive and I realize you don't say this

to everybody.

"... However, I WILL take one

little drink and let you park for just a

few minutes."

Father: "Your new little brother has

just arrived."

Very Modern Child: "Where did he

arrive from?"
Father: "From a far-away country."

V. M. C. : "Another damned alien."

•ir -ie "i^

A scientist says that at present railroad

rates it would cost $700,000,000 to go

to Mars. Somebody on the staff said

that that must have been where his wife

went last summer.

•i" •!• "t-

"Just to think," said Bill Fitzhugh,

as he stood all dressed up in his uniform,

"I promised my mother that I would
never be a baseball player."

"Well," said the coach, "you've kept

your word."

Valentine's Meat-Juice
The Power of Valentine's Meat-Juice in

Quieting the Irritable Stomach, Aiding the

Digestion, Restoring the Appetite and Sus-

taining and Strengthening has been demon-
strated by many Medical Men in the treat-

ment of

Anaemia, Exhaustion and Debility.

Dr. Antonio Navarro Fernandez, Physician San Jxmn
de Dios Hospital, Madrid, Spain: "Valentine's Meat-
Juice has proved of great importance in treating patients
suffering with Dystrophia and in cases of Anaemia caused
by Syphilis. I find it most efficacious in treating patients
after operations of all kinds."

John 'Keay, Medical Officer in Charge, Edinburgh War
Hospital, Edinburgh, Scotland: "The Valentine's Meat-
Juice has been in this Hospital, and in cases of extreme
exhaustion from sickness or wounds has been found a
stimulant and food of great value."

For Sale by American and European Chemists and Druggists.

VALENTINE'S MEAT-JUICE COMPANY
421-L Richmond, Virginia, U. S. A.



THE

TUCKER SANATORIUM
INCORPORATED

MADISON AND FRANKLIN STREETS

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

f -i^jmaiaSL/..^,^

The private sanatorium of Drs. Beverly R. Tucker and R. Finley

Gayle for the treatment of Nervous and Endocrine Diseases.

Modernly conducted, including hydrotherapy and massage. Train-
ing school for nurses, including nine months' affiliation in obstetrics

and surgery.



THE GUARDIAN LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY OF AMERICA

A MUTUAL COMPANY

"WHY THE GU ARDI AN r

ROBERT P. QUARLES, Special Agent

907 American national Bank Building

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

College of

William and Mary
WILLIAMSBURG, VA.

WINTER AND SUMMER
SESSIONS

Regular courses for Bachelor and

Master degrees. Special courses

in Teacher Training, Pre-Medi-

cine, Pre-Engineering, Home
Economics, Jurisprudence, Busi-

ness Administration, Physical

Training, etc.

H. L. Bridges, Registrar

J. A. C. Chandler, President

Catalog Sent Upon Request

Randolph-Macon

College

FOR MEN

1830 ASHLAND, VA. 1927

Prepares men for the study of Law,
Medicine, Applied Sciences and the

Ministry.

Confers degrees B.S., A.B., and
A.M.

Strong faculty. All students, es-

pecially first-year men, given personal
attention by full professors.

For particulars apply

R. E. BLACKWELL, A.M., LL.D.
President

S. C. HATCHER, D.D.
Vice-President and Secretary-Treasurer



The Official Photographer

for

The X-Ray

W, W. FOSTER
112 North Ninth Street

RICHMOND. VA.

Nothing Missing But the Voice



Haskin's Billiard Academy
"Billy" Haskins, Proprietor

Rickmond's Largest and Best

TWENTY-THREE TABLES

Basement National Theater

Baseball Scores by Innings — Football Scores by Quarters

Students, Alumni and Friends
of the

Medical College of Virginia

A Welcome Awaits You at the

CENTRAL Y. M. C. A.
Grace and Seventh, Richmond, Va.

Rooms by Day or Month, with
Modern Conveniences

Special Membership Ticket for Students

of the Medical College

"Does that boy drink?"

"Who? Bill Southward? Why, that

guy has a bottle in his mouth so con-

stantly that people think he is a cork."

She was only a farmer's daughter, but

she knew her oats.

We never yet heard of an absent-

minded professor who forgot to flunk

anyone.

It was at the last German Club
dance at the Country Club. Fifty cou-

ples were dancing to the strains of mad
music.

It began to rain. A hundred and fifty

couples were dancing.
•t "t if

First Flea (in zoo) : "Let's have a

round of golf."

Second Flea (also in zoo) : "Where'll
we play?"

First Flea (still in zoo) : "Over on
the lynx."

+ + •*•

"So your brother is a matinee idol?"
"Yes, he sits around the house every

afternoon."
.]. 4. 4.

There are two ways to win a wom-
an's love. One is to lie to her, and so
is the other.

4. 4. 4.

Alice says that a date with Yet-To-
See Farley reminds her of a slow mo-
tion picture of a sloth.



STUART CIRCLE HOSPITAL
RICHMOND, VA.

Institutional Member of the American Hospital Association

An artistic and modern Private Hospital, locitcd in the heart of the most beautiful

residential section of the city. Pronounced by one of the celebrated surgeons of

America "A Perfect Hospital Unit,"

General Surgery and Gynecology

STUART MICHAUX. M.D.. F.A.C.S

CHAS. R. ROBINS, M.D.. F.A.C.S.

Internal Medicine

ALEX. G. BROWN, JR., M.D.
MANFRED CALL, M.D.

Surgery

ARTHUR S. BRINKLEY, M.D., F.A.C.S.

Internal Medicine

J. O. FITZGERALD, M.D.

Pathology

REGENA C. BECK, A.M., M.D.

Orthopedic Surgery

]. B. FITTS. M.D., F.A.C.S.

THOMAS WHEELDON, M.D., F.A.C.S.

SENIOR STAFF
Obstetrics

GREER BAUGHMAN, M.D.. F.A.C.S."
BENJAMIN H. GRAY, M.D., F.A.C.S.

Ophthalmology, Rhinology and Otolaryngology

CLIFTON M. MILLER, M.D.. F.A.C.S.
R. H. WRIGHT. M.D.. F.A.C.S.

ASSOCIATE STAFF
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat

W. L. MASON, M.D.

Dermatology

THOMAS W. MURRELL, M.D.

Roentgenology

FRED M. HODGES, M.D.
L. O. SNEED, M.D.

Odontology.

GUY R. HARRISON. D.D.S.

Urology

JOSEPH F. GEISINGER. M.D.. F.A.C.S.

Address all communications to CHARLOTTE PFEIFFER, R.N.

Superintende'mt of Hospital and Principal of the School of Nursin



115 E. Main Street

Richmond, Va.

Phones: Madison 1117-1118

RICHMOND'S
TELEGRAPH FLORIST

There once was a man in Pawtucket

Who kept all his cash in a bucket,

But his daughter, named Nan,
Ran away with a man.

And as to the bucket—Nantucket.

But he followed the pair to Nantucket,

The man and the girl with the bucket;

He said to the man,
"You are welcome to Nan,"

And as to the bucket—Pawtucket.

—M. I. T. Voo Doo.
•!• 4: "l?

Garcin: "Have you any class now,

Violet?"

Holl owell "Look me
4- •*• 4-

over. kid.'

Maybelle

:

"You tickle me. Duke "

The Duke "My word what a strange

request !"

•!• •!• 4?

She: "Don't you just ove nights like

He: "No, sometimes I study
"

THE HAMMOND
COMPANY, Inc,

FLOWERS
Second and Grace Streets

Phone Mad. 629

Shnd flowers now
Don't wait until your friends are ill,

unfortunate or even dead before send-
ing them flowers. Show your love
and appreciation to them while they
are able to enjoy them.

Ratcliffe ^ Tanner
INCORPORATED

519 E. Grace Street

RICHMOND, VA.

POWERS-TAYLOR
DRUG CO.

Wholesale Druggists

Established 1860

Importers and Jobbers of

DRUGGISTS' SUNDRIES
and

FANCY GOODS

9, 11, 13, 15 and 17 South 13th St.

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

Agents for

WALRUS SODA FOUNTAINS



ST. ELIZABETH S HOSPITAL
RICHMOND, VA.

STAFF

J. Shelton Horsley, M.D Surgery and Gl;neco/ogi)

J. S. Horsley, Jr., M.D Plastic, Thoracic and General Surgery

Wm. H. HiggINS, M.D Internal Medicine

O. O. AsHWORTH, M.D Internal Medicine

Austin I. Dodson, M.D Urology

Fred M. Hodges, M.D Roentgenology

Helen Lorraine Medical Illustration

Thos. W. Wood, D.D.S Dental Surgery

ADMINISTRATION
N. Elmore Pate, Manager

St. Clair Allan Superintendent and Principal of Training School



THE

Life Insurance Company of Virginia
Incorporated 1871

RICHMOND

In the estate-building plans of the average young man, particu-
larly the recent graduate from school or college, life insurance should
enjoy first consideration as a means of practicing that thrift which
has ever been the basic factor, of every outstanding success.

For thus making youth the servant of one's future, modern
finance knows no method superior to that afforded by Endowment
policies.

John G. Walker
Chairman of the Board

Bradford H. Walker
President

Broken Blossoms

You called me "little pal" a year ago,

You told me I was very nice to know,
You told me what love was—I thought

I knew,

But then oh, hell!

—M. I. T. Voo Doo.

if "h "i"

"Were you and daddy good boys while
I was gone?" asked Mrs. Crockett.

"Oh, yes, mother," replied the child.

"And did you treat the nurse respect-

fully?"

"I should say we did."

"And did you kiss her goodnight every
day?"

"I should say we did."

(This explains the heretofore myste-
rious absence of Mr. Crockett from his

classes for two days.)

•l- •!• 4"

She wasn't any garage-keeper's daugh-
ter, but she had her share of parts.

Stores With Super-Service

3 real good
Drug Stores

8 1 7 E. Broad
427 E. Broad
101 E. Broad



Surgical and Dental Supplies

POWERS « ANDERSON SURGICAL
INSTRUMENT COMPANY

503 Granby St.

Norfolk, Va.

POWERS « ANDERSON DENTAL COMPANY
Medical Arts Bldg.

Lynchburg, Va.

POWERS « ANDERSON DENTAL COMPANY
324 North Tryon St.

Charlotte, N. C.

POWERS « ANDERSON DENTAL COMPANY
2211/2 West Fifth St.

Winston Salem, N. C.

POWERS » ANDERSON, Inc.

Surgical Instruments

603 E. Main St.

Richmond, Va.

POWERS « ANDERSON DENTAL COMPANY
603 E. Main St.

Richmond, Va.



Compliments of

HYGEA HOSPITAL

DR. JOHN R. BLAIR

Surgeon in Charge

GRACE HOSPITAL
401-7 WEST GRACE STREET

RICHMOND, VA.

FOR THE SURGICAL PATIENTS
of

DR. ROBERT C. BRYAN
DR. H. S. MacLEAN



ST. LUKE'S HOSPITAL
Conducted by

McGUIRE CLINIC

M'WEiiXj^r^_^J5IWB-
Medical and Surgical Staff

General Medicine

Garnett Nelson, M.D.

James H. Smith, M.D.
Hunter H. McGuire, M.D.
Margaret Nolting, M.D.

John Powell Williams, M.D.
Douglas G. Chapman, M.D.

Pathology and Radiology

S. W. BuDD, M.D.

Roentgenology

A. L. Gray, M.D.

J. L. Tabb, M.D.

Urology

Austin I. Dodson, M.D.

General Surgery

Stuart McGuire, M.D.

W. Lowndes Deple, M.D.

Carrington Williams, M.D.

Beverly Eckles, M.D.

Orthopedic Surgery

William T. Graham, M.D.

D. M. Faulkner, M.D.

Dental Surgery

John Bell Williams, D.D.S.

Guy R. Harrison, D.D.S.

Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat

Thomas H. Hughes, M.D.

1000 WEST GRACE STREET

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA



Our goods can be purchased from the dealer in combination
with chair, engine, unit, and in fact a complete outfit, on one con-
tract on easy monthly payments.

We will demonstrate our line in your city before you grad-
uate and hope to see every member of the Senior Class.



THE HARVARD '11

A STUDY IN UTILITY COMBINED WITH GOOD TASTE
A Realization of Poity Years Intensive Study and Research by

the Best Engineering Ability

THE HARVARD COMPANY
Canton, Ohio

Manufacturing Chaii'S, Cabinets, Labo-
ratory Furniture, Electric Engines, com-
plete Dental Units, Fountain Spitooiis,

Brackets, Tables and other articles mak-
ing a complete equipment line.

Illustrated

Liiterature

On Request

Without

Obligation

"Let George Do It"

COLTON CLEANING AND
PRESSING

Randolph 5037

503 North Twelfth Street

Service is Our Motto

GIVE US A TRIAL AND BE
CONVINCED

COLLEGE INN
501 North Twelfth Street

Where the Boys Come to

Eat and Drink

TARRANT
DRUG CO,

PRESCRIPTIONS
ONLY



i —with a background of Victor
-'^ experience and General Electric

Company's research facilities

THE Coolidge X-Ray Tube, which has
revolutionized the art ofradiography,

was developed in the Research Labora-

tories of the General Electric Company.
In collaboration with these same labor-

atories, the Victor "CDX" Dental X-Ray
Unit was evolved, when Victor X-Ray
Corporation's Engineering Department,
with its background of experience in the

design of X-Ray apparatus, worked with
the physicists of these laboratories, to the

end that the mechanical and electrical

design of the X-Ray unit would answer
the critical requirements of the Coolidge
tube itself. Thus has emanated a per-

fectly balanced equipment.

Inasmuch as the "CDX" Dental X-Ray
Unit is sponsored by the same research

facilities as all other notable "G. E."
developments, and the Victor X-Ray
Corporation is the subsidiary that extends
atangible service to the dental and medi-

cal professions in their X-Ray and Electro-

Medical requirements, what better safe-

guard could be offered on your invest-

ment in dental X-Ray equipment?

Victor X-Ray Corporation
Dental Department

2012 Jackson Blvd. Chicago

Mounting panel extra

1



STAINS
FOR

Microscopic Examinations, Reagents, Test Solutions, Etc.

A Complete Line of Biologicals

and Biological Reagents

We Carry a Fourteen Dose Rabies Treatment in Stock

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE MADISON 1818

Wm. T. VanPelt Harry W. Brown

Van PELT « BROWN
MANUFACTURING PHARMACISTS

Medical Arts Building

Second and Franklin Streets RICHMOND, VA.

WE CARRY A FULL LINE OF

Cliemicals, Stains ana
Reagents

PHIPPS AND BYRD
Incorporated

RICHMOND, VA.

207 E. Main Si'. Randolph 2389

HOTEL RUEGER
"Still the Best Place to

Eat and Sleep"

Um-m !

She (tenderly) : "And are mine the

only lips you have kissed?"

He: "Yes, and they are the sweetest

of all."—M. /. T. Voo Doo.
4. 4. 4.

Him: "So you don't think I can call

your bluff?"

Her (easing her curves up against his

manly thorax) : "Not unless you are a

little boulder."
i- 'I' 4?

A model woman is a bare possibility,

but a woman model is a naked fact.

4. 4. 4<

"Father?"

"Yes, my son."

"Father, after an army has shelled the

enemy, do they eat the colonels?"

•!• -t •!•

Jim: "Well, I surely knocked 'em cold

in my courses."

Mie: "Yeah, whadja get?"

Jim: "Zero."



How To Write a Preface to a Loose-Leai System of

Medicine
(With Apologries to M. I. T. Voo Doo.)

[Note: Although prefaces to scientific books have been written for so long now that the method*
have been thoroughly standardized, and the present day preface writer need only make his decision
as to which of the three forms he wishes to utilize, it is felt that the incorporation of a certain amount
of truth into prefaces would not be without its advantages, and it is with these considerations in
inind that the following sample in the newer style is presented.]

PREFACE
This present volume on "Applications of the Differential Calculus to Hog Cholera and Glass Blow-

ing" is the outgrowth of a set of mimeographed notes which had been used unsuccessfully in the
classroom of Bohunkus College for a number of years, and which, it was felt, werel deserving of a
more permanent form, heaven knows why. In response to repeated requests received by the authors
from their landladies for some promise as to when back room rent might be paid oft, it was decided
to issue the present volumes, which now appear in a form that the authors wish would be found
suitable by teachers and students of the subject in colleges and hospitals, but which they know
blamed well will not.

In issuing the volume at the present time, the authors feel that some explanation is due to stu-
^ dents of the subject, in view of the fact that twenty-five similar sysems have recently appeared, and
that they might be thought to be covering the same ground already gone over in a number of other
excellent treatises. As a matter of fact, this is exactly the case, but as it would be rather difficult

to give any explanation at all, none will be attempted. The writers, therefore, have no apology to
offer in connection with the appearance of their book at this time.

Throughout the work, special emphasis has been laid on the importance of writing it in a manner
such that no student, however industrious, can possibly understand what is being talked about.
Thus, he will either (1) drop the course, and save the instructor from correcting his papers, or (2)
will flunk it, and have to take the condition exam, for which a suitable fee may be charged. Mathe-
matical rigor has not been dispensed with—in fact, it may be that a number of cases of rigor mortis
will develop in readers of the text, but it is thought better to risk this possibility than to do anything
which would shake the student's belief in the entire impossibility of the subject. It is thus our
hope that the book will fill a long felt want, or if not felt, then cotton batting, as Babe Ruth never
said.

Finally, the authors wish to express their appreciation and gratitude to a number of old busy-
bodies who fooled around while the work w^as in manuscript in the hope of getting their names in
the preface, and who were altogether too numerous to thank personally. Our indebtedness to Prof.
Henry W. Cauliflower, of the Packing Case Medical College, who read the manuscript five times and
made a lot of darn fool suggestions w^hich were found very hopeless, is so great that we cannot avoid
mentioning it, much as we would like to do so. Also, to our colleague. Dr. John T. Horseradish,
whose ingenious idea it was to remove the index and table of contents, in order to make the volume
more portable and less intelligible, we express our sincere thanks. We are further grateful to W. B.
Zank, to whose careful and painstaking reading of the proof is due the fact that there are no more
typographical errors than there are. As a matter of fact, he wrote the whole thing, but having no
reputation, it was obviously impossible to credit him with the authorship. In closing, the authors
wish to express their deep thanks to each other for their generous and at all times unselfish and un-
thinking co-operation.

JOHNSTON-WILLIS HOSPITAL

Corner Kensington and Colonial Aves. RICHMOND, VIRGINIA



WM. P. POYTHRESS ^ CO.
INCORPORATED

Apothecaries Since 1856

Richmond, Va.

Manufacturers of An Ethical Line of

Pharmaceuticals

OLEO-AGAR. COMPOUND
METHACOL
URO-PHOSPHATE TABLETS
DIGIODID TABLETS
SALRUSO TABLETS
S. G. « S. CAPSULES, PLAIN

S. G. a S. CAPSULES, with URO-
TROPINE

S. G. a S. CAPSULES, with ME-
THYLENE BLUE

HYCOSANGAUL CAPSULES
TALNAS CAPSULES

CAPSABELL CAPSULES
OLEO-AGAR, PLAIN

Literature and Samples Upon Request

THE PEARL LAUNDRY
INCORPORATED

1208 Parkwood Ave. Phone Boul. 6231

MODERN
Let Us Do

Your
Laundry and

You'll Be

Satisfied

SANITARY
Remember

Phone

Boul. 6231

We are That
Near You

A Pearl Laundry Routeman is in M. C. V. Vicinity Daily

J. R. McCauley, President



THE BODEKER
DRUG CO.

Established 1846 Incorporated 1898

IMPORTERS
AND WHOLESALE

DRUGGISTS

1414-1420 East Main Street

RICHMOND, VA.

Tenth Street

Confectionery
313 N. 10th St.

SANDWICHES. DRINKS
AND TOBACCO

GIANNASI 8 BALDUCCI

Hudgins and White

PRESCRIPTION

DRUGGISTS

COMPLIMENTS OF

The Baughman

Stationery Company

College and School

Supplies

900 West Marshall

Richmond, Virginia

W. G. COSBY
Transfer

Leave Your Transfer Checks at

the Y. M. C. A. Desk

PHONE RANDOLPH 357

309 North Ninth Street

The Tenth
Street Cleaning

Company
"One Day Service"

M. 5406 308 N. 10th St.
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Has KaJ more tkan tTOenty Jears of

successful experience in I ear -Book

Designing and Engra\»ing. Tke^

are recogni2ecI as tke leaders in the

creation and production of the better

class of annuals. Their experience,

equipment, corps of artists, designers

and engravers are entirely at

your disposal

130. 132. 134- 136 FOURTH AVENUE, NORTH

NASHVILLE
TENN.
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THIS BOOK PRINTED BY BENSON

^^/P^ LARGEST COLLEGE ANNUAL
"

PUBLISHERS IN THE WORLD
HIGHEST QUALITY WORKMANSHIP
SUPERIOR EXTENSIVE SERVICE

L-
COLLEGE ANNUAL HEADQUARTERS
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509 H. 12th gTREET

R'CHMO.MD, VIRGINIA 23219




